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Although most critics who have examined Philip 
Freneau's work have contended that the poet's philosophic 
enquiries were scattered and therefore not worthy of 
critical attention, this dissertation asserts that Freneau I s 
search for an ordered universe that included the presence 
of a supreme being and the immortality of the soul was in 
fact more structured than has been previously thought. It 
focuses on the disappointing results of Freneau I s 
application of Scottish Common Sense realism to the physical 
world and the rational presuppositions he initially 
formulated in previously unstudied prose essays that would 
ultimately lead to the deistic tenets he embraced after 
1800. 
Though much of his early poetry bears a strong 
resemblance to the work of English pre-romantics such as 
Cowper, Collins, and Thomson, Freneau's Common Sense 
empiricism undercuts both the pastoral romanticism and 
Berkeleyan idealism of these works with realistic images of 
natural decay and violence, thereby displacing romantic 
tendencies with empirical observation . 
But Freneau's hard-nosed realism proves disappointing 
during the 1780 1 s, for his Common Sense approach, which 
posited that humans have direct contact with objective 
reality, finds no evidence of the existence of a deity, 
little hope of human immortality, and a natural world that 
both nurtures and destroys indiscriminately. The 
contradictions of renewal and decay in nature become so 
great that the poet questions humanity's ability to perceive 
and understand the physical world. 
But out of his pessimism Freneau constructs a rational 
solution that accounts for nature's contradictions and the 
limits of human perception. In a group of four "Philosopher 
of the Forest" essays appearing in the 1788 Miscellaneous 
Works, Freneau determines that discord in nature is part of 
a di vine plan beyond human understanding that has been 
conceived and set into motion by a remote deity who is also 
beyond comprehension. From this seed Freneau builds over 
the next thirty years a rational vision of a universe that, 
while too complex for humanity's limited intellect, 
nonetheless provides the materials by which humans, through 
the active application of reason and science, can begin to 
comprehend nature's discord as part of a larger design that 
is necessarily perfect. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Philip Freneau's literary career began with the 
pastoral romanticism of "The American Village" yet ended 
with numerous didactic poems, such as "On the Uniformity 
and Perfection of Nature," espousing a rational vision of 
the universe. In fact, the reader unfamiliar with Freneau 
would be unlikely to associate the two poems with the same 
poet, the former full of romantic imagery and the latter 
virtually empty of it. How Freneau's brand of rationalism 
evolved has been the subject of study by a number of his 
critics, perhaps because of the frequent philosophic turns 
Freneau took during his career. The romantic veneer of his 
poetry before 1780 was from the beginning undermined by 
questions and doubts concerning the benevolence of man and 
nature. Yet the empirical observation that generated these 
doubts proved to be equally illusive, for that same 
empiricism uncovered contradictions about the physical world 
that dominate Freneau's work in the early and mid 1780 ' s, 
resulting in a stoical resignation to human transience in 
a seemingly violent and random universe. But stoic 
acceptance proved untenable for Freneau; at the close of the 
eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth, his 
lyric poetry proposes rational explanations to the chaotic 
phenomena he has observed. It is thus understandable why 
many of Freneau' s critics have branded his philosophic 
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thought a s scattered or inconsiste nt, r e flecting attitudes 
of the moment rather t han a c oherent system . 
Fred Lewis Pattee ' s b i ographica l a nd c rit i ca l 
introduction to Freneau in h i s three-volume Poems of Philip 
Freneau establishes a n attitude toward t he poet's 
philosophical depth and direction that has since dominated 
critical opinion. He v i ews Freneau as a "young dreamer 
[who] was gradually dis i llusioned" because he was 
overshadowed by the period in which he lived (Pattee ciii). 
This disillusionment is reflected in the poet's canon, says 
Pattee, who sees the 1786 and 1788 collections as Freneau's 
most spontaneous and poetic before he became hardened by 
contact with everyday life and the practical world of 
politics. The changes Freneau made in subsequent editions 
seem to Pattee more pragmatic or political than poetic and 
thus reduce his early work to mere fragments that voice his 
deistic ideas or republican attitudes. By finally painting 
Freneau as a "practical" writer, Pattee dismisses him as a 
philosophic or theological thinker, contending he was "out 
of step with the theology of his generation ... out of tune 
with the music of his day," though he grants that Freneau 
perhaps was "beating time a half a century ahead of the 
chorus about him" (p. cxi). 
Harry Hayden Clark's perspective on Freneau's 
philosophic ideas is far more sound. In his numerous 
studies on Freneau, Professor Clark prefers to focus on the 
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poet ' s de i stic s l ant and the strong element of primitivism 
appearing i n both t h e p oetry and prose. He finds Freneau 's 
philosophy to be based on a c ombi nat i on o f "nature and 
humanity" (Clark, Poems xxxv) , much of it i n f luenced by 
Thomas Paine's assertion that nature should be cons i dered 
the revelation of God . Clark , i n fact, goes out of h i s way 
to tie Freneau to Paine, ma i ntain i ng that both saw the 
universe as a "vast machine" that is f ixed by beneficent but 
immutable laws, unlike the capricious world and fickle God 
of an Increase Mather . He contends that , because Freneau 
embraced the view of nature as revelation , the poet 
concluded that human progress was dependent upon science as 
a tool of discovery and a means of civilizing man . And 
because discovery and worship were centered in this world, 
Freneau saw human beings focusing more on their relationship 
with their fellow human beings and less on a relationship 
with a supreme being. Justice, mercy, and benevolence 
became not only moral but religious duties. For both 
Freneau and Paine, human i tarianism complemented the cosmic 
elements of deism (Clark, Poems xxxvii-xxxviii) . 
Clark also argues that this humanitarianism born of 
the study of nature i s the foundation of Freneau's 
primitivism . He notes the poet's rejection of the discord 
of modern life and his belief, influenced by Rousseau, in 
the corrupting influence of civilization. As an additional 
influence, he cites the Lockean assumption that man is the 
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produc t o f sens ation and environment and that the refor e the 
degree of evil in man was o f t en a function of social 
institutions (Clark, Poems xli-xl ii ). Like Shafte sbury , 
Priestly, and Godwin , who took up this assumption to suggest 
how the evil of institu t i ons i nh i bits man ' s good i nstincts , 
Freneau' s faith i n ma n ' s goodness l ed him to posit a 
democracy that had no need f or kings or pr i ests (Clark , 
Poems xlv) . 
Nonetheless, Clark , like others to follow, still sees 
Freneau as an artist f illed with contradictions . Freneau 
celebrates fancy at the e xpense of reason in his early 
poetry, then does just the opposite at t he end of h i s 
career. He revels in the beauty of nature in early poetry , 
such as "The Beauties of Santa Cruz," and celebrates its 
perfection in his later poems , but in between he often finds 
nature unpredictable and destructive (Clark, Poems lii) . 
In a later study, Clark raises the same issue, describing 
Freneau as a humanitarian who could voice ferocious hatred , 
a humorous writer who could also be melancholy, and a poet 
of reason who could lament its reign ( "Father of Poetry" 14-
15). He even suggests an incongruence in Freneau•s deistic 
thought, finding that because the poet's deification of 
cold , impersonal natural law left no place for a personal 
conception o f immortality, Freneau became obsessed with the 
transience of the physical world (Clark , "Father of Poetry" 
2 0} • Clark concludes that Freneau could not f ocus with 
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conce ntrat ed intens ity on significant experience and produce 
an ordered system o f thought, despite the deistic found a tion 
on whi ch much of h i s lat e work r est s: 
A good poem i s like a pebbl e d r opped i nto the 
still waters of the imagination, wak ening ripples 
there that c i rcle and spread until they lap along 
the shores o f i nfinity ; but i nstead of us i ng a 
sing l e p ebble , skillfully directed, Freneau 
assau l ts t he waters of the imagi nat i on with a 
handful of pebbles , and the ripples that are 
awakened quickly clash and the result i s mere 
c onfusion ("Father of Poetry" 16 }. 
Lewis Leary, author of That Rascal Freneau, considered 
the best biography of the poet, as well as of several 
subsequent studies, gives Freneau' s philosophic thought even 
less credit than Clark does. Insisting that "too much must 
not be made of Freneau," he considers his subject to be a 
talented man who more often than not merely responded to the 
impulses of his time and borrowed whatever he found useful 
in content or form (Leary, soundings 158} . Thus Freneau's 
emphasis on transience and decay becomes little more than 
the extension of an eighteenth century convention, much like 
his early fondness for pastoral themes, for Leary takes 
great care to cite the influence of Pope, Addison, Milton , 
Goldsmith, and other English mentors on Freneau's work . 
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However, Leary does devote more time than any 
subsequent biographer to Freneau's aborted theological 
studies and their influence on his work. Though he notes 
the oft-cited tirade against theological study in Freneau•s 
notebook ("Farewell to the study of Divinity--which is, in 
f act, the study of Nothing!") , he is also careful to explain 
that this rejection was more economic than spiritual and 
describes in detail Freneau' s many entries that follow. 
Leary contends that these religious studies turned his 
obsession with physical transience into a belief in the 
vanity of worldly desire and contributed to the moral tone 
of works such as "Philosophic Reflections," "A Moral 
Thought," and the Pilgrim essays (That Rascal Freneau 99-
103) . 
Unfortunately, Leary's reading of Freneau' s work is 
largely cursory; he calls "The Beauties of Santa Cruz" a 
museum piece of baroque landscape rather than a poem and 
considers "The Invitation" to be only a call to men who 
would serve their country (That Rascal Freneau 70 and 96) . 
Leary concludes that in his later poetry Freneau did not 
find a solution to the endless discord of nature and society 
but instead wearied of the struggle to understand the world 
as it was versus the world as it should be (That Rascal 
Freneau 339) . If Leary regards Freneau's literary career 
as a failure, he is even more skeptical of the philosophic 
origins and resulting speculations of the poet's work: 
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... [A]t best a probi ng into the phi l osophic basis 
of Freneau ' s writings is an unprofitable 
occupation . Sensuousness rather than rationality 
will be found to mark Freneau in all of his work. 
What garb of the latter he donned was of the cloth 
of his time, cut badly to fit a poet whose mind 
was at the mercy of his emotions (That Rascal 
Freneau 29) . 
Nelson Adkins did not take Leary's advice and produced 
eight years later the first full-dress examination of the 
philosophic influences on Freneau. In titling his book The 
Cosmic Enigma, Adkins exhibits an attitude similar to that 
of his predecessors, that Freneau lacked a coherent system 
of philosophic thought, yet reaches his conclusion only 
after a detailed examination of Freneau's work from four 
perspectives: Christianity, nature, Deism, and paganism. 
Adkins sees Christian influences in Freneau's work either 
feeding romantic impulses, particularly in "The House of 
Night," which sprang from his theological studies in the 
1779 version but strayed from orthodoxy in the 1786 version, 
or surfacing out of a sense of pragmatism or "devotional 
propriety," as in a 1782 review of a religious text 
published in The Freeman's Journal, in which Freneau denies 
the reasonableness of eternal damnation but then admits that 
damnation restrains the wicked (14-17). The same type of 
tension appears in Freneau's theological notebooks; he sees 
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inspiration in the scriptures, yet he also seeks proof of 
God's existence in the symmetry and design of a Newtonian 
u n i verse (Adk i ns 8- 9 ). 
Under the category of nature , Adkins c i t e s numerous 
examples of eighteenth cent ury natura l ph ilosophy i n 
Freneau, particularly t he g l ori f ication of simplicity and 
innocence in "The Amer i can Vi llage" that echoes Goldsmith; 
the recurr i ng image o f the noble savage i n "The Dying 
Indian , " "The Indian student," and the Torno Cheeki essays; 
and a frequent endorsement o f an agrarian society, again 
best exemplified in "The American Village" (20-25). But 
Adkins notes an opposing view appearing simultaneously. 
Freneau's enthusiasm f or nature is tempered by an 
acknowledgement of its dark underside in the prose narrative 
accompanying the original publication of "The Beauties of 
Santa Cruz" and in the poem's ambivalent attitude toward 
pastoral romanticism (Adkins 27 - 28). His experiences as a 
sea captain and his result i ng sea poems, many of which focus 
on the violence and seeming indifference of nature, 
undermine images of nurturing and well being. Adkins 
concludes that Freneau probably "saw nature's fits of anger 
as more numerous than her moments of moderation" and finally 
determined that common sense should moderate any romantic 
expansiveness he felt {32). 
Freneau's deism , according to Adkins, is driven 
primarily by Newton ' s mechanical universe and the influence 
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of Thomas Paine's Age of Reason. Newton's appeal lay in his 
model of the universal machine, a well-ordered , mechanical 
whole held together by gravity. Deists became attracted to 
the Newtonian system because, as a machine, it provided 
empirical evidence of God's existence behind nature. But 
Freneau saw Newton's model as an argument for empirical 
observation and a rejection of revelation and religious 
orthodoxy, including Calvinistic divine intervention and the 
angry God of Puritanism (pp. 45-46). The malignant aspects 
of nature are explained as a "harmony not understood," a 
balanced system in which disorder moves toward order and 
divine perfection (p. 49). Adkins asserts that several of 
the new 
overtly 
poems appearing in the 
reflect this point of 
1809 and 1815 editions 
view and that their 
philosophic tenets parallel many of Paine's conclusions in 
The Age of Reason, including acceptance of the universe as 
a perfectly contrived, harmonious whole, driven by immutable 
laws, and the notion that man should apply these same laws 
to the betterment of society (43-44). 
Adkins' final section, titled "Paganism," is actually 
a discussion of Lucretian influences on Freneau and how they 
may have affected some of his deistic attitudes. Adkins 
believes that Freneau speculated on the possibility that no 
"First Cause, 11 the force or supreme being that actually 
created and started the universe in motion, actually existed 
and that all creative power actually rested in nature (57-
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58). Such speculation, he feels, may have been related to 
Freneau' s classical training, especially his reading of 
Lucretius , who saw no design in the universe, only the 
whirling together and random collision of atoms. Lucretius • 
doctrine of transience or flux, which posits that all 
collocations of atoms must ultimately disintegrate and pass 
away, also attracted Freneau and found its way into works 
such as "The Deserted Farm House," "The Vanity of 
Existence," and "The Wild Honey Suckle." Adkins, however , 
sees a distinct difference in the way the two writers use 
the principle of flux . For Lucretius , it was a cosmic 
principle suggesting that new life would grow from decay; 
for Freneau, it was a cosmic predicament to which we must 
submit (Adkins 61-66). 
The collocation and disintegration of atoms may have 
fueled Freneau's lifelong doubts about an afterlife , but 
Lucretius' rejection of immortality and of a first cause 
conflicted with Freneau' s deistic view that humanity is 
gradually evolving towards the perfection of a supreme 
being. Adkins maintains that Freneau held to the notion of 
perfectibility, as evidenced by his assertion in "On the 
Powers of Human Understanding" that a decomposed or 
recombined mind survived the flux of existence and moved 
toward perfection (75) . 
Though he examines Freneau's works from four 
perspectives, Adkins concludes that the poet had no unified 
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system of philosophy and therefore does n o t attempt t o trace 
any kind of ph i losophic deve l opment . He mana ges to make 
some connections, such as how Fr eneau's classical reading 
fed his skepticism and how his religious skeptic i sm fed his 
deism, but he provides u s with n o answers concerni ng how 
Freneau arrived at h i s de i stic po i nt of v i ew . Because he 
focuses almost exclus i ve l y on i nfluences instead of readings 
of Freneau•s major lyrics, his interpretation of Freneau's 
cosmic vision remains indeed enigmatic . 
Almost th i rty years passed before another critical work 
on Freneau appeared, but the conclusions Mary W. Bowden 
draws about Freneau's philosophic search in her 1976 study 
are essentially an extension of the attitudes of Clark , 
Leary, and Adkins. She finds no coherent system evolving 
from Freneau' s canon and even doubts that the poet ever 
conducted any sort of meaningful search, stating that his 
body of work "lacks unity and a single focus" despite i ts 
complexity of thought ( Bowden 171) . She sees Freneau 
reacting to transience and discord with conventional 
eighteenth century attitudes: the seasons of life are 
compared to the seasons of nature and life's brevity is 
compared to that of a dream. Bowden in fact has so little 
confidence in the philosophic content of Freneau•s work that 
she often refuses to examine it at all. She sees nothing 
more in "The Vernal Ague" than an attempt to imitate the 
traditional comparison of the seasons of life to the seasons 
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of man (37). She describes "The Jamaica Funeral" as a 
comment on the manners and attitudes of Caribbean society. 
"Captain Jones' Invitation," rather than questioning our 
epistemological ability to find self-knowledge, is simply 
a war poem. Even "Lines Written at Sea in a Heavy Gale" is 
considered to be nothing more than a description of a sea 
storm because it offers no ''assurance" that the last three 
stanzas can be read on a metaphysical level. 1 
Like the preceding critics, Bowden sees Freneau' s 
opinions varying somewhat arbitrarily according to the 
period of his life and the direction of contemporary events. 
She sees Freneau's attitude toward the nature of man's moral 
state varying over his career, contending he alternately saw 
man as good or evil (163). rt is Freneau's inconsistency 
of thought and what she describes as the versification of 
almost every thought and speculation that leaves her 
hesitant to consider him seriously as a philosopher. 
The common shortcoming of each of the preceding studies 
is the failure to provide a thorough reading of Freneau's 
lyrics and prose works. Many seek to describe the 
influences on his work, using the poems and prose to support 
arguments concerning influence, instead of using these 
influences to support contentions about the work itself. 
Two studies appearing in the late 1970 's by J. Jeffrey 
Griffith and Richard c. Vitzthum provided the first detailed 
reading of Freneau's poems. 
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Griffith's unpublished dissertation at the University 
of Maryland focuses primarily on the poetry published during 
the 1780's, much of which illustrates, according to the 
author, a "crisis of belief" and an attempt by the poet to 
reorganize his world view (28). He finds Freneau rejecting 
pastoral romanticism in poems such as "The American 
Village," "The Beauties of Santa Cruz ," and "The Dying Elm" 
because the inevitable decay and flux of existence preclude 
any possibility of harmony between man and nature. 2 
Instead, Freneau begins to rely on an uncompromising 
empiricism during the 1780's that comes to question not only 
human knowledge of a spiritual world but also that of the 
physical world. What results is a growing disillusionment 
with humanity's perception of the world around it, expressed 
in such lyrics as "The Vernal Ague" and "The Departure," as 
Freneau questions phenomenological reality, the existence 
of a supreme being, and the survival of the human soul. 
Griffith proposes that Freneau found his answer through 
the active application of his mind to the world around him. 
Passive perception of the physical world had proven to be 
illusive and emotionally debilitating. Rather than wither 
and die like the isolated flower in "The Wild Honey Suckle" 
in a passive state of retirement or resignation, Freneau 
recommended an active pursuit of knowledge with an equal 
application of both reason and imagination, despite the 
difficulty of the quest and the likelihood that absolute 
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knowledge is unobtainable. As examples of Freneau ' s revised 
vision, Griffith cites the active energy of Columbus in "The 
Pictures of Columbus," who uses both reason and imagination 
to seek proof of a new world (109-115), and the balance 
between reason and imagination in "The Indian Burying 
Ground" ( 155-62) . It is also the active pursuit of the 
unknowable that is a cornerstone of the didactic poems of 
the 1809 and 1815 collections. In finding Freneau to be 
first and foremost concerned with the nature and perception 
of reality, Griffith provides strong evidence that Freneau's 
philosophic musings were far more structured than had been 
previously thought. 
Like Griffith's book, Professor Vitzthum' s Land and 
Sea, published in 1978, represents a departure from 
traditional thinking about Freneau' s philosophic thought 
and development. Focusing on approximately one hundred 
lyrics, he proposes that Freneau developed a private 
symbolism based on polarities represented by the land and 
the sea. Images of the sea represent aggressive, dominating 
forces that manifest themselves in destruction, chaos, the 
threat of physical violence, and death. Images of land 
represent nurture and fecundity and appear as benevolence, 
passivity, and a harmonious vision of existence (Vitzthum 
12-14) . 
Tracing this symbolism, Vitzthum finds a coherent 
evolution of Freneau's philosophic vision. The pastoral 
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idealism and pro-fancy bias that dominate the poetry before 
1780 are replaced by a "harsh , skeptical empiricism" and a 
stoic indifference about life in the early and mid 1780 1 s 
that results in an extreme reaction against his own 
romanticism (Vitzthum 47). This stoic indifference yields 
to a sense of resignation to and tolerance of the self-
deception of romanticism that further detaches him from the 
natural world. But by the 1790 's Vitzthum sees Freneau 
overcoming his detachment from nature, as the poet begins 
to see the contradictions between life and death, creativity 
and destruction, order and chaos as part of a greater unity 
requiring a certain level of discord for a higher purpose 
(126-27). The corresponding changes in Freneau's symbolism 
become evident; the image of the sea as destructive and 
chaotic is supplemented by a creative potency as life and 
death become complementary rather than antagonistic 
(Vitzthum 150). Finally, this sense of unity becomes more 
codified after 1800 in the "rational" poems, in which 
Freneau relies on internal reflection upon the revelation 
of empiricism to discover the harmony and perfection of 
nature and the uniform laws that reveal the perfection of 
the deity itself (Vitzthum 172-74). 
Griffith and Vitzthum alter the direction of Freneau 
criticism by attempting to find some order in his 
philosophic searchings. Both find Freneau not merely 
dwelling on the transie nce of existence, as had been often 
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been suggested earlier, but seeking to discover the nature 
of reality. They agree that Freneau rejects the pastoral 
ideal as unworkable and finds empirical observation 
inadequate, if not deceptive. And both see the "rational" 
poems that appear at the close of the poet's career as an 
effort to explain the deceptions and disorder he experienced 
as part of a higher purpose. Together they present a 
Freneau who is far more reflective and who has a better 
grasp of philosophic issues than had been previously 
supposed. 
Yet both studies fall short of examining Freneau's work 
from a formal philosophic point of view, even though both 
note several philosophical conclusions that can be drawn at 
specific points in Freneau's canon. Griffith's goal is 
first and foremost to provide an initial coherent reading 
of the poet's lyrics; Vitzthum's primary thesis is the 
development of Freneau's "private symbolism" around images 
of the land and the sea and the opposing, yet consistent, 
meanings that each class of imagery invokes. And while this 
symbolic polarity reflects a unified vision in Freneau•s 
poems, there is, I believe, an equally significant influence 
that turns seemingly scattered philosophical musings into 
a well-ordered search for a theory of knowledge, a sense of 
cosmic design, and an identification of some type of supreme 
being or intelligence in this universe. That influence is 
the tradition of British empiricism. 
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That eighteenth-century poets, especially the British , 
were influenced by some level of empirical thought is hardly 
an original assertion. Many scholars have noted the impact 
empirical thought, especially Lockean theories of perception 
and the formation of simple and complex ideas, had on 
eighteenth-century British poetry. Critics and poets both 
believed that visual imagery was an important ingredient in 
poetry, an outgrowth of the relationship between the poetic 
and philosophic interest in the imagery of sight (Spacks 2). 
Ernest Tuveson notes how the visual and intellectual worlds 
of this period began to merge. Locke's description of the 
nature of the mind resulted in a poetry dominated by the 
visual; Lockean ideas became images, complex ideas became 
multiple pictures, and understanding itself became a form 
of perception (Tuveson 72-73). By the middle of the century 
verse relying on simple ideas that replicated nature was 
generally regarded as a poetry of reason while verse using 
more complex images, combining various parts of perceived 
nature into images that were not found in the natural world , 
was considered a poetry of fancy (Vitzthum 16). 
But it was not the poetic technique that evolved from 
empiricism that was the most significant influence on 
Freneau, though we may see some examples of the complex 
images of "fancy" in his early work; what affected Freneau' s 
philosophic thought was the evolution of epistemological 
theory in the work of the three great Empiricists, John 
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Locke, George Berkeley , and David Hume , and , more important , 
outside reaction to that evolution by the Scott i sh Common 
Sense school. Locke argued that all knowledge comes from 
the creation of ideas resulting from sense experience and 
reflection based on those sense experiences. But these 
ideas are separate from the external objects that stimulated 
sense experience, for we cannot know objective reality , 
whose existence Locke nevertheless affirmed. George 
Berkeley challenged this materialistic view, stating that 
our knowledge of anything comes only from our sensation of 
it and the ideas derived from those sensations. Therefore, 
an object is merely a "bundle of perceptions," in other 
words classified and interpreted sensations. All matter, 
from our perspective, is a mental condition, and the only 
reality we can know directly is the mind. But Hume took 
this denial of the material one step further, determining 
that the mind is known in the same manner that we know 
matter, through perception. He asserted that the mind is 
not a substance or an organ that has ideas but only an 
abstract name for perceptions, memories, and feelings that 
comprise the mind. And he went on to conclude that because 
an individual consists only of a series of mental 
activities, no observable soul exists behind the processes 
of thought. 
Hume's skepticism found an immediate opponent in the 
Scottish Common Sense school, whose adherents found Hume's 
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conclusions an outrage to "common sense" thinking . The 
Common Sense philosophers accepted the Empiricist view that 
knowledge is acquired through sense experience, but they 
rejected Locke's contention that ideas in the mind were 
separated from the external objects that those ideas 
represented. Instead, 
knows real objects in 
they asserted that the individual 
the physical universe by direct 
perception, that sense impressions are not mere copies but 
contacts with objects that possess an existence of their 
own independent of our experience. Equally important, the 
Common Sense philosophers said that thoughtful men could 
apply reason and good sense to their perceptions to resolve 
moral and i ntellectual problems that confronted them 
(Elliott 30-31). It was this brand of empiricism that the 
Reverend John Witherspoon brought to Princeton as its new 
president the same year Philip Freneau entered the college. 
Witherspoon taught in his lectures on moral philosophy 
that empirical proof could be found for each element of 
orthodox Christian doctrine , for he believed man possessed 
an innate moral sense that could be applied to experiences 
in the real world. He therefore challenged his students to 
examine theological and moral questions based on the 
evidence they discovered or possessed and draw their own 
conclusions. Immediate experience combined with this moral 
sense of right and wrong allowed man to comprehend the human 
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condition and effect improvement in both the spiritual and 
material status of this condition (Vitzthum 19-21). 
Witherspoon's approach, despite its decidedly 
Christian purpose, may have extinguished any remaining 
religious enthusiasm fostered by Freneau's parents or his 
grammar school master William Tennent, as Vitzthum suggests 
(21), but the Princeton president's greater influence was 
his Common Sense epistemology. Its emphasis on the human 
ability to know objective reality is reflected in the 
realism that at first undermines the romanticism of 
Freneau's early poetry and then comes to dominate his later 
work. Philosophically, therefore, Freneau's "common sense" 
approach to the world, his evolving sense of hard-nosed 
realism, is the vehicle by which he explores a trio of 
issues throughout his writings. 
First, Freneau used the realism of the Common Sense 
school as his approach to the world. In his work during 
the 1770 's this realism challenges the supremacy of the 
imagination over reality and the appeal of pastoral 
romanticism and becomes dominant in the 1780 1 s as he more 
and more relies on empirical observation. Yet his growing 
acceptance of a common sense materialism in the 1780 1 s leads 
him to a sense of the profound contradictoriness of nature. 
Thus the foliage of a forest contains the seed of its own 
destruction; the beauty and calm of an ocean in an instant 
turn into violence and death. Freneau's initial reaction 
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appears to have been one of stoical acceptance, but merely 
accepting contradictions that make no sense proved to be 
untenable. It became clear to him that direct observation 
was not enough; sensory input was filtered through a human 
intellect that interpreted phenomena. Consequently his 
poetry after 1790 argues that what we perceive is only a 
partial revelation of a much broader reality which we cannot 
comprehend with our limited intellect, though we may enhance 
our perception through the exercise of reason and science. 
The second issue Freneau examines is the question of 
design or purpose in the universe. When his earliest 
empirical observations revealed how difficult it was to 
understand the world, they suggested a universe in eternal 
flux, and his earliest poems adopt a Lucretian materialism 
in which the physical world is always capable of 
disintegrating into an atomic state that can then randomly 
reassemble in new forms. This potential for random 
dissolution and aggregation of matter is expressed in the 
poems of the 1780's in terms of creative and destructive 
aspects of nature. Yet toward the end of the decade, it is 
nature's destructiveness that predominates in such poems as 
"Lines Written at Port Royal" and "The Departure," both of 
which delineate the indifferent corrosiveness of nature as 
well as human malevolence. Freneau now finds no sense of 
purpose in the world he observes, only inexorable chaos. His 
escape from this chaotic vision is epistemological in 
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nature. Becaus e human knowledge i s limite d, it sees on l y 
part of t he di v i n e pla n ; what in nature a ppears 
contradictory or destruc tive is act ua l ly part o f a universal 
balance of creative and destr uct i ve forces. How much design 
or purpose we d i scover d e pends on our f ilteri ng the material 
world properly through our perce i ving intellects . 
The third part of Freneau's philosophic journey has to 
do with his effort to ascertain the existence of a supreme 
being and the possibilities of afterlife. For Freneau this 
was apparently the most daunting issue; he approaches the 
question of an afterlife tentatively in his first published 
work , "The American Village," introducing possibilities 
varying from the Christian heaven to annihilation in the 
tale of the death of two important Indian characters. 
Uncertainty turns to overwhelming doubt during much of the 
1780's, when Freneau's materialism produces poems 
emphasizing the transience and decay of the material world 
and its random, life-threatening violence. For Freneau, 
physical nature itself offers no proof of either spiritual 
survival or a deity offer i ng any kind of salvation. 
Freneau again turns to a combination of perception and 
intellect to establish a concept of a supreme being. In his 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century work, he adopts 
the deistic notion that although we can glimpse a deity in 
the workings of physical nature , we will never know the 
deity's attributes fully, for his role in our universe is 
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essent ia lly remote . 3 He is the "firs t cause" or author of 
the physica l univer s e, but, because he is perfect, h is 
creation must be perfect a nd therefore require no divine 
intervention . Any contradict i ons that we obser ve are , once 
again, the result of our limite d percept i on--that i s , our 
inability to see the who l e o f God's plan. However , whatever 
contradictions or " i mper f ections" we observe can be 
mitigated through vigorously applied reason, wh i ch Freneau 
calls the "faint image 114 of the all creating power of a "God 
of Reason." Such application may prepare man for a possible 
reunification of human reason with the reason of the 
Almighty Being . 
In sum, Freneau determined that although the human 
capacity to perceive and comprehend the universe seemed too 
limited to discover a plan or divinity i n nature , hard 
thought could bridge the gap. A purely empirical approach 
led him to philosophic chaos and the need to weld active 
reasoning onto passive emp i ricism to create a coherent and 
satisfying vision of the universe. This study will examine 
t his literary and philosophic journey by means of detailed 
analysis of Freneau's poetry and prose. 
I have broken down Freneau's canon into four periods 
that reflect distinct philosophical trends. The initial 
period, covering Freneau•s work up to 1780, is marked by 
romantic themes, such as the supremacy of the imagination 
and the superiority of primitive life, that are nonetheless 
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challenged by the influence of empiricism. The second 
period, covering the years between the publication of "A 
Moral Thought" in 1781 and the appearance of the 1788 
collection The Miscellaneous Works of Philip Freneau, is 
Freneau's darkest, during which his empirical approach to 
the world results in a poetry dominated by a skepticism 
bordering on nihilism. The third period, beginning with the 
publication of the 1788 text, including the significant 
"Pictures of Columbus, 11 marks the turning point in Freneau 's 
philosophical thought, for over the next decade both his 
poetry and prose begin to abandon passive, empirical 
observation in favor of the active application of reason. 
The final period, beginning just before the end of the 
1790's but best represented by work appearing in the last 
two collections, Poems Written and Published During the 
American Revolutionary War, published in 1809, and A 
Collection of Poems on American Affairs, published in 1815 , 
sets forth the tenets of Freneau's mature philosophy. A 
word on the editorial problems posed by Freneau's work is 
in order. Freneau republished many of his works throughout 
his career, often with revisions; most often a poem or essay 
appeared first in a newspaper or periodical before it was 
collected in one of the five books he published in his 
lifetime. In fact, once a work appeared in one of the five 
collections, it often reappeared in subsequent collections 
in revised form. Most of Freneau's revisions are cosmetic 
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and have little effect on themes or philosophic points of 
view, but a few poems, notably "The Beauties of Santa Cruz," 
"The House of Night," and "Lines Written at Port Royal, 11 
receive substantial revisions. Naturally, these poems will 
be considered in both their original and subsequent forms , 
but for the purposes of this study, the earliest published 
version of each work will be discussed as the most reliable 
presentation of Freneau's philosophic point of view at that 
time. For those poems that first appeared in newspapers and 
periodicals, I have turned to Judith Hiltner's The Newspaper 
Verse of Philip Freneau as the source text. 
What proof there is of Freneau's philosophical 
development rests wholly on his published work, for there 
is no manuscript material extant, a fire having destroyed 
his Mt. Pleasant, New Jersey, home and its contents in 1818 . 
Nonetheless, his published poetry and prose reveal a man 
with an abiding curiosity about the world and our ability 
to perceive and understand it. The conclusions he reached 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century stand in contrast 
to the growing romanticism in American literature. The 
rational solution that thoroughly dominates his last 
collection in 1815 appears just before the publication of 
Washington Irving's The Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon in 
1820 and James Fenimore Cooper's The Pioneers in 1823. Thus 
we may probably regard Philip Freneau as the last of the 
American rationalists, but his road to rationalism was one 
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seldom traveled and full of adventure, as the following 
chapters will attempt to show . 
Endnotes 
1 See chapter 2, "Occasional Poetry," pp. 4 6-8 6. Most of this 
chapter deals with poetry written between 1776 and 1790, the 
most productive and intense period of his career. Though many 
of these poems represent the failure of both pastoral 
romanticism and empirical observation, Professor Bowden tends 
to focus on their reflection of eighteenth century conventions 
or the personal and public events of Freneau's life. 
2 See chapter two, "'Freedom of the Mind': The Early Poetry." 
Griffith assets that Freneau rejects pastoral romanticism in 
most of the pre-1780 poems because he cannot put aside the 
transience of physical existence. 
3 Thomas Paine takes a similar position in The Age of Reason, 
in which he asserts that "reason can discover [the existence 
of God], but it falls infinitely short in discovering the 
whole of [his attributes]." 
4 See "Reflections on the Power of Human Understanding." 
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CHAPTER 2: ROMANTIC IMAGES AND EMERGING SKEPTICISM 
By the time of his graduation from Princeton in 1771, 
Freneau had already composed several poems, many of which 
would appear in his initial collection in 1786. 1 With the 
exception of "A Poem, on the Rising Glory of America," a 
graduation poem Freneau co-authored with Hugh Henry 
Brackenridge, most of these collegiate works focused on the 
brevity and transience of life and reflected the influence 
of eighteenth-century pre-Romantics such as Joseph Warton, 
William Collins, and Thomas Gray in both style and content. 
From this melancholy point of view, Freneau produced "The 
Poetical History of the Prophet Jonah," which tells the 
biblical story in what Leary calls "tattered shreds of 
eighteenth century didacticism" (That Rascal Freneau 25) and 
closes with Jehovah's warning the prophet to "Enjoy thy 
gifts while yet the seasons run" (Poems of Freneau 1-12, 1. 
34 6) • "The Pyramids of Egypt" takes up similar themes of 
transience and decay, foretelling through the personified 
voice of Time the ultimate destruction of all things. 
Freneau's collegiate work was dominated by the 
certainty of change, decay, and inevitable death, but these 
themes were probably an imitation of the popular poetry of 
the age rather than the first romantic ruminations of a 
young poet. 2 Many critics have nonetheless pointed to the 
domination of romantic themes as characteristic of Freneau' s 
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poems throughout the 177 o 's, most notably in the poet's 
emphasis on pastoral idealism and primitivism , the 
superiority of the imagination, and the benevolent beauty 
of the natural world. Two poems from this period, "The 
Power of Fancy" and "The House of Night," reinforce this 
opinion, for they are Freneau's most significant reflections 
on the creative power of the imagination. Yet within 
several other poems that highlight these romantic attributes 
reside skeptical arguments, some subtle and some less than 
subtle, that challenge a romantic point of view. To images 
such as primitive Indian villages, rural colonial 
settlements, and Caribbean forests, Freneau brings an 
empirical perspective, injecting elements of realism which 
either undermine or even explode the romantic models he 
uses. Thus the first decade of Freneau's literary career 
is not so much a brief foray into romantic idealism as it 
is an inner conflict between the romantic attitudes of his 
poetic mentors and the empirical realism he had absorbed at 
Princeton. 
I. The Delusion of the Pastoral Ideal 
"The American Village, 11 the title work of a small 
collection of four poems Freneau published in 1772, has been 
considered an example of the nee-classical lament over the 
passing of the pastoral ideal and a presentation of America 
as the successpr to the Old World tradition of rural 
culture. 3 But a careful reading of the poem in the context 
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of empirical realism reveals that it is also a rejection of 
the pastoral model as a product of fancy. Freneau condemns 
the pastoral ideal through a series of comparisons woven 
into the structure of the poem. The controlling thread is 
a description of colonial American rural life, but placed 
in the middle of this description are 
portrait of an ideal pastoral island 
"between New Albion and the Mexic' Bay" 
two fantasies, a 
located somewhere 
(88) and a tragic 
tale of an Indian couple living on the Hudson Bay. Not only 
do these two fantasies stand in bold relief against the 
American scenes, they also provide sharp contrasts with each 
other in their depictions of the pastoral world. 
The prominent characteristic of the opening 
descriptions of American rural life is their acknowledgement 
of the darker aspects of nature. The first eighty-six lines 
do indeed provide numerous illustrations of fertility and 
plenty cultivated by the healthy labors of country swains 
and of the resulting charity that ensures that "no needy 
wretch the rage of winter feels" (The American Village 1-
22, 1. 83). In addition, the inclusion of such conventional 
express ions as "hoary thickets 11 ( 2 5) , "woodland nymphs" 
(27), and "Dryads fair" (29), further support the pastoral 
ideal. But in the midst of this bucolic world the speaker 
reminds us that neither humanity nor nature is as benevolent 
we might expect in a pastoral setting. He asks us to forget 
the recent French and Indian wars and then ironically 
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dismisses the natural hazards of the American wilderness by 
comparing them to the ferocity of humans: 
What tho' thy woods, AMERICA, contain 
The howling forest, and the tiger's den , 
The dangerous serpent, and the beast of prey, 
Men are more fierce, more terrible than they . 
No monster with its vile contagious breath , 
No flying scorpion darting instant death; 
No pois'nous adder, burning to enrage , 
Has half the venom or has half the rage. (31-39) 
Even the civilization of such a raw land calls to mind the 
potential perils of nature: 
The soil which lay for many thousand years 
O'er run by woods, by thickets and by bears; 
Now reft of trees, admits the chearful light, 
And leaves long prospects to the piercing sight ; 
Where once the lynx nocturnal sallies made 
And the tall chestnut cast a dreadful shade: 
No more the panther stalks his bloody rounds, 
Nor bird of night her hateful note resounds; 
Nor howling wolves roar to the rising moon. 
(57-65) 
At line eighty-seven the poem suddenly breaks off its 
depiction of the American village and begins to describe 
the first fantasy pastoral, an island somewhere in the 
Atlantic Ocean, isolated from civilization. Unlike its 
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American counterpart, this scene exemplifies the pastoral 
ideal in its freedom from both the tumults of nature and 
the ferocity of humanity. It remains peaceful and 
unthreatened while withstanding the lashes of a furious 
ocean and lacks the discord of "shouting armies" ( 104), 
"clam'rous crews" (107), or "murd'rous ruffians" (108). 
Significantly, this island suffers from no human strife 
simply because, as the speaker points out, there are no 
humans. The civilization he describes is pure speculation 
about a place where "some village might have stood'' (118), 
with a race every bit as ideal as the island on which it 
resides, supported by a benign and benevolent nature that 
provides sustenance with the help of the honest labor of 
the inhabitants. 
In spite of its seeming perfection, however, this ideal 
is, for Freneau, a failure. The fact that these people 
constitute a village that "might have stood" indicates its 
remoteness from reality. In addition, this is a race 
without intellectual development: the people, "with happy 
ignorance divinely blest" (141), appear to have no interest 
in either the natural phenomena around them or their own 
mortality. What Freneau appears to be saying is that it is 
impossible even to contemplate a human society in an ideal 
world, for there can be no harmony between man and nature 
(Vitzthum 29 and Griffith 33). Ultimately, the island 
itself cannot survive in a transient universe, for it is 
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finally destroyed by "envious t i me " (155 ). 
The second scene , which could be labeled an anti-
pastoral, presents the story of the Indians Colma and 
Caffraro, who live in a world that is as harsh and barren 
as the ideal island is beautiful . Freneau describes their 
Hudson Bay environment as a "dreary region" (245) dominated 
by "thund'ring storms" and "deep laid snows" (247-48) where 
hunger is more common than plenty. To survive in this stark 
world, the Indians have taken up trading, thereby giving in 
to what the speaker calls the greatest threat to pastoral 
l ife, commerce, which he cites as the chief reason behind 
the fall of each great agrarian civilization. Colma' s 
drowning in the bay as they sail to the British trading post 
can be seen as a consequence of the commercial invasion of 
the pastoral world, but, more important, it is also the 
final stroke in a portrait of a hostile natural world, one 
far more real than the imaginary island, that contradicts 
the pastoral ideal. 
A concurrent issue raised during the tale of Colma and 
Caffraro is Colma's musings about afterlife just before she 
drowns. Her reflections on the survival of the soul are at 
first sanguine, for she sees a land of II lovely blossoms" 
(319) and "lofty mountains" (315). Yet her afterlife 
experience also seems insubstantial; she will "haunt the 
bow'r or lonely shade" (337) where her soul will wait for 
Caffraro. These rewards seem at best tenuous, and the 
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speaker provides no assurances , speculating that "perhaps 
in some strange f ancy 'd land" (373} they will reunite 
(Andrews 21} . His closing remarks on the tale extend the 
uncertainty, for all he can do is list the possibilities 
following death , including a nihilistic "you will not be" 
(3 84 ). If Colma and Caffraro are destined for oblivion, the 
romantic hopefulness in the survival of the soul is lost. 
The remaining lines of the poem return to the American 
village from which the speaker's pastoral musings began. 
Many critics have viewed the conclusion as a retreat from 
reality for the philosophic calm of rural life, 4 but these 
lines actually confirm Freneau's rejection of the romance 
of pastoralism. The speaker asserts that if he had not been 
overcome so quickly by the cares of everyday life, he "could 
have strayed/ To woods , to thickets or the mountain shade" 
(397-98) and become a romantic. But he now knows that every 
contemplation of the pastoral ideal is only a wish to escape 
to a world where, as in the his lost island, there exists 
"No thought ambitious , and no bold design" (407). The 
retreat into philosophic contemplation and devotion to 
poetry that the speaker muses over near the end may be a 
tempting pipe dream, but the final four lines leave little 
doubt that Freneau is leary of pictures made by fancy: 
Now cease, 0 muse, thy tender tale to chaunt, 
The smiling village, or the rural haunt; 
New scenes invite me, and no more I rove, 
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To tell of shepherds , or the vernal grove . 
(436-39} 
Annette Kolodny has stated that the problem i n " The 
American Village" lies in Freneau' s i nability to choose 
between the poem ' s c ompet i ng pastora l i mages , a 
conventional, cultivated l andscape versus a pr i mit i ve island 
paradise with limited agriculture ( 82) . But the choice 
Freneau makes is not between pastoral images but between 
imagination and empirical perception . Every image of the 
i deal i n the poem is undercut. The i sland paradi se i s so 
remote from reality that Freneau cannot place a civilization 
in it except as a speculative fantasy , while the American 
village, though steeped in the traditional imagery and 
language of the pastoral, is also a world filled with 
natural threats and random violence . And finally there i s 
the bleak rural existence of Colma and Caffraro , the 
antithesis of the island paradise and a darker New World 
alternative to the somewhat more benign setting in America. 
Here the poet has chosen the empirical over the imaginative , 
for the paradise he has imagined sacrifices the reality of 
both the American and Hudson Bay landscapes and thereby 
renders the ideal insubstantia l. 
In a companion poem in the American Village collection , 
"The Farmer's Winter Evening," Freneau creates another dream 
world of pastoral romanticism, only here the dream is not 
merely speculative but potentially destructive. Unlike the 
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detached speaker of "The American Village" who examines and 
c ompares realist i c and i dea listic worlds, the speaker o f 
" The Farmer ' s Wi n t er Even i ng" seeks t o become who lly a part 
of his i deal, for the open i ng lines i nd i cat e hi s will ingness 
t o forgo real i ty for a vision of pastoral contentment : 
Far be the pleasures o f the day , 
And mirth and festive joy f rom me , 
When cold December n i ps the pla i ns , 
Or frozen January reigns . 
Far be the hunts-man's noisy horn , 
And coursers fleet thro' thickets borne , 
Swift as the wind , and far the sight , 
Of snowy mountains, sadly white; 
But thou, O night , with sober charms , 
Shall clasp me in thy sable arms. 
For thee I love the winter's eve, 
The noisy day for thee I leave. (1-12) 
The night obliterates the sights and sounds of reality and 
allows the speaker to fantasize about singing swains, "hoary 
headed sage[s)" (21) , and , especially , faithful 
shepherdesses in an Arcadia o f h i s imagination. But he 
wants to do more than merely fantasize about a rural life; 
he wants to live within that "fancy'd wood" (46) and be 
absorbed in his own pastoral ideal. He can do so, however , 
only through a drug-induced sleep : 
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Steep me , s t eep me some poppies deep 
I n b e ech e n b owl, to bring on sleep ; 
O gentle sleep, wrap me i n dreams , 
Of fields and woods, a nd running streams ; 
Of rivers wide , and castles rare , 
And be my l ove ly FLORA t here. ( 53-60 ) 
But his dream is only a partia l solution; a permanent 
solution is a "larger draught , a larger bowl" (61) that , in 
the words of his Flora, will let him "wake no more" (64) . 
As the personified temptation to abandon reality , Flora 
offers the speaker the final romantic escape , destruct i on . 
But her offer is not so much a physical death as it i s a 
metaphorical death of the empirical mind, trapped in a 
debilitating fantasy. The speaker , along with his 
temptress, will "quaff the water" (71) of Lethe to forget 
not only everyday cares but empirical reality, both losing 
their identities as the mythical Arethusa and Alpheus do in 
the mingling of their waters near the end of the poem . That 
the speaker should do this to avoid the charge that he had 
otherwise "sigh'd for one I ' ve never seen" (74 ) is ironic , 
for in immersing himself in romantic folly he will exchange 
the empirical world for an imaginary "daughter /Of [his) 
giddy, wandering bra i n" (72-73 ). 
The reference to the Greek legend of Arethusa and 
Alpheus re i nforces the capi tulat i on to romanticism that 
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permeates the end of the poem . Vitzthum finds a parallel 
between this myth and the dr i nking f rom Le the by both Flor a 
and the speaker, argu i ng t hat both point to death a s t h e 
only way of obtaining a communion with nature (33). And i t 
is this extreme resolution that confirms Freneau •s posit i on 
r egarding imagination and empir i cal reality . Despite the 
speaker's willingness to abandon reality for an imaginative 
world, there is no permanence t o his romantic i deal except 
in death . For Freneau, there is no more substance to this 
pastoral image than to the one in "The American Village . " 
It is this rejection of the r omantic image based on 
imagination combined with the realistic images undercutt i ng 
the American pastoral in "The American Village" that 
indicate Freneau's preference for empirical sources of 
knowledge . But throughout the 1770's, as the young Freneau 
evolved as a poet, the question of empirical reality versus 
imagination was not so easily resolved . 
II. The Ascendancy of the Imagination 
Although "The Power of Fancy" did not appear until the 
publication of Freneau's first collection in 1786, the poet 
assigns the date 1770 just below the title, and several 
scholars have concluded that , even if the exact date of 
composition is uncertain, the content indicates that the 
poem does indeed belong to the period before 1780. They 
base their opinions on the poem's advocacy of the 
imagination, represented as inner impressions of qualities 
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as opposed to sense perceptions, as a legitimate source of 
knowledge and ideas, an argument Freneau's work does not 
embrace after 1780. Vitzthum, for example, describes the 
poem as a repudiation of Locke's theories of mechanical 
association and image-making (72) while Leary in That Rascal 
Freneau considers the poem's manifestations of reality as 
"ideas of the Almighty mind II reminiscent of Berkeleyan 
idealism (29). Leary is in fact correct, but he does not 
explore the association deeply enough, for "The Power of 
Fancy" delineates George Berkeley's theories of perception 
and human imagination. 
In A Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human 
Knowledge, Berkeley held that objects must be perceived in 
order to exist, yet he was also aware that humans could not 
perceive all things at all times. He therefore accounted 
for the continued existence of things that are not being 
perceived by a human being by asserting that these objects 
must be in the mind of another active agent. That agent was 
God, whose perception of objects in this world makes them 
perceivable for humans. Freneau echoes this very notion in 
lines 11 through 20 of "The Power of Fancy": 
Ah! what is all this mighty WHOLE, 
These suns and stars that round us roll! 
What are they all, where'er they shine, 
But Fancies of the Power Divine! 
What is this globe, these lands, and seas, 
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And heat , and cold , and flowers, and trees, 
And life , and death, and beast , and man, 
And t i me- -that with t he s u n b e gan--
But thoughts on reason 's scale combin'd, 
Ideas of the Almighty Mi nd? 
(Poems of Frene au 23 - 27 ) 
But whereas God is the agent of our i deas o f s ense 
perceptions, humans themselves are the agents for i deas 
produced by the imagination , and i t is this ability t o 
produce clusters of coexisting qualities distinguis hable 
from sense perceptions that is the subject of much of the 
rest of the poem . The speaker cites numerous i mages 
attributed to imagination , or "fancy, 11 that cannot be 
empirically perceived, such as a picture of earth from 
space, described, as in Milton's Paradise Lost, as a 
"distant star" (33). He describes the "lonely dome" (35) 
of heaven filled with "lofty anthems ... [that) "half distract 
the mind" (39-40), visits the "prison of fiends" (42) that 
is hell, and pictures an Arcadian world marked by "chrystal 
streams and coral beds" (50 ) These i mages are beyond the 
pale of empirical observation, as are the temporal and 
spatial shifts that occur in the verse. Fancy "like 
lightening ... descends" ( 41) on Scandinavia , the Scottish 
islands, and the Caribbean and instantly recreates the 
classic worlds of Greece and Rome. Even death itself is no 
match for the power of imagination, through which the 
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speaker "glide(s] ... Through shroud and c o f f i n " (1 28 ) t o 
behold the deceased Belinda. Though the violence of the 
world above can no longer awaken her, the speaker, now so 
confident of fancy that he finds it more powerful than 
death, asks almost casually , "Shall we break t his prison 
deep?" (132 ) 
The final passage celebrates the "endless images" (143) 
that imagination can create, numerous enough to fill a 
universe. As an artist he praises the power of imagination 
as the creator of worlds that otherwise could not exist: 
By thee Elysian fields were made , 
Thine were the notes that Orpheus play'd; 
By thee was Pluto charm'd so well 
While rapture seized the sons of hell--
Come, O come--perceiv'd by none , 
You and I will walk alone. (149-54) 
The last two lines separate imagination from the empirical 
world. It is "perceived by none" because it is an internal 
sense known only to each individual person. Therefore the 
speaker and his imagination must "walk alone" for each 
person's fancy is unique and cannot be shared among others. 
The images delineated in the middle 120 lines of the 
poem are the same creations of romantic imagination that 
Freneau questions in "The American Village" and "The 
Farmer I s Winter Evening." But they also represent the 
activity of mind that was popular among mid-century British 
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poets, the use of memory liberated from sensory experience 
to tie together unrelated images stored in the mind and 
produce new images not found in nature (Vitzthum 72). Harry 
Hayden Clark cites Joseph Warton I s "Ode to Fancy, 11 published 
i n 1746, and Joseph Addison's prose series "The Pleasures 
of the Imagination" in The Spectator (numbers 411-421} as 
probable influences on "The Power of Fancy. 115 What thus 
appears to have developed in the 1770's is a tension between 
the romanticism and Berkeleyan idealism of the British 
models from which he learned to fashion verses and the 
Common Sense realism that insisted on an empirical view of 
the world. 
Though Freneau may have first composed "The Power of 
Fancy" as early as 1770, it is unlikely that this conflict 
between imagination and realism was settled after The 
American Village appeared two years later. "The House of 
Night," another poem laden with romantic imagery unrelated 
to sense experiences, appeared in August 1779 in United 
States Magazine, though there is evidence suggesting that 
the poem may have been composed as early as 1775. The final 
stanza cites the poet/ speaker's age as twenty-three ( Freneau 
was born in 1752), and the heavy atmosphere that 
characterizes the poem resembles the tone of many of the 
notes Freneau made during his theological studies in the 
mid 1770's. 6 In addition, Leary sees similarities between 
the coffins, shrouds, and horrors of the tomb that permeate 
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the verse and both Freneau' s morbid moralizing in his 
theology notes and James Her vey's Med itations and 
Contemplations Among t he Tombs, a r ecommended text f o r 
s tudents of divini ty {That Rasca l Freneau , 375 ). 
The theological influences go beyond Freneau ' s studies , 
however, f or "The House o f Ni ght" also belongs t o a mi d-
eighteenth century school of religious literature that deals 
with the spiritual significance of death {Adkins 9) . The 
two most frequently cited literary i nfluences on the poem 
are Robert Blair's "The Grave" (1743) and Edward Young ' s 
Night Thoughts {1742-46), both of which deal with mortality 
and immortality through sentimental melancholy and Gothic 
terror. But several critics also note that, unlike these 
and other works of the period using death and its associated 
images for didactic religious purposes, the 1779 version of 
11 The House of Night" does not deve l op consistently the theme 
of Christian salvation. Both H.H . Clark and Edwin Cady 
consider the poem first and foremost a Gothic work that 
exploits the traditions of graveyard and evangelical poetry 
f or i rreligious purposes ( "Literary Influences" 19 ; 
"Archetypal Poet" 12). Cady , in fact, goes on to point out 
that the references to theology in the poem create the 
Gothic complexity and suggestiveness that Poe recommended 
i n "The Philosophy of Composition" (13). More i mportant , 
Adkins argues that , while "The House of Night" may have 
sprung from Freneau's theological studies, its true impulse 
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was romantic . He notes h ow Hervey and Young both contrast 
r eason and fancy in a manner similar to Freneau and cites 
Young's belief in the s p irit ual p ower o f dreams to lift the 
mind to higher realms ( 12 ). Thus while t he death o f Death 
may seem to possess orthodox religious implications a bout 
spiritual immortality , "The House of Night , " like "The Power 
of Fancy , " uses phantasmagor i a to present a s i mi lar tribute 
to the power of the imaginat i on (Lovelock 53} . 
As early as the second stanza of the poem, the speaker 
argues for the superiority of i maginative thought over 
empirical experience : 
Stranger believe the truth experience tells ; 
Poetic dreams are of a finer cast 
Than those which oe'er the sober brain diffus'd 
Are but a repetition of some action past. 7 
Freneau has thus already set up a proposition simi lar to 
the one in "The Power of Fancy"; the imagination, especially 
the artistic imagination, operates independently of the 
empirical mind or "sober brain" that recreates images out 
of the world it sees. By describing the source of his 
inspiration as ''some sad means the mind cannot recall" (9) 
the speaker asserts that no empirical reference exists from 
which his vision could be drawn. I n fact, the succeeding 
images in stanzas four through nine prove to be anything but 
records of the physical world . 
The speaker describes woods that are supposedly in the 
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"fairest vernal bloom" (13), yet his "fancy" cannot see the 
colorful flowers and g r een fi e l ds. Inste ad he sees only 
naked trees against a c lear h or izon tha t displays no 
"friendly star" ( 17 ) a nd signs a l l around not o f 
regeneration but of wi l d threats. Under the surr ounding 
darkness , the speaker hears roaring wolves , c l amoring bears , 
and loud winds whipping up giant waves on the Chesapeke 
[sic], where his "picturing fancy f orm[s]/The black ship" 
(27-28), suggesting a vision whose significance i s never 
explained . And in the midst of the buildings that suddenly 
appear to him is a garden reflecting an "autumnal hue" (30 ) 
in the middle of spring , its flowers "drooping . .. Amidst high 
weeds that in rank plenty grew" (31-32) . To these are added 
"unhappy plants and trees" ( 34) notably the yew, willow, and 
elm, traditional symbols of gloom and death. All of these 
unnatural descriptions create an aura of psychological 
distortion in which sensations of the natural world have 
been recombined into bizarre associations (Vitzthum 75). 
That the empirical world has no place here is 
reinforced after the speaker enters this "house of night." 
Before he climbs the winding stairs to Death's chamber, he 
overhears disputes among a group of physicians about surgery 
and possible remedies . He notes that they speak "Of 
femoris, trochanters, and whate'er/ Has been discuss'd by 
Cheselden and Mead," (47-48) two famous anatomists, and of 
"proofs from Galen and Hippocrates" (50) . But the 
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physicians' debate and its emphasis on science and 
observation abruptly ends as the speaker asserts that fancy 
is the dominant force, leading him away from the argument 
and toward the chamber of Death. 
The building gothicism of the poem reaches its climax 
when the speaker enters the chamber and finds the 
personified Death on his own deathbed: 
My frighted eyes a horrid form survey'd! 
Death, dreary death , upon the gloomy couch, 
With flesh-less limbs in rueful form was laid. 
High o ' er his head flew jealousies and cares: 
Ghosts, imps, and half the black Tartarian crew , 
Arch-Angels damn'd, nor was their prince remote, 
Borne on the vaporous wings of Stygian dew. 
(62-68) 
Death quickly proves to be more than a symbolic figure in 
a struggle between oblivion and Christian salvation. Instead 
he becomes a well-rounded, malignant personality, 
celebrating his triumphs while inciting the scorn of the 
"comely youth" who is watching over him, yet also expressing 
fear at his own demise. He notes with pleasure the horrors 
of the physical world, the "Fevers and plagues , with all 
their sickly stores" ( 92) , the "guileful calenture" ( 93) 
that deceives sailors by creating illusions of land in the 
middle of the sea, and the ocean storms that "dash the well-
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mann'd galley to the shore" (100), but he then turns around 
and asks for works of holy authors as if desperately seeking 
his own salvation. Through Freneau's ironic and bizarre 
twist of the graveyard traditions of Young and Blair, Death 
has been turned from an agent into a victim of gothic 
horror. 
The remainder of the poem retains its surrealistic tone 
through a variety of devices. The speaker, honoring the 
request of Death to engrave his tombstone with an epitaph, 
suddenly finds himself outside once again, yet continues to 
relate the pain of Death's last moments as if he were still 
in the chamber. He also sees "spectre forms" surrounding 
the tomb by a "waving light/Walking in horrid circles 
round .... " (127-28) as the corpse is laid to rest. Yet as 
he is about to inscribe the epitaph on the tomb, the entire 
scene disappears, and his dream ends. 
The concluding stanzas reaffirm both the pervasive 
power of imagination and its value to the artist. In 
seeking to explain this bizarre vision to himself, the 
speaker asks the reader: 
Say does thy nightly fancy rove like mine; 
Transport thee o'er wide land and wider seas 
Now underneath the pole and now the burning line? 
(278-80) 
In a reprise of a major theme of "The Power of Fancy," the 
human imagination, freed from any ties to sense experience, 
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wanders the world at will creating new images. But for the 
artist, imagination is more than a liberation of the mind; 
it is a link to the past and to the same imaginative spirit 
that moved artists of the past to create: 
Poet, who thus dost rove, say, shall thou fear 
New Jordan's stream prefigured by the old? 
It will but waft thee where thy fathers are 
The bards with long eternity enroll'd. 
{281-8 4 ) 
Imagination thus encompasses all of humanity , past and 
present, and artists in the living world share a common 
creative power with their predecessors; the contemporary 
creations represented by "New Jordan's stream" are drawn 
from, or "prefigured by," those of the past. In these last 
stanzas "The House of Night" transcends the influences of 
graveyard poetry and gothic romanticism to assert the 
legitimate power of imaginative thought and justify the wild 
extravagance of the poem's strange story. The speaker asks 
himself if this vision is a premonition of his own death, 
but he instead concludes that it is an affirmation of the 
power of fancy. 
The poems discussed above reveal a young poet wavering 
in his embrace of romantic images and models. "The Power 
of Fancy" and "The House of Night, 11 if we accept their 
composition dates of 1770 and 1775 respectively, chrono-
logically surround poems that call into question the 
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romantic idea l ism they celebrate. Surely the influence of 
contemporary British mode ls p lay e d a s u bstantial role in the 
evolution of both "The Powe r o f Fancy" a nd "The House o f 
Night" as d i d the lingeri ng i nf l uence of Berkeleyan i d eal i sm 
even after Freneau ' s exposure to Witherspoon 9 s Common Sense 
philosophy. But the poet's c ontinued applicat i on o f 
empirical observation to the phenomena of nature f urther 
eroded his romantic bent , particularly in h i s evolving 
estimation o f the role of nature . 
III. The Fall of Nature 
Though "The Beauties of Santa Cruz" appeared in United 
States Magazine in February, 1779, six months before "The 
House of Night" appeared, it probably was first composed in 
1777, 8 two years after the composition of the latter work 
and during Freneau' s first visit to the Caribbean. Its 
subject, the lush beauty of a tropical island, seems to be 
a reprise of the imagined island of "The American Village," 
but what distinguishes this poem from the earlier work is 
its abundance of concrete imagery, particularly its frequent 
appeal to sight, sound, and taste. The rich physical detail 
of the poem prompted Lewis Leary to describe it as an 
attempt "to adapt the technique of a miniature painter to 
a gigantic canvas, because all that [Freneau) saw was so 
logical in its beauty, harmony, and proportion" (That Rascal 
Freneau 71). In this respect, "The Beauties of Santa Cruz" 
probably represents Freneau ' s strongest commitment to 
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empirical reality in h is s till young career. But, more 
important, that commitment is als o ref lected in the balanced 
view he takes toward th i s trop i cal wor ld , f or the beauty, 
abundance, and comfort affor ded by t he island are undermi ned 
by threats of poison, add i ct i on , and natura l v i olence . 
The image of Santa Cruz at the beginning of the poem 
seems to be benign ; the speaker promi ses a world of 
"perpetual green" (10} filled wi th "ever-verdant plants" 
( 12 ), "trees [that) bloom throughout the year" (35}, and 
11 fragrant Flora [that) wear a l ast i ng smile" ( 36 ). Even 
the weather is always the same, the sun's "friendly heat" 
(47) tempered by daily showers and trade winds . Much of 
this language reflects a sense of timelessness and balance 
that would suggest a genuine paradise, but opposing these 
attractions is the threat of the waters that surround the 
island. The speaker asks the shepherd he is addressing to 
put aside his timid tendency to stay close to the shores of 
America and dismiss any thoughts of "the dangers of the 
billowy deep" (13), implying that even reaching the island 
involves risk. He later acknowledges that the surrounding 
seas can be so treacherous that "the threatening waters roar 
on every side" (27). The potential dangers of the 
environment surrounding Santa Cruz indicate that perhaps 
this is an imperfect paradise. 
Nonetheless the next several stanzas detail the many 
sensual delights the island has to offer . The speaker 
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describes a catalog o f fi shes and other sea creatures that 
surround the island as "del icious ... , s alubrious food" ( 69) 
that can turn an abstemious sage into a n epi cure . On t h e 
i sland itself he l ists a vari e ty o f f ruit s tha t abound 
everywhere , again in language f ocusing on s i ght and t ast e : 
Sweet orange groves in l onely vallies r ise , 
And drop their fruits unnotic'd and unknown : 
The cooling acid limes in hedges grow; 
The juicy lemons swel l i n shades their own. 
Sweet spungy plumbs on trees wide spreading hang ; 
The happy flavour' d pine grows crested from the ground ; 
Plump grenadillo's and guava's small, 
With melons in each wood and lawn abound . (85-92 ) 
But again in the midst of this epicurean abundance is an 
assortment of natural threats. Like the other fruits on 
Santa Cruz, the manchineal is "enticing to the smell, fair 
to the eye" (77), but its apple-like fruit is poisonous . 
Meanwhile, the wholesome kernel of the cashew is surrounded 
by a "poison coat indignant to the lips" (95), and the 
cassada shrub possesses a poison root that must be treated 
before it can be used. In addition to these dangers, the 
speaker notes that this "happiest heaven below" ( 158) is 
often torn with fierce hurricanes that "reveal Nature 
convuls'd in an instant" (160) . 
The greatest threat, however, is not lethal at all; 
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the sugar cane, the source of Santa Cruz ' s wealth , i s also 
a narcotic, similar to the lotus plant, that leaves those 
who become addicted to it in a state of slothful 
indifference: 
Whoever sips of this inchanting juice--
Delicious nectar, fit for Jove's own hall , 
Returns no more from his lov'd Santa Cruz, 
But quits his friends, his country, and his all. 
(137-40) 
Equally sinister is the regenerative quality of the sugar 
cane. Like all of the other plants on the island, it 
requires no cultivation, for a cut stalk will grow again 
with the help of the tropical rains. In this respect, Santa 
Cruz is reminiscent of the imaginary island of "The American 
Village," for both are lands that give freely and provide 
their inhabitants with a wholly passive existence (Kolodny, 
88) . Yet Santa Cruz differs in being an Eden interrupted 
by the realities of intemperance, transience, and mortality. 
Such realities, however, mean little to the speaker, 
for a tone of intoxication dominates the last several 
stanzas of the poem. Ignoring all of the dangers he has 
acknowledged, he returns to a theme of timelessness , 
praising the "eternal spring and smiling summer" (182) of 
the island and wondering why "heart carroding care ... [could] 
cloud the sunshine of the mind" (183-84). But his mind is 
in fact clouded with lethargy, so much so that the images 
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he relates begin to take on an air of listlessness: 
The drowsy pelican wings home his way, 
The misty night sits heavy on the sea, 
Yon lagging sail drags slowly o'er the main. 
Night and its kindred glooms are nought to me . 
(185-88 ) 
Vitzthum contends that the final line of this passage is 
actually an ironic admission of gloomy thoughts about both 
an imperfect paradise and the poet's absence from the war 
in America (37), but the speaker 's denial of the dark 
aspects of nature in these lines, along with the extended 
discussion of the sugar cane's intoxicating powers , indicate 
that these are the ramblings of a dull, languid mind that 
sees only "smiling skies" (196) radiated by a sun rising 
"from the drowsy land of dreams" (192). The conclusion of 
the poem confirms the speaker's lethargic attitude . He 
determines that the unconvinced northern shepherd he has 
been addressing should remain and fight the British while 
he remains to "sing with rapture [the] inspiring shades" 
( 2 08) of Santa Cruz. In doing so, he contrasts his own 
passive indolence with the shepherd's energetic action and 
thereby reaffirms the island's seductive qualities. 
Numerous critics have viewed "The Beauties of Santa 
Cruz II as another step in Freneau' s rejection of the pastoral 
ideal. 9 Certainly the contrast of the island's sensuous 
lures with its concurrent dangers undercuts the pastoral 
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image, but Freneau's object i ve view of the natural world , 
in which he relies on concr ete r ealism , a break f rom 
eighteenth-century abstract i on and generality , i s more 
significant. The descriptive pas sages of Santa Cruz create 
a physical paradise that also contains the seeds of i ts own 
destruction, for the dangers ment i oned represent the darker 
side of the visible world. Edwin Cady contends that Freneau 
did not know what to do with these rich phys i ca l 
descriptions , for , in setting up a "smiling teleology" 
against natural evil , the poet could not decide what to 
think of the snake in Eden (15-18) . But the conclusion , or 
l ack of a conclusion , may be secondary to Freneau ' s 
discovery of a natural world in flux ; the co-existence o f 
pleasure and pain, of paradise and terror, observed by an 
empirical eye suggest a chaos and epistemological 
uncertainty that would grow more profound in the next 
decade. 
Two brief lyrics also appearing in United States 
Magazine a few months after the publication of "The Beauties 
of Santa Cruz" reinforce the darker side of nature Freneau 
began to explore and the empirical means he used to discover 
it. "The Dying Elm," published in June, 1779, focuses on 
a theme that dominated much of Freneau's collegiate work but 
was mentioned only briefly in "The Beauties of Santa Cruz," 
the transience of existence. Unlike "Santa Cruz," however, 
it examines its theme not through the description of a broad 
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landscape of natural observations but through the 
application of such poetic devices as personification, 
symbolism, and biblical allusion to a single observation, 
an elm tree dying from disease and drought. 
quoted here in its entirety: 
The poem is 
sweet, lovely elm, who here dost grow , 
Companion of my musing care; 
Lo, thy dejected branches die, 
Amid the burning air; 
Smit by the sun or sickly moon, 
Like fainting flow ' rs that die at noon . 
Thy withering leaves that drooping hang, 
Presage thy end approaching nigh, 
And lo, thy amber tears distil, 
Attended with thy last remaining sigh. 
o gentle tree no more decline, 
But be thy shade and love-sick whispers mine. 
Short is thy life if thou so soon must fade, 
Like angry Jonah's gourd at Nineveh, 
That in a night its bloomy branches spread, 
And flourish'd for a day. 
Come then revive, sweet shady elm, lest I, 
Thro' vehemence of heat, like Jonah, wish to die. 
The withering and drooping leaves indicate the drought-
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stricken elm's condition, as do the "amber tears," which may 
be an antitoxin trickling from the bark (Vitzthum 40). But 
these same "tears" are also one of several personifications 
that act as a projection of the speaker's attitude about 
mortality. The elm's "dejected branches," "love-sick 
whispers," and "last remaining sigh" express the speaker's 
"musing care," his discouragement over the brevity of not 
only the elm's existence, but his as well. The spectre of 
his own transience prompts the speaker to plead for the 
elm's revival in the second and third stanzas, which is in 
fact a plea for the reversal of his own fate. 
The allusion to Jonah's gourd at Nineveh adds to the 
sense of transience, for the comparison of the elm with its 
one-day cycle of life and death radically heightens the 
sense of decay. The reference to "angry Jonah," whose 
prophecy of doom at Nineveh proves false when God decides 
to spare the city, also has significance for the poem's 
theme. The "vehemence of heat" that threatens Jonah also 
agitates the speaker, for both are essentially disappointed, 
Jonah in his role of false prophet and the speaker in his 
loss of the tradition of natural renewal, replaced by the 
mutability of existence. 
But it is the symbolism of the elm itself that is the 
key to the poem's meaning. Both Vitzthum and Griffith have 
pointed out the classical significance of the elm and its 
role in the poem. Griffith contends that Freneau's elm is 
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connected to the elm at the gates of Hades in Vergil's 
Aeneid in that both r epresent fal se dreams and delusion. 
Thus the "shade" o f a rev i ved elm woul d mean not only 
protection from the heat but a l so reviva l of the i l l usion 
of renewa l (49-50) . Vitzthum also connects this poem to 
Vergil's elm, but interprets Freneau ' s dying tree as the 
demi se of his poet i c dreams , savaged by the "burning a i r " 
of partisanship and the "vehement heat" of h i s political and 
propagandic verse. However, he also sees "the inescapable 
connotations of death" in the elm, particularly its 
emblematic implication that the only avenue to a communion 
with nature is death (41-44). Freneau expressed a similar 
attitude in "The Farmer's Winter Evening," before finally 
rejecting i t because such a romantic i mpulse also meant the 
submergence of empirical reality in fantasy. 
The devices Freneau uses in "The Dying Elm" may be 
romantic, but the impulse is not. Its tone, created out of 
the personification of and direct address toward a natural 
object, may seem sentimental or melancholy, but its focus 
on human transience is based on the realistic observation 
that this is a finite world. The plea for revival in the 
final stanza may indicate the poet's reluctance to accept 
such harsh realities, and it is a plea that will be repeated 
more stridently, and perhaps more sadly, in the next decade. 
But "The Dying Elm" nonetheless overturns the romantic 
convention of renewal in favor of the finality of death for 
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both nature and humanity. 
In the companion poem from the July issue of United 
States Magazine, "Columbus to Ferdinand," Freneau obscures 
meaning far less with symbolism and allusion, yet this brief 
portrait of Columbus provides further proof of the poet's 
growing faith in realism and empirical observation. Unlike 
the speakers in poems such as "The American Village" or "The 
Farmer's Winter Evening," Freneau 1 s Columbus possesses an 
active mind that would rather seek knowledge than retire 
into imaginative fancies. To persuade Ferdinand to sponsor 
exploratory voyages of the western seas, he asks questions 
about what may lie to the west: what lands, what people , 
what creatures might there be on the other side of the 
ocean. And he does indeed imagine that "beyond the billowy 
waste/ Island and men and animals and trees" (23-24) might 
exist. But his speculations are not the stuff of romantic 
dreams about benevolent primitive cultures or a benign and 
beautiful nature; they instead possess a rational sense of 
order and proportion. It seems illogical, he argues, that 
the western sun would "light the waves and monsters of the 
sea" (22) only or that the moon would "spend her sweet beam 
upon the barren main" (14). He refuses to believe that the 
creator would build such a disproportioned planet: 
Should the vast circuit of the world contain 
Such lengths of ocean and such scanty land? 
'Tis reason's voice that bids me think not so, 
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I think more nobly of the Almighty hand. (17-20) 
As an additional argument, he refers to the reasoning of 
Plato, who predicted the discovery of "a mighty land/ Far 
far away, where none have roved before" (33-34). 
But Columbus does not merely speculate about the 
possibilities of a new world. He is determined to find 
empirical proof for his theories, for he is convinced humans 
possess the intelligence to find answers to the types of 
questions he has posed through their ability to exploit and 
control nature. He notes how sailors have used the confines 
of the Mediterranean Sea to hone their sailing and 
shipbuilding skills without venturing far from land and then 
cites how "nature has unveil'd" (31) the principles of the 
compass so that explorers could take on the risks entailed 
with sailing far into the Atlantic. Thus prepared, he 
declares that "Reason shall steer, and skill disarm the 
gale" (56), an indication of his faith in human intellect 
and the need for its active application to the natural 
world. 
"Columbus to Ferdinand" is an unusual poem for this 
period in Freneau' s career. Its emphasis on the active 
application of intelligence to manage nature is a theme more 
proper to Freneau' s work after 1790. Numerous lines 
describe Columbus' dynamic state of mind: he is "fir'd by 
the theme" (37) of discovery, describing it as "an 
unremitting flame in [his] breast" (25), even as he reads 
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"Plato's raptur'd page" (2 9 } about the possibility of 
undiscover ed lands. Yet the poem s till makes a significant 
statement about the poet's cont i nu i ng i nner d ebat e between 
imagination and empirica l r eal i sm , f or t h e verification o f 
speculation with observable f act i ndicates t hat e mpi ricism 
was beginning to eclipse imagination in Freneau•s mind . I t 
is not coincidence that the word "fancy" does not appear in 
the poem, for Columbus ' arguments are dominated by r eal i sm 
and reason (Vitzthum 39). Of all the speakers or persona 
i n Freneau's work prior to 1780, this version of Columbus 
most clearly anticipates the ascendancy of directly observed 
experience, which would dominate Freneau's work for the rest 
of his career . 
The proof that Columbus so ardently wishes to find is 
explored in "Discovery," which did not appear until 1786 in 
Freneau•s first collection but bears a composition date of 
1772 below the title. The polish of the verse suggests the 
poem went through several revisions before publication , 10 yet 
its examination of primitivism through a comparison of 
Indian and European cultures fits the exploration of 
romantic themes and attitudes that mark several of the poems 
of the 1770's . Regardless of their dates of composition , 
the two poems share a thematic line; "Columbus to Ferdinand" 
describes the reasoning and motivations behind the 
exploration of the New World, while "Discovery" tells of the 
results. The opening lines of "Discovery" recall Columbus ' 
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speculation s about new lands beyond the limits of the known 
world: 
S i x thousand years i n these dull regions pass'd , 
'Tis time, you'l l say , we k new the i r bounds at l ast, 
Knew to what ski es our sett i ng stars r etire , 
And where the wint ' ry suns expand their fire ; 
What land to l and protracts the var i ed scene , 
And where extended oceans roll between; {1-6) 
The poem then acknowledges the "art , " meaning the 
shipbuilding skills and seamanship, that would allow the 
Europeans to take the risks associated with sailing into 
t he far Atlantic and discover "new millions of the human 
race" {14). But though the i nitial lines of the poem treat 
the impulse toward discovery as a worthy trait in its own 
right {Andrews, "Freneau and Hopkinson" 142) , "Discovery" 
deals not with Columbus' dream and European valor but with 
the romantic image of the "noble savage," set against the 
greed and tyranny of their invaders. 
As heroic as the European vision of exploration and 
discovery may have been, Freneau argues that the result has 
been oppressive . The Europeans have used their skill and 
science to f eed their avarice , either under the pretense o f 
religious conversion or by the exertion of political and 
military power. Declaring that "few [Europeans) sail'd on 
virtue's nobler plan" {35), Freneau judges them "Superior 
only by superior art" {39); in dealing with primitive 
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cultures, they are oppressive and intolerant . In 
comparison, the native culture presented is passive and 
contented, a conventional pastoral image: 
On them warm suns with equal splendor shine , 
And each domestic pleasure equals thine , 
Their native groves a happier bloom display, 
As self-contented roll their lives away, 
And the gay soul, infancy's visions blest, 
Leaves to the care of chance her heaven of rest. 
(73-78) 
These Indians, of course, also recall the ideal primitive 
culture in "The American Village" in their blissfulness and 
the easy toil which sustains them. The superiority of such 
natural goodness becomes more pointed when Freneau asks 
whether the achievements of European culture are "But arts 
destructive to the bliss of man?" (80) 
Yet when Freneau admonishes the European invaders to 
"leave religion and thy laws at home/ Leave the free native 
to enjoy his store" (90-91), he does so not for the sake of 
saving an innocent world but because the Indians too possess 
their share of tyranny and cruelty. They inflict "revenge 
and death" (97) upon each other with their own primitive 
weapons, each side the victim of its own "pining envy" (98) 
and the ambitions of despots who are "Through life detested, 
and ador'd when dead" (106). Meanwhile their priests 
inflict their own brand of cruelty by practicing human 
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sacr i fices in t he name o f the ir r e ligion . The contrast 
between the brutal European a nd t h e gentle savag e disso lves 
as Freneau finds the same evils, despot i sm and relig i on, in 
both cultures and concludes that "Dupes to a few the race 
o f man is f ound" ( 108 ). 
"D i scovery" is i ndeed a story of d i scovery , but i n t wo 
distinct senses. On one level , the poem condemns the 
exploitive and oppressive results of the European discovery 
of the New World, but on another it reveals that the Edenic 
world of a Santa Cruz i s truly a myth , even f rom a 
primitivist perspective . J ust as Santa Cruz ' s natura l 
beauties are undermined with their own darker side , so too 
are the primitive cultures that inhabit such new worlds . 
As for the cause of this darker side of the "noble savage , " 
critical opinion is divided. Annette Kolodny calls 
"Discovery" yet another example of the erosion of the 
pastoral in Freneau's thinking, though she finds the cause 
in the violence of the invading Europeans rather than in any 
universal human shortcomings (87). Mary Bowden, on the 
other hand, describes the Indians as less noble and more 
European than we might expect from the primitive ideal and 
concludes that Freneau's primitivism is inconsistent , 
because the poet used the persona of the traditional "noble 
savage" elsewhere, as in the Torno Cheeki series of essays 
in the 1790's (36). But Freneau also found romantic 
primitivism to be a useful tool for presenting social and 
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political criticisms (Vitzthum 29), so its later appearance 
does not necessarily imply a c hanging attitude. For the 
growing realist in Freneau , t he primitivis t idea l is no mor e 
legitimate than an eternally benevolent nature or i ts 
promise of perpetual renewal . 
IV. Freneau as Materialist 
In his biography of Freneau , Jacob Axelrad 
distingu i shes the poet from h i s American predecessors by 
noting that, while Bradstreet, Wigglesworth, and Taylor 
viewed the world as a chimera and heaven as the only 
reality, Freneau believed that the world he lived in was 
the one reality above all others (44) . The evolution of 
the debate between imagination and empiricism that dominates 
the poetry of the 1770 1 s suggests that myth and speculation 
would give way to direct observation as the only acceptable 
source of knowledge . Freneau finds the pastoral idealism 
of "The American Village" and "The Farmer's Winter Evening" 
to be intellectually incoherent in a transient world and the 
imaginative creations of "The Power of Fancy" and "The House 
of Night" insubstantial in the face of concrete realism . 
It is this realism that invades the paradise of "The 
Beauties of Santa Cruz" and dismantles the tradition of 
natural renewal in "The Dying Elm." As he discards ideals 
of pastoralism, imagination , primitivism, and natural 
renewal, Freneau turns to the material world and physical 
sensation as the foundation of his view of human existence . 
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I n no poem of t h e 1770 1 s is this more evident than in 
" The Jama i ca Funeral ," which, like "Discove ry, 11 did not 
appear until t he publ i cation o f the 1786 c o l lection yet 
bears a 1776 date of compos i t i on. At the center o f the poem 
is a lusty parson, an obvious lover of the sensual l ife , who 
i s summoned to conduct a f unera l servi ce but i nstead 
expla i ns t o the mourners t he necess i t y o f v i ewi ng human 
existence as materialist i c . As a believer in a life of the 
senses, he embraces a world that is verifiable by sense 
impressions only . All i deas that are not material , 
including concepts of God and afterlife , are unverifiable 
and are therefore rejected out of hand. I n the place o f 
more orthodox religious views, he presents human life as a 
cyclical existence, in which our corporeal bodies return to 
the dust and darkness from which they came . Even death 
itself "is nothing but an empty name " (Poems of Freneau 124-
33, 1. 178) because all we know of death is what we see at 
the funeral, the corpse of the deceased Alcander; therefore 
why, the parson asks , should we "bemoan that tepid mass"? 
( 142) That a churchman should be the spokesman for a 
materialistic view of existence is surely ironic, yet it i s 
his station that makes him such an unexpected and thus 
effective mouthpiece for the sensuality and religious 
sterility that dominate the poem . 
Despite the solemn occasion, sensuality surrounds the 
actions of nearly every mourner in the poem. Those who 
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first call for mourning a t the death of the wealthy Alcander 
call not for tears but f or fi ne d r ess and g e nerous amounts 
of food and drink in honor o f their fr i end (at t h e e xpens e 
of the deceased , of course ) . When the parson appear s at the 
house o f Alcander , h i s preoccupat i on i s not wit h t he 
mourners or the deceased but with wine and f ood : 
With far-fetch'd dainties he regal'd his maw , 
And prais 'd the various meats that crown' d the board ; 
On tender capon's did the glutton gnaw , 
And well his platter with profusion stor'd . 
(77-80 ) 
Even in his sermon he mourns not Alcander but the loss of 
the deceased' s cellars and board . Though his actions appear 
to be those of a drunkard, his celebrations of food and 
especially wine come to symbolize the dominance of the 
senses in human experience. He calls sensual pleasures an 
immortal theme and considers life without the senses "a 
punishment ... [and a) Greenland winter without heat or light" 
(159-60). There is also a sense of urgency to his 
hedonistic philosophy, for it is at least partially driven 
by the transience of a physical world where "September 
comes, seas swell with horrid gales" ( 171) , and death 
becomes "a debt [that) to nature must be paid" {176). 
But what comes after death? For the materialist 
parson, existence is based on sense impressions; thus "when 
nature fails," or when a corporeal being can no longer 
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experience the natural world , "man ex i s t s no more" (177) . 
With no conception of soul or spiritual survival , the parson 
views death as an eterna l state of non- existence , a 
disintegration of the body into the elements from which it 
came : 
You ask me where these mighty hosts have fled, 
That once existed on this changeful ball?--
If aught remains , when mortal man is dead , 
Where, ere their birth they were, they now are all . 
Night comes at last, and, weary of the fray , 
To dust and darkness all return again. (181-88) 
The parson's rejection of mind-body dualism and survival of 
the soul also reflects Freneau' s familiarity with Lucretius ' 
De rerum natura, part of the extensive classical background 
he received in grammar school and at Princeton. 11 In the 
third book of De rerum natura, Lucretius argues that the 
mind and body develop and decay together and are affected 
simultaneously by external stimuli, such as medicine or 
alcohol, proof of the mind's connection to the body and 
consequent mortality (III, 11. 98-240). The parson's 
declaration that we return "to dust and darkness" is also 
Lucretian, an adaptation of Lucretius' atomic theories 
concerning the aggregation and ultimate disintegration of 
matter (Adkins 71). 
Naturally, the parson's materialistic thinking affects 
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the performance of his religious duties. The ceremonies he 
performs t ake on an air o f c yn icism and i ns i nc erity, done 
ou t of a sense of dut y rather than convict i on . Hi s behavior 
when he first enters Alcander ' s home i s l ess than so l emn and 
comforting, not only in his hedon i stic desires but also i n 
his casual conversations and determination to collect par i sh 
dues . He offers no bless i ng before the mea l and twi ce 
mutters " l earned" prayers t hat are "cut and dry" ( 102 ) 
before the sermon begins . His demeanor changes only as he 
is about to deliver his hedonistic message, when his eyes 
"like sultry Phoebus glow'd" and an air of genuine 
inspiration overcomes him . From this point , all sense of 
duty to orthodox Christian values vanishes, for his first 
remark, "More I esteem, and better is by far/ A dog existing 
than a lion dead" ( 123-24 ) and subsequent materialist 
doctrine, denies Christian eschatology and embraces the 
living world as the only reality we can possibly know . 
The materialism of "The Jamaica Funeral" provides a 
suitable foundation for the empirical realism that would 
dominate Freneau' s writings in the next decade. Its 
emphasis on the physical world and on sense i mpressions can 
be traced to the Common Sense tenet that we possess direct 
contact with objective reality. It i s this point of view 
that reveals both the nurturing and destructive sides of 
nature in "The Beauties of Santa Cruz" and the reality of 
decay and death in "The Dying Elm. 11 Yet the mater i alist 
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view also differs from t he Common Sense s c hoo l i n 
determining that all knowledge is derived from sensations . 
Common Sense thinkers , we will recall , also argued for an 
innate moral sense of right and wrong which , when applied 
to external experiences, allowed humans to determine moral 
truths. By the end of the 1770's, however, Freneau's work 
shows no predeliction toward any a priori moral sense but 
rather a firm belief in perceiving and reacting to the 
material world as the poet sees it . Nonetheless , "The 
Jamaica Funeral" does raise the issues of the existence of 
a supreme being and the possibility of afterlife for the 
first time. Dismissed here as irrelevant in a materialist's 
universe, they would begin to occupy Freneau more and more 
in the 1780's as his empiricism proved to be an inadequate 
solution. 
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Magazine states that it was "composed near two years ago" in 
Santa Cruz. 
9 See Vitzthum, p. 37; Kolodny, p. 88; and Holland, p. 20. 
10 In That Rascal Freneau 44, Leary accepts 1772 as the 
original date of composition, though he suspects it underwent 
much revision. He may find 1772 a logical date for 
"Discovery" because he also accepts the date given by Freneau 
to "Columbus to Ferdinand'' (1770} in the 1786 collection, a 
poem that shares several themes with "Discovery." 
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CHAPTER 3: THE FAILURE OF EMPIRICISM: 
CHAOS AND THE STOIC RESPONSE 
Freneau 1 s inclination toward emp i r i ca l sources o f 
knowledge at the beginni ng of the 1780's was a reflect i on 
of a broader intellectual debate going on in Amer i ca during 
the latter part of the eighteenth century . Though Locke had 
dominated the minds of Americans during the first half of 
the century in areas ranging from epistemological issues to 
educational beliefs , those same minds eventually welcomed 
arguments that sought to prove that ideas were derived from 
sources other than experience and were common to people in 
all ages and in all lands . In an essay on late eighteenth 
century intellectual conflicts in America, Leon Howard cites 
speculation about "self-evident" knowledge, which insisted 
on the existence of an "inner sense" that spontaneously 
distinguished between right and wrong or beauty and 
ugliness, and "rational" knowledge, which relied on the 
power of humans to draw simple inductions or inferences from 
observations as well as their ability to reach distinct 
conclusions from commonly accepted premises (62-68) . Joe l 
Barlow accepted both of these forms of knowledge, as well 
as empirical or scientific knowledge, 
classifications of commonly accepted truth. 
as three 
But Americans 
were nonetheless inclined to consider truth demonstrated by 
direct exper i ence as more desirable than that determined by 
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speculation; thus Locke's "Ess ay Concerning Human 
Understanding" cont i nued t o be the s tand ard t e xt of "mental 
sc i ence" at Amer i can c o lleges , and r obust empiricism 
remained the outstanding practical character i st i c o f the 
American mi nd (Howard 75 ). 
Freneau was very much a part of this i ntellectual 
mainstream , for the poetry he produced between 1780 and 1788 
represents the zenith of his empirical approach to t he 
world. But the philosophic results from the very beginning 
of this period reflect an unsettled and dissatisfied mind . 
The romantic model of a benign natural world, quest i oned i n 
the previous decade by "The Beauties of Santa Cruz" and "The 
Dying Elm," was now wholly replaced by a nature that was 
more destructive than nurturing, more chaotic than orderly . 
Concurrently , the lack of any tangible evidence concerning 
the existence of a supreme being or the possibility of the 
immortality of the soul drives the arid spiritual landscape 
of some of Freneau's best lyrics, notably "Verses Made at 
Sea in a Heavy Gale , 11 "The Wild Honeysuckle , " and "The 
Indian Burying Ground. 11 He even begins to question the 
empiricism he has embraced; "The Vernal Ague," "Captain 
Jones' Invitation," and "The Lost Adventurer," among other 
poems, question the human ability to understand a world 
where material perceptions are the sole source of knowledge . 
Illusion and disappointment may best characterize much 
of the work of what we may call Freneau' s "empirical" 
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period, for what appears before the empirical e y e is for 
Freneau a less than compelling or incomplete picture of the 
material and spiritual worlds. The tone of this entire 
period may in fact be exemplified in one of its earliest 
poems, "A Moral Thought , " which first appeared on October 
24, 1781, in The Freeman's Journal, a Philadelphia weekly 
edited by Freneau from the fall of 1781 to approximately the 
end of 1782. 1 The poem is a very tightly packed example of 
the surface illusions of nature and the dismaying reality 
that rests beneath that surface. The first two stanzas 
present a now familiar argument against a romantic view of 
nature. The "gay scenes [that) attract our eyes" (1) in 
youth and their accompanying "flow•ry fields" (3) also 
possess their "winter day" (4) of decay. Eventually these 
"vain pursuits ... Convince us that life is but a dream" (5-
6), a pedestrian restatement of an equally familiar 
transience-of-life theme. But the final two lines of stanza 
two present an obtuse moral about our fleeting existence: 
"Death is to wake to rise again,/To that true life I best 
esteem" (7-8). What sounds like an orthodox call for a 
Christian resurrection and redemption is in fact the 
speaker's realization that it is his mortality that shakes 
him from these "gay scenes" and "flow•ry fields" and demands 
that he face the empirical truth of existence. It is the 
detached observer who lives the "true life" unfettered by 
romantic illusion or religious orthodoxy. 
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me aphor 
The second two stanzas of the poem provide a t 
illustrates both the illusion and the 
from nature that · 
hidden reality: 
So nightly on the flowing tide , 
Oft have I seen a raree-show; 
Reflected stars on either side , 
And glittering moons were seen below. 
But when the tide had ebb'd away, 
The scene fantastic with it fled , 
A bank of mud around me lay, 
(9-16) 
And sea-weed on the river's bed. 
The "reflected stars" and "glittering moons" of this "raree 
show," a term suggesting the quality of a peep show, 
are 
insubstantial and shallow, for theY merely reflect the 
images of the sky. Their existence depends on the ebb and 
flow of the tide, and once that tide recedes we see a grim 
reality beneath the image. The lifeless mud and limp sea-
weed revealed at the bottom of the river symbolically 
suggest the decay and death that exist below the "gay 
scenes" of stanza one and enhance the assertion of life's 
The life the speaker "best 
transience in stanza two. 
esteems" is therefore one rooted in a realism that accepts 
the finality of existence and explicitlY denies conventional 
religious belief. 
The speaker's position i n the middle of the shifting 
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tides provides further evidence of his commitment to a firm 
realistic view. Because he sees the reflected stars in the 
water "on either side" and then finds himself surrounded by 
the barren bank of mud, he is forced to confront nature's 
deceptions and the cold realization of his own mortality. 
Both Leary (That Rascal Freneau 100) and Vi tzthum ( 50) 
recognize the resentment the speaker feels toward both the 
deception of nature and the disappointing truth revealed in 
the image of the sea-weed, yet both also recognize the 
importance Freneau finds in the human ability to face 
empirical reality. When he changed the title of the poem 
to "The Vanity of Existence" in his 1795 collection of 
poems, Freneau confirmed its emphasis on the spiritual 
emptiness of a finite existence, and it is this emphasis, 
often born of the deceptions of nature found in material 
observations, that would mark Freneau's work during most of 
the 1780's. 
I. The Paradox Within Nature 
Perhaps the most obvious product of Freneau' s empirical 
approach is the contradictions he found in nature. To be 
sure, "The American Village" and "The Beauties of Santa 
Cruz," among other works of the previous decade, note a 
darker side of the natural world, but such threats are 
presented to question an ideal image of benevolence. The 
nurturing side 
within it, is 
of nature, whatever dangers may co-exist 
never abandoned. Many lyrics of the 
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succeeding decade, however , chal l e nge the ba sic goodness of 
nature i tself, finding the seeds of destruct i on wi t hin its 
Very substance . 
"Plato the Philosopher , to his Friend Theon , " which 
f' 
lrst appeared in The Freeman's Journal on January 2 , 1 78 2 , 
Uses the decay within nature as a paradigm of the genera l 
decay of all existence, including man , as the philosopher's 
argument for accepting the t rans i ence of human life . Theon 
Wishes to hold on to his earthly existence as long as he 
can, but Plato argues that all things decay in the corporeal 
World. Theon has lost his youth and, with it, many of the 
Pleasures of life. He must now prepare himself for the 
Vault of the grave, says Plato, for while the cycles of the 
natural world will soon go on, the existence of humans does 
not: "Autumnal seasons shall return/ And spring shall 
bloom, but not for you" (11-12) · Yet, as Freneau has 
already pointed out in "The Dying Elm," the renewal of 
nature is false for all living things ultimately wind down 
I 
to nothing. It is from this perspective that Plato asks 
Theon why he should be so reluctant to leave the "barren and 
bleak abode" (l 6 ) of human existence. Plato is well aware 
that d t t. , a part of life and cites the daily es rue ion is 
deaths in nature as reason to accept human decay: 
Subjected to perpetual ills 
A thousand deaths around us grow, 
The frost the tender blossom kills 
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And roses wither as they blow . 
Cold nipping winds thy fruits assail , 
The infant apple seeks the ground 
The peaches fall, the cherries fail 
The grape receives a fatal wound. (21-28) 
The images in these two stanzas represent a striking 
change in Freneau's attitude toward nature, for here the 
very life force that has created beauty and plenty appears 
equally predisposed to destroy its own creation. Thus 
frosts kill the flower blossoms and cold destroys the fruits 
that sustain life. In the next stanza, as if to question 
the stability of nature, Plato notes how the breeze that 
"gently ought to blow" (29) can become a storm and how the 
sun that "charm[s) the grass to grow" (31) can burn the 
earth it is supposed to nurture. Even mountains, shores, 
and streams, which seem permanent during a normal human life 
span, are subject to change over longer periods of time. 
This is all "nature's play" (35), says Plato, for nature is 
indifferent to all material existence, even in the cosmos, 
where eventually the sun itself will go dark and "leave the 
world to mother night/ A farce, a phantom, or a dream" (39-
4 o) • Unlike the vision of "The Beauties of Santa Cruz," 
where the contrasts of nature are still accepted as part of 
a paradise, this view is full of pessimism about the fate 
of humanity in a world where "to live is nothing but to 
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grieve" (44). 
Plato attributes the necess ity f or s u ch a n a ttitude to 
t he constant flux of the physica l world . Clea r mean ings 
become clouded , hope and expectation become " the airy 
phantom [that) flies" {51) , and disruptive monarchs d i e , 
the i r careers turning to dust . Under such change the wor ld 
is "mere emptiness and vanity" ( 60 ) . Plato's frequent use 
of such words as "phantom, 11 "dream , 11 and "emptiness" becomes 
i ronic, for they describe the result of an empirically based 
argument; the philosopher looks at the physical world around 
him and concludes that it is in fact insubstantial . 
As in "A Moral Thought , " disappointing observations of 
the material world lead to speculations about whatever 
supernal world may exist. Once he has concluded that 
earthly existence becomes little more than a shadow , Plato 
cries out: 
Give me the stars, give me the skies , 
Give me the heaven ' s remotest sphere , 
Above these gloomy scenes to rise 
Of desolation and despair. ( 61-64 ) 
What follows is a vague description of what may be 
considered an afterlife, where "sweeter blossoms blow" (75) 
and "green eternal crowns the year'' (78). But the outline 
of such a world remains blurred, for the thrust of Plato's 
argument is not a passage to a different form of existence , 
but an escape from the deterioration of the physical world . 
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His call to "give me the stars" is not a search for a 
transformation but a release from the imprisonment of the 
body (Griffith 46). The ''little god" (79) within Theon's 
breast, says Plato, does not wish to "stay/ To shiver on a 
frozen plain" (84) and is "weary of his mansion'' (80), or 
his body, that is now betraying him. Death is therefore 
11 a freedom of the mind 11 ( 8 6) , perhaps a passage to an 
afterlife, but more likely, as Vitzthum has pointed out, a 
release from "the contradictions and confusions that a 
sensitive person necessarily perceives, as the entire poem 
has argued, in human existence" (53). The resignation to 
mortality Plato advises in the final two lines further 
erodes the suggestion of afterlife and confirms the point 
of view of "A Moral Thought"--the life Freneau "best 
esteems" is one that faces human transience and natural 
decay without the influence of Christian eschatology. 
The theological musings of "Plato to Theon" evolve out 
of Freneau' s paradoxical perceptions of a natural world that 
simultaneously nurtures and destroys. Approximately three 
weeks after the appearance of "Plato to Theon" another lyric 
appearing in The Freeman's Journal further explored the 
destructive side of nature and its theological implications. 
"Stanzas Occasioned by the Ruins of a Country Inn" examines 
the inexorable breakdown of the material world by turning 
a rustic inn into a symbol not only of physical decay but 
also of the impotence of both pagan and Christian 
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spiritualism in the face of eternal flux . 
Freneau's selection of an inn as a symbol of material 
decay functions on several levels. Because the inn itself 
is associated with shelter and comfort for traveling 
strangers, it becomes, in its windblown ruins, an emblem of 
the futility of all efforts to shield humanity from the 
inevitability of decay and death. As a country inn, it also 
comes to represent once again the intellectual failure of 
pastoralism, this time as a defense against an entropic 
world. In language reminiscent of "The Farmer's Winter 
Evening," the poem presents a world lost to the destructive 
forces of time: 
In this the place where mirth and joy, 
Coy nymphs and sprightly lads were found? 
Alas, no more the nymphs are coy, 
No more the flowing bowls go round. 
Is this the place where festive song 
Deceiv'd the wintry hours away? 
No more the swains the tune prolong, 
No more the maidens join the lay. (21-28) 
But more significant is the spiritual symbolism 
connected with the inn's destruction. Metaphors connecting 
the inn to religious elements appear several times in the 
poem. For example, numerous references compare the inn to 
sacred structures. In the opening stanza, the inn is 
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r e membered as a "temple .. . t o Ba cchu s" (2 ) that aspires high 
i nto the air; subsequently the inn is described t wice as a 
church- like "dome" (5 and 42}. Two add i tional metaphors 
contain v eiled references to h oly communi on . Th e 
i nnkeeper's wife is described as a "Priestess of this ruined 
shri ne'' (9) who no l onger presents her sacramental " ruddy 
wine" {11) to her guests, while references to the innkeeper 
as the "Host" suggest the consecrated wafer of the 
Eucharist . But none of these spiritual elements can 
withstand the forces of nature. The temple's dome is "by 
t empests torn" (5), the Priestess is "Unable to survive the 
stroke" {10) delivered by time, and the Host has "left at 
length his wonted stand" and no longer greets his guests . 
The immediate point of these comparisons is to suggest 
the common fate of all parts of the material world : 
Old creeping time that brings decay 
Might yet have spar ' d these mouldering walls , 
Alike beneath whose potent sway 
A temple or a tavern falls. (17-20) 
But beyond this sense of all-enveloping entropy is Freneau's 
denial of the efficacy of spiritualism, whether it be pagan 
or Christian, both of which are suggested in the poem. 
Anticipating Shelley's "Ozymandias," Freneau sees no 
salvation, but only the results of nature's relentless 
destruction : 
Deep, unrelenting silence reigns; 
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Of all that p l eased, that charm ' d be fore 
The tott'ring chi mney scarce remains. 
( 38 - 40 ) 
The final stanza speculates on the possibility of the dome' s 
renewal , perhaps to be read as rebuilding , but a l so a 
potent i al reference to a Lucretian reconstituti on o f a 
material object wound down to its elements. If orthodox 
religion , "the roof that shelter'd us before" (44 ) , falters 
under the scrutiny of empiricism and lies in symbolic r uins 
here , then an oblique reference to a philosopher who 
rejected the formal religion of his own day would indeed be 
appropriate . 
Each of the three preceding poems represents a 
perceptible shift in Freneau's attitude toward nature . The 
natural world that the poet once saw as essentially benign , 
but with a darker threatening side, now appears to be 
primarily destructive, consuming both man and the earth 
indifferently, as if at "play , " as Plato tells Theon. The 
fruits of sustenance are destroyed as quickly as they grow, 
the material fruits of human labor are wiped away in a 
moment, and the vitality of youth turns to pain and death. 
In the material world that Freneau sees, nature's "raree 
show" is truly a deception, so much so that he is compelled 
to question the existence of a supreme being and afterlife . 
In fact, as discord came to dominate Freneau ' s vision of 
nature, these issues began to take center stage in his work. 
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II. "Without a Partner, and Without a Guide" 
In the two years following "Stanzas Occasioned by the 
Ruins of a Country Inn," Freneau produced very little lyric 
poetry, concentrating his energy on political and satiric 
verse. But the theological musings that began appearing in 
1782 did not fade away, for in March 1784, again in the 
Freeman's Journal, Freneau returned to the question of soul 
and afterlife in "The Dying Indian," a dramatic monologue 
in which a stricken warrior examines the native American 
mythology of immortality and finds the evidence for it 
lacking. These doubts, however, extend to Christian 
eschatology as well, for by the end of the poem, Shalum 
becomes the mouthpiece for Freneau•s own doubts about death 
and afterlife (Vitzthum 53). Shalum•s picture of an Indian 
paradise from the outset lacks substance, taking on 
characteristics of classical literature's underworld. In 
place of the vigor and youth of the corporeal world, Shalum 
sees afterlife as "that shore/On whose bleak forests all the 




( 9) • 
whose existence consists of "dull and dreary 
The classical nature of Shalum' s vision 
reflects Freneau's strong Latin background, which may have 
been a source of the poet's religious skepticism (Adkins 
60}, and removes the romantic aura of paradise that 
otherwise normally surrounds a conception of afterlife. 
Such a melancholy image prompts Shalum to further 
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explore his vision, which he attempts to construct in the 
context of a corporeal world, with disappointing results: 
No deer along these gloomy forests stray, 
No huntsmen there take pleasure in the chace, 
But all are empty unsubstantial shades, 
That ramble through these visionary glades; 
{13-16) 
Like the "cold pastoral" of Keats' Grecian urn, the world 
Shalum creates lacks the rich sensory pleasures of corporeal 
life. Even the fruits and foliage of these "gloomy forests" 
take on a sickly appearance; apples show "a consumptive 
visage" (20) and the hurtle-berry hangs withered on the 
vine. Shalum calls these images of afterlife "mischiefs" 
(22) played upon the dead by the same supreme power, whether 
nature or a godhead, that Freneau describes as playfully 
indifferent in "Plato to Theon." Such a world is so alien 
to Shalum that he characterizes himself as a stranger 
wandering in strange lands that bear no resemblance to the 
material reality to which he is accustomed. But this 
"picture in [his] boding mind" (26) will not disappear, for 
he cannot accept the "fine tales" of afterlife told by his 
culture without some form of concrete evidence: 
But when did ghost return his state to shew; 
Or who can shew that half the tale is true? 
(31-32) 
Shalum I s approach to the metaphysical questions of 
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death and afterlife is, of course, empirical, and it is this 
preference for the phenomenological universe that dominates 
his farewells in stanzas four and five. The unsubstantial 
character of the "visionary glades" of afterlife is 
contrasted with the concrete images of life in this world. 
Thus his emphasis on the "tall ascending woods" (38), 
"glassy lakes" (39), and "lofty swell" (47) of the mountains 
confirms his embrace of the physical world and reinforces 
the shadowy nature of the supernal world he expects to 
encounter. "Perplext with doubt" (51) though he is, Shalum 
nonetheless seeks a solution that would incorporate a future 
life into his materialistic point of view. Like Freneau's 
Plato, he considers a reincarnation of his physical being, 
postulating that his soul could some day return to the 
material world in another body or form: 
Nature at least these ruins may repair, 
When death's long dream is o'er, & she forgets to weep; 
Some real world once more may be assign'd, 
Some new born mansion for the immortal mind!--
(53-56) 
But qualifications dot his hopes of a renewed corporeal 
existence. His recurring use of "may" implies that these 
possibilities have no more substance than do the "fine 
tales" of afterlife he relates at the beginning of the poem 
(Griffith 73). Immediately after he muses on the 
possibility of renewal, he once again addresses the physical 
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world with a "farewell " that has echoed through several 
stanzas and asks his tribesmen to prepare his "ho l low tomb" 
( 61 ) , a suggesti on of the empt y hopel essness of death. It 
is a world he must enter "without a partner, and without a 
guide" (66) , Shalum concludes, for he finally can place no 
reliance on myths and stori es t hat cannot be empiri cally 
proven . 
When the poet/ speaker intercedes and ends the poem with 
a reference to Shalum's "endless s l eep" (68), Freneau sheds 
the poetic mask and takes on the dying warrior's theological 
doubts as his own. In this context , facing death "without 
a partner, and without a gui de" becomes significant from a 
Christian perspective, for it questions the role of Christ 
as savior and foreshadows the absence of a pilot in several 
sea poems on death that Freneau would subsequently produce . 
Like Shalum, Freneau seeks proof of the Christian 
eschatology with an empirical eye free of illusion and 
optimism (Vitzthum 56), and his failure to find it generates 
his own lack of religious conviction . 
Freneau's doubts about both the goodness of nature and 
the mythologies of death and survival of the soul would 
initiate far broader questions about the efficacy of a 
supreme being and the orderliness of the uni verse. The 
absence of any sense of natural or divine goodness and the 
specter of a finite, meaningless existence point toward a 
universe that is essentially random, where an indifferent 
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nature may harm one and b l ess anot her i nd i scriminately. 
Such a chaotic world i s the subject o f "Verses Made at Se a 
i n a Heavy Gale , " first published i n the Freeman ' s Journa l 
on April 13 , 1785, and reprinted in the 1786 Poems of Phil i p 
Freneau before being retitled "The Hurricane" in subsequent 
c ollections . 
The poem is an express i on of humanity adrift i n the 
u niverse a s well as at sea , buffeted by the i ndif f e r ent 
f orces of nature and the spiritual emptiness of a world 
without order. To underline this disorder, the opening two 
stanzas contrast the safety humans and beasts find ashore 
during a storm and the life-threatening situation of the 
sailor/speaker who faces the full force of the same storm 
at sea. The happy man who is "safe on shore" (1) is 
protected by the tufted groves from the tempest at sea; thus 
i n his self-centered safety he is "unmoved" ( 3), indifferent 
to what may be happening at sea. But the landsman on shore 
is blind to the chaos surrounding him, for the land acts 
only as a buffer, not as a counterbalancing force (Vitzthum , 
60-62). His blissful ignorance may even be less secure than 
we i nitially realize. Just beyond the warmth and light o f 
the man's home are the "haunts" ( 7) of the birds, the 
"hollow tree" ( 8) of the squirrels, and the "shaded caverns" 
(9) of the wolves, all of which can be found among the 
tufted groves that protect him from the force of the gale . 




signifying the hollowness of ignorance 
But the sailor/speaker feels the full force 
of the storm on his "feeble barque" (6), perhaps symbolic 
of human inadequacy in the face of such natural violence , 
and in his isolation sees the rest of the world as "blest" 
( 10) . In the midst of his terror, the sailor begins to 
contemplate the uncertainties of death: 
While o'er the dark abyss we roam, 
Perhaps, whate'er the pilots say, 
We saw the Sun descend in gloom, 
No more to see his rising ray, 
But bury'd low, by far too deep, 
On coral beds, unpitied, sleep! (13-18) 
The appearance of "pilots" echoes the absent guide that 
Shalum seeks at the end of "The Dying Indian" and once again 
signals a lack of guidance, especially spiritual, for the 
tone of "whate 'er the pilots say" suggests that they are not 
taken seriously. The following four lines contain an 
interesting ambiguity: does the concluding couplet refer to 
"we" (the sailors) or the sun? In what would be a more 
logical reading, the sailors should be "bury'd low ... (and] 
unpitied," but the reading of Vitzthum (61) and Griffith 
(80), that the sun is "bury'd low," is more compelling. 
Though the image is fantastic, the latter reading expresses 
death from the viewpoint of the sailor, which is wholly 
consistent with the speculations of the next stanza. 
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Furthermore, the burial of the sun symbolizes both the 
destruction of the corporeal world, leaving the 
sailor/speaker to grope with death in stanza four, and the 
death of the Christian Son who also drowns with no hope of 
a "rising ray" (Vitzthum 61). 
The destruction of both the physical world and a 
Christ-like savior or godhead forces the sailor/speaker to 
view death as an intangible landfall, an "uncoasted strand" 
(19) that he can no longer fathom. Without a creed or 
philosophical model with which to interpret existence and 
death, the speaker has "no charts ... to mark [the] land/ No 
compass to direct [the] way" (21-22) and once more laments 
the absence of a pilot or a "new Columbus" (24) to provide 
direction. Nor is he any more successful in facing the 
"lawless power" ( 2 6} of an indifferent nature that possesses 
none of the pleasures of pastoral romanticism: 
Of friendship's voice, I hear no sound, 
No comfort in this dreadful hour--
What friendship can in tempests be, 
What comfort on this angry sea? {27-30) 
As the sailor is left to battle the storm, the barque that 
was once accustomed to obeying a priori metaphysical and 
epistemological guidelines now "gropes her trackless way 11 
(33} in a world that seems to lack all sense of order as 
mountains (of either water or rock}, imposing images of 
solidarity and order, burst and fall away. In the face of 
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such uncertainty, the "skill and science" (35) of humanity 
must surely fail as it helplessly moves toward ruin. 
The holocaust of this poem confirms the hopelessness 
of Shalum's "endless sleep," but while "The Dying Indian" 
begins and ends with the question of death and afterlife , 
"Verses Made at Sea" examines the chaotic vision that grows 
out of the absence of a religious or philosophic model. 
Like Shalum, the sailor/speaker of the latter work sees no 
promise of continuing existence beyond this material life, 
but more significant is the random violence of nature, now 
appearing more threatening than benevolent. Because Freneau 
has stripped away any vestige of a metaphysical system of 
belief that might explain the terror of nature, he is left 
with only the chaos of his sense perceptions. While the 
happy landsman rests comfortably, the wretched sailor faces 
death, a milieu seemingly without reason. "Verses Made at 
Sea" may be Freneau' s darkest poem, but the disorder and 
despair born of his unbending empiricism would appear often 
over the next few years. 
Freneau' s nihilist vision of annihilation appeared 
again the following year in "The Wild Honey Suckle," a poem 
far different from "Verses Made at Sea" in both its setting, 
a quiet natural retreat, and its subject, a simple flower 
hidden from view. Yet the poet's return to a pastoral 
setting does not mean a return to romantic themes, for this 
poem's materialist vision views existence as decay and death 
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as complete anni hilati on . The op ening stanza, describing 
a flower that is both unt ouched and unseen by sentient 
beings, suggests a world of unre a l stasi s , its negative 
qualit i es denying the f ini teness assoc i ated with Lockean 
sensationalism {Arner 57). 
Fair flower , t hat dost so comely grow 
Hid in this dreary dark retreat , 
Untouch'd thy honey'd blossoms blow , 
Unseen thy little branches meet ; 
No roving foot shall find thee here , 
No busy hand provoke a tear. {l-6 ) 
That the flower is not subject to the "roving foot" and 
"busy hand" of perceiving humans isolates it from the 
material world. Nature itself nurtures the flower ' s static 
i solation by shielding it from heat with a "guardian shade" 
( 9) and watering it with a "murmuring stream" (10). But i t s 
white color becomes symbolically ironic, representing both 
purity and death, as the speaker realizes that the honey 
suckle must fade according to the same laws that govern all 
of nature {Arner 57 ). 
As the speaker begins to realize the flower's 
transience, he focuses on its corporeal qualities. He i s 
"smit with [its] charms that must decay" (13) and now s e es 
in it not ideal beauty but inexorable destruction: 
I grieve to see thy future doom--
(They died--nor were those flowers less gay, 
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The flowers that did in Eden bloom) 
Unpitying frosts, and autumn's power, 
Shall leave no vestige of this flower! 
(14-18} 
The reference to the flowers of Eden supports the 
inevitability of decay, but it also signifies a cause-
effect relationship between man and nature. Man's picking 
of a plant (the "busy hand" that provokes a tear in line 
six) caused the fall of man and nature by introducing death 
and the end of immortal beauty. The speaker thus becomes 
an Adam arriving in Eden, and his realization of decay and 
death represents his passing from innocence to knowledge, 
specifically the ravaging effect of time on the honey suckle 
(Arner 58). 
With such knowledge, the speaker now sees the flower 
fixed in time, the ephemeral product of a transient world 
that quickly winds down to nothing: 
From morning suns and evening dews 
At first thy little being came--
If nothing once--you nothing lose, 
For when you die you are the same--
The space between is but an hour, 
The empty image of a flower. (19-24} 
A dramatic indication of the flower's brevity, time 
contracts as the stanza unfolds, the space of a day becoming 
an hour and then nothing as the flower turns into an "empty 
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image." By the end of the poem, the speaker ' s point of view 
becomes nihilistic, for the emptiness of the flower is in 
fact its cosmic destiny. Because its origin and destination 
are the same cosmic void, its brief physical existence 
becomes meaningless, as life and death become 
indistinguishable parts of the cycle of nature (Vitzthum 
89). The reference to Eden in stanza three now takes on 
additional significance, for humanity fell from immortality 
as well as nature and thus shares the nihilistic fate of all 
living things. Like the sailor in "Verses Made at Sea," the 
speaker of "The Wild Honey Suckle" can see no spiritual 
salvation beyond the material realities of decay and death . 
As Freneau republished the poem in subsequent 
collections, he made several changes that affect its 
reading. For example, in the version appearing in the 1788 
collection, the "dreary dark retreat" of line two becomes 
a "silent dull retreat," which emphasizes the unreality of 
the setting by placing this bright flower against a "dull" 
background {Arner 59). But most significant are the changes 
in the last line. The original 1786 version's "empty image" 
of a flower becomes "mere idea'' in the 1788 collection and 
then "frail duration" in the 1795 collection. Both Vitzthum 
{88) and Griffith {143} see the revisions as an effort to 
soften the impact of the line, the first two versions 
suggesting a vacuous mental picture outside of reality and 
the last version emphasizing the flower's brief existence 
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in the corporeal world. But there is also a finer 
distinction to be made about the first two versions that may 
indicate a change in Freneau's thinking near the end of the 
1780's. The "empty image" of 1786 implies a formlessness 
to the flower, as if an object that comes from nothing and 
returns to nothing has no reality of its own. Such a phrase 
could wel l express Freneau I s disappointment in, if not 
growing distrust of, the stringent empirical approach he has 
brought to his poetry during the decade. The "mere idea" 
of 1788, though still suggesting a lack of concreteness , 
indicates that Freneau may at least concede a fleeting 
existence for material objects and that he has begun to 
accept, perhaps with a sense of resignation, the nihilism 
of a materialist vision. 
Freneau's rejection of the spiritual world and 
immortality seems to have strengthened by the time "Lines 
Occasioned by a Visit to an Old Indian Burying Ground" 
(later titled "The Indian Burying Ground") appeared in the 
November 1787 issue of American Museum. At first reading, 
this poem seems a reprisal of the dramatic situation of "The 
Dying Indian," but the approaches of these two poems reflect 
a change in perspective. The dying Shalum conveys not only 
doubts about the theological system of his own culture but 
also the fear and uncertainty that such doubts create in his 
own tragic situation. 
Indian Burying Ground" 
The more distant speaker of "The 
views the Indian and Christian 
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eschatologies f rom a deta ched per s pective; he is skeptical 
of both Indian and Chr i st i an bel i efs , accept i ng the i dea o f 
a purely material existence that troubles Shalum so much. 
Naturally , because this s peaker is not threatened with 
death, he can afford to be more analytic , but the very 
different positions of the two speakers also suggest t hat 
Freneau felt more certain , though not necessarily more 
comfortable, about the absence of a spiritual world in the 
l ater poem . 
"The Indian Burying Ground" deals with the burial 
habits and supporting beliefs of an Indian culture, though 
the first stanza does away with the Christian eschatology 
i mmediately: 
In spite of all the learn'd have said 
I still my old opinion keep; 
The posture that we give the dead 
Points out the soul's eternal sleep. (1-4) 
The supine position of Christian burial represents rest, 
not the activity suggested by the sitting position of Indian 
dead , and thus belies the attitudes of the "learned" 
clergymen of Christianity. The seated Indian, on the other 
hand, is placed in a position of action with his fellow dead 
who "share again the joyous feast" (8) of another life. His 
dressed venison and painted bowl signal preparation for a 
journey; his bent bow and bone-tipped arrows signify the 
activity to come, for though his earthly life is now over, 
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"the fine r essence [is not) gone " (1 6 ). 
But the f ifth stanza , in a s king visitors 
gravesite for reverence a nd unders t and i ng , 
to the 
a c t ua lly 
c hal l enges the hopefu l nes s of pr i mit i ve bur i a l r i tes : 
Thou stranger, that shall come this way , 
No fraud upon the dead commit , 
Yet mark the swelling turf , and say , 
They do not lie , but here they sit . 
(17-20 ) 
Some clever diction in this stanza indicates that Freneau 
does not revere the Indian attitude toward afterlife at all . 
There is fraud here, but it is the Indians who perpetrate 
i t upon themselves, for though they may sit instead of lie , 
i n the speaker's mind they are in fact lying to themselves 
through romantic fancy. The romanticism of the burial 
ground is enhanced by the decorated rock that rests at the 
site, where the visitor may see the "fancies of a ruder 
race" (24). That these drawings are considered "fancies" 
casts a shadow of skepticism over them, amplified by the 
fact that they are "wasted half by wearing rains" (23). 
This erosion is an implication of the superiority of the 
empirica l world over the power of fancy and acts as a 
rejection of the faculty that encourages a self-deluding 
flight from reality (Vitzthum 105) . It also acts as a 
f urther indication of the transience of the physical world . 
I f the painting could survive to represent the stories i t 
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depicts, then perhaps a belief in a future existence in 
another life could be sustained. Art is supposed to 
immortalize, but apparently all is transient in an entropic 
world (Griffith 157). 
The speaker's attitude toward the images in this 
painting further attests to their diminished value as icons 
of spiritual belief. Much like the images on Keats' Grecian 
urn, the aged elm, the admiring shepherd, and the "restless 
Indian queen" (29) are all frozen in eternity, lacking the 
vitality of life. Perhaps even more subversive is the 
hunter who eternally pursues the deer, both of whom are 
nothing more than shades to the speaker. The emphasis on 
stasis is significant, for, as Martin Itzkowitz has noted, 
Freneau' s locus of values in this poem lies within the 
observable phenomena of present experience. Because the 
nature of the soul is "Activity that wants no rest" (12), 
all action in the poem, except for the painting, surrounds 
the speaker's observation of the scene before him (260). 
Like Shalum, the speaker here demands sensory experiences 
in a world of sensation, but these drawings are merely 
images of afterlife, depictions of the stories Shalum knew 
and ultimately doubted. It is because they are so remote 
from reality that they "chide the man that lingers there" 
( 32) . 
Further thwarting the intent of these drawings is the 
image of the spreading elm. As in "The Dying Elm," it 
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traditionally represents dreams and illusions, and its 
function here is to cast a shade of doubt over the other 
objects in the painting (Griffith 157). The elm is also 
"far projecting" because it emphasizes both the frame of 
fancy that surrounds the final four stanzas and the length 
and depth of the religious beliefs of human societies 
(Vitzthum 106). 
But Freneau is no crusader here and admits that both 
Christian and Indian civilizations will yield to this cosmic 
mythology for a long time to come: 
And long shall tim'rous Fancy see 
The painted chief and pointed spear, 
And reason's self shall bow the knee 
To shadows and delusions here. (37-40) 
The symbolic and ironic efforts to dismantle both the Indian 
and Christian notions of afterlife in this poem establish 
a conflict between reason and imagination in the final 
stanza that in the last line seems to favor reason. Freneau 
may ask an intruding stranger to respect Indian beliefs, and 
he may sense that reason "bow[s) the knee" to fancy out of 
ritual and convention, but the idea of immortality rests 
within the realm of "shadows and delusions." In that 
concluding phrase the 







superior because, for Freneau, reason is centered in the 
corporeal world (Vitzthum 106). 
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Throughout the poem, Freneau makes a sharp distinction 
between material objects and those of the imagination, for, 
as a demanding empiricist, he seeks proof of spiritual 
survival in the physical world. Thus the position of the 
dead and, in the Indian grave, the vestments and supplies 
included ironically comment on the veracity of afterlife 
while the painting on the rock, as an object of the 
imagination, fails to support spiritual beliefs. Itzkowitz, 
in his comparison of "The Indian Burying Ground" and "Ode 
on a Grecian Urn," sees this distinction as the key to the 
poem's attitude about supernal survival. In Keats, beauty 
and truth are permanent, and their permanence and identity 
are all that are necessary for the salvation of man. But 
in Freneau , there is no salvation, and only transience 
its elf, in both man and the picture, endures. Focusing 
wholly on the present, Freneau makes no distinction between 
matter and spirit, without which there can be no triumph of 
the spirit (261). 
Even though the conclusion of "The Indian Burying 
Ground" seems to vacillate between acceptance and rejection 
of the spiritual world, 2 the poem is probably Freneau' s 
strongest denial of the supernal survival of the soul 
because it directly confronts cultural customs and symbols 
of death and afterlife. As in "The Dying Indian" and 
"Verses Made at Sea," Freneau seeks evidence within the 






he finds, as he succinctly describes in "The Wild Honey 
Suckle," is the predominance of transience and death . The 
uncertainty of both Shalum and the ill-fated sailor/speaker 
becomes a growing conviction that existence begins and ends 
within the confines of a material world. But what drives 
Freneau's exploration of the existence of deity or soul is 
not what he perceives but what he does not. The hidden 
seaweed of "A Moral Thought," the fine tales for which 
Shalum can find no support, and the "uncoasted strand" of 
"Verses Made at Sea" all are in effect questions about our 
ability to perceive the material world or understand what 
we perceive. The accuracy of our perceptions is a 
concurrent theme in Freneau' s poetry during this decade 
which both adds another dark thread to the entropic and 
spiritually empty visions the poet has woven and challenges 
the observations on which these visions are based. 
III. Perception and Self-Deception 
"The Lost Adventurer," which first appeared in the 
Columbian Herald on March 6, 1786, resembles "The Dying 
Indian" in its use of an unnamed narrator to open and close 
a poem that is otherwise dominated by an identified persona 
who relates misgivings about a philosophic dilemma he is 
facing. But otherwise these poems are far different in 
their approach. "The Dying Indian" relates deep but rather 
unsubtle doubts about afterlife, while "The Lost Adventurer" 
discusses in complex symbolic language the difficulty and 
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disappointments of acquiring knowledge empirically . The 
voyages of the seaman Ralph become symbolic of both the ugly 
realities of the empirical world and the fortitude required 
to face them. Eschewing the comfort of a pastoral landscape 
for the rigors and uncertainties of the ocean, Ralph can be 
viewed as representative of Freneau and his own empirical 
quests for a philosophic model in his art . 
The poem opens with the speaker describing Ralph on "a 
sweet isle where winter never reigns," (2) mending sails and 
exclaiming that the pastoralism of this tropical island 
means nothing to him. Like the early Freneau, Ralph rejects 
the comfort of pastoral life as unreal, and the fact that 
he is mending sails indicates that he will soon leave the 
island and its pastoral romanticism for the reality of the 
sea. He then relates how he was first lured away from land 
to be a sailor, a tale that could also suggest Freneau's 
attraction to intellectual pursuits: 
1 with masts so trim, and sails as white as snow, 
'The painted barque allur'd me from the land, 
'Pleas'd, on her sea-boat decks I wish'd to go 
'Mingling my labours with her hardy band; 
'The Captain bade me for the voyage prepare 
'And said, by Jasus, 'tis a grand affair! 
(7-12) 
The barque can be viewed as intellectual or philosophic 
inquiry, described first as an attractive figure of purity 
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and then as a garish whore that "allur' d" him, the first 
indication that Ralph (and Freneau) has found not happiness 
but pain and disappointment . Ralph's willingness to be a 
part of the "hardy band" of sailors and the encouragement 
he receives from the Captain represent Freneau's desire to 
take up the difficult tasks of art and philosophic inquiry 
and the motivation he found in friends and mentors, such as 
a John Witherspoon. 
The next two stanzas, which describe how the earliest 
ocean voyager might have been seduced by this island and 
simultaneously frightened by the threat of the sea, 
reinforce both the insularity and ignorance represented by 
pastoralism and the uncertainty and potential failure of 
taking unproven skills into a new and frightening arena. 
The seductive imagery Ralph uses to characterize the island 
is similar to that used by Freneau in past poems to 
discredit the pastoral world. The "gay groves" ( 14) and 
"charming shades" ( 15) of "Damon's cottage or Plaemon' s 
fields" (18) represent the same intellectual indolence of 
"The American Village's" ideal island. Nonetheless these 
images of comfort and retirement seem attractive next to 
the threats portrayed in the following stanza, where Ralph 
wonders about abandoning the safety of land with a ship and 
a crew that has not been tested at sea: 
'His barque, the bearer of a feeble crew 
'How could he trust, when none had been to prove her-
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'Courage might sink when lands and s h or es withdrew 
' And sickly whelps mi ght spo i l the best manoe uvre. 
(19-22 ) 
Just as the crew's courage on land might disappear at sea 
when inexperience leads to error , Freneau is symbolica l ly 
asking how he can trust his own intellectual skills and 
c ourage and realizes that the "sickly whelps" of doubt can 
question the i nterpretations of his observations . All he 
can rely on is the fortitude that "views bright skies and 
leaves the dark to fate" (24). In other words, just as the 
sailor must hope for better weather after a storm , the 
philosophic inquirer who has uncovered a discordant nature 
and a spiritually bankrupt existence must accept what he 
perceives, a theme that grows more common in Freneau' s 
poetry during this decade. 
But as the sham of the "painted barque" implies , 
Ralph's seafaring life and Freneau's philosophic search have 
become solitary and disappointing occupations. The "wintry 
worlds" (27) and "lonely waves far distant from the sun" 
(29) that make up Ralph's sea life suggest Freneau's 
intellectual isolation and distress over the material 
discord and spiritual vacuum he finds. It is therefore not 
surprising that Ralph's terrifying image of death at sea can 
be viewed as an expression of the poet's dark, nihilistic 
mood: 
'On him no mourners in procession wait, 
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'Nor do the s i s ters o f t h e g rove compl a in,--
' Nor can I think on coral beds they sleep 
' Who sink i n storms , and mingle with the deep . 
{33-36) 
Furthermore , the sailor's fear that he will be "conquer'd 
by the loud , tempestuous main" (32) becomes an admission of 
confusion for Freneau , who concludes he cannot be sure what 
his sense impressions have told him: 
'Tis folly all!--for who can truly tell 
' What streams disturb the bosom of that main ; 
' What ugly fish in those dark climates dwell 
' That feast on men-- . .. . ( 37 - 40 ) 
Aside from the chilling imagery of death at sea presented 
here, these lines express both an uncertainty and a 
foreboding about human knowledge that become central to the 
poem. Just beyond the reach of human knowledge, these dark 
streams that "disturb" the depths of the ocean and ugly fish 
that "feast" on men suggest that human existence may 
actually be even more grim than Freneau has thus far 
discovered . 
In the face of the sea ' s physical and emotional 
dangers, Ralph's advice to the speaker is to stay home in 
the "quiet groves" (42) of his island paradise, another 
indication of Freneau's doubt about the empirical course he 
has taken. In fact, the unnamed speaker who reappears to 
conclude the poem is left in a neutral position on the 
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shore, the "magic ... inchanting" ( 44) island of romantic 
imagination behind him and the sea before him, towards which 
he looks for the ship that has taken Ralph away apparently 
for the last time (Griffith 134-35). Ralph's uncertain fate 
and the black hue of his ship are further indications of 
epistemological doubt, but it is the speaker who summarizes 
the shortcomings of perception in the final line ("long have 
[I] looked, and still must look in vain"). Thus both the 
speaker and Ralph end up unsure of what they perceive and 
become representative of Freneau's epistemological 
reservations. 
Most critics who have examined "The Lost Adventurer" 
see it as a symbolic rejection of complacency for the 
uncertain chance of self-discovery and knowledge. 3 Only 
Vitzthum has looked beyond the notion of the quest for a 
conclusion, stating that Ralph's contradictory praise for 
the pastoral island and his attraction toward the 
treacherous ocean indicate a nihilistic world view in the 
poet to which he refused to give in (68-70). The revisions 
Freneau made to the poem in the 1788 Miscellaneous Works 
would seem to support this view. Freneau expanded the first 
stanza into two stanzas with the insertion of six lines and 
added an additional stanza after these two to emphasize 
further the land's benevolence. In the added stanza, Ralph 
even insists that he did not wish to leave his pastoral 
world, fixing his life on "one poor valley" and "seeking 
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nothing that the world admires" (Miscellaneous Works 74-
75, 11. 17-18) But there is also a subtle sense of 
ambiguity and unreality to these additional tropical 
descriptions. The profusion of vegetation appearing here 
establishes confusion and contradiction; sugar cane, 
plantains, and bananas are clearly tropical fruit, but the 
ivy and yellow pines that also appear belong to a more 
temperate climate. Further contradictions are implied in 
the "ash-color'd iris," {8; 1788 text) for iris in both 
Latin and Greek means "rainbow" (Griffith 126). The "dismal 
green" (7; 1788 text) of the night-shade and the china pinks 
overrun by the marigolds add to a sense of disarray. The 
1788 text thus magnifies the inadequacy of a purely 
empirical approach and further emphasizes Ralph's (and 
Freneau's) role as a "lost adventurer." 
Appearing three months later in The Poems of Philip 
Freneau, the poet's first collection, "The Vernal Ague" 
questions the validity of empirical perceptions more 
directly by examining how the philosophic disillusionment 
of empiricism has impaired the poet/speaker's ability to 
perceive and comprehend his surroundings. The speaker's 
blurred vision is apparent in the first two stanzas, which 
are marked by a shadowy landscape rife with images of 
darkness: 
Where the Blackbird roosts at night, 
In groves of half distinguish'd light, 
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Where the evening breezes sigh 
Solitary, there stay I. 
Close along the shaded stream, 
Source of many a golden dream, 
Where branchy cedars dim the day--
There I muse, and there I stray. 
(Poems of Freneau 86-87, 11. 1-8) 
The pastoral landscapes that once created a "golden dream" 
of the imagination are now the source of dark brooding. 
The sighing evening breeze and the ominous presence of the 
blackbird add to the darkness and create a mood of 
ambivalence (Griffith 88-89). Isolation and lethargy grow 
out of this darkness, as the speaker aimlessly strays about 
the scene in a state of dark meditation. 
Ironically, the speaker broods in the midst of 
springtime renewal, which Freneau highlights with several 
verbal phrases: a "winding stream that glides along" (13), 
a "sloping" vale" ( 15) , and a "murmuring ... western gale" 
(16). He admits that the budding leaves and new blooms that 
used to please him no longer exist for him; all aspects of 
natural renewal, he suddenly bursts out, "Have lost their 
charms! --the blooms are gone!" ( 17) But the activity of 
nature that permeates the middle of the poem contradicts the 
speaker's listlessness, an indication that it is not the 
physical world that has changed but rather the speaker's 
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perceptions . The "dark e r aspect" o f the trees is not 
actively created by the trees but by the speake r, just a s 
t he disgust he feels for the ne arby stream i s a project i on 
of his state of mind, not the condition of the water . 
Appearances therefore are not deceiving because natura l 
phenomena actively deceive but because humanity does not 
understand or want to understand what it perceives . 
The speaker's apostrophe to "Restoring Nature" in the 
final stanza to renew "the features of the mind" (23) that 
will once again allow him to enjoy the beauties of nature 
may express a desire to return to the shallow delusions of 
imagination, but in his request is the concurrent 
realization of the futility of seeking legitimate knowledge 
of the physical world. The perceptions of nature he would 
once again experience will nonetheless fade from his mind, 
for though nature can restore certain elements of the world , 
humanity is not one of them . In this respect, "The Vernal 
Ague" provides no hope for the future; nature's seasons of 
renewal are not explicit proof of the goodness and wisdom 
of a supreme being revealed in nature but rather 
confirmation of the "endless winter" of annihilation. Here 
appearance can no longer be accepted as reality, and perhaps 
the ultimate chill is that there is no knowable reality , 
only delusion. 
The elusiveness of 
arises in "Captain Jones' 
epistemological certainty 




Vernal Ague," first appears in the 1786 Poems of Freneau. 
But unlike its companion poem, it approaches the failures 
of perception not from the intrinsic shortcomings of the 
human mind but from the extrinsic flux of the material 
world, an approach similar to that used in "The Lost 
Adventurer." Using the now familiar dichotomy of land and 
sea, Freneau begins by contrasting a life of ignorance on 
land with the knowledge to be found in the realism of the 
ocean: 
Thou, who on some dark mountain's brow 
Hast toil'd thy life away till now, 
And often from that rugged steep 
Beheld the vast extended deep, 
Come from thy forest, and with me 
Learn what it is to go to sea. 
(Poems of Freneau 169, 11. 1-6) 
Life on land is "toil'd" away in a dark barren existence, 
yet from the perspective of the landsman who is being 
addressed here, the "vast extended deep" of the sea suggests 
seductively the breadth and depth of the possibilities of 
experience. The expansiveness of the ocean is reiterated 
in line seven, where it is referred to as "endless plains" 
(7), and again in lines fifteen through seventeen, in which 
the sea and sky become one: 
Green seas shall only greet the eye, 
Those seas encircled by the sky, 
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Immense and deep---
In its emptiness, the sea takes on the characteristic of a 
huge blank canvas on which the flux of discord and calm will 
take place. 
Even in the captain's invitation there is the 
suggestion that experience is made up of ceaseless change. 
In successive stanzas, he asks the landsman to "share the 
dangers of the sea" {12) and then to "view the wonders of 
the sea" ( 18) , confirming his assertion that "realms of 
death intrude between" (10) the calmer moments of 
experience. The following six stanzas introduce a series 
of rapidly changing scenarios to illustrate the flux of 
material life. In the midst of an empty ocean, the captain 
begins, a "verdant isle" (23) may appear as an oasis, but 
it is a deception, like the glassy surface of calm water 
that hides "many a corpse ... laid below" {28), a suggestion 
of the potential violence and discord that rests beneath the 
surface of calm. The reference to death breaks the calm of 
the ocean island and leads to the depiction of a sea battle , 
the violence and death of which are "but the custom of the 
sea" (36). The next two stanzas reiterate the dichotomy of 
calm and discord, the captain describing how a peaceful sea 
suddenly becomes the "broken surges'' (38) of a storm that 
leaves the crew "[h]alf lost, half buried in the main" so 
that "[h]ope scarcely beams on life again" (41-42). In an 
echo of the strife of "Verses Made at Sea," he portrays 
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natural violence as all-enveloping yet also as deceptive as 
the sea's glassy calm: 
Above us storms distract the sky, 
Beneath us depths unfathom'd lie. (43-44) 
Distractions and unfathomed depths cloud perception and 
suggest barriers to understanding; in fact, these rapidly 
changing scenes, shifting from serenity to discord and back 
again, represent the partial or incomplete perceptions of 
the physical world that inhibit human understanding. 
Freneau thus implies that the material world's eternal flux 
leaves humans uncertain that what they perceive is reliable. 
Even the storms that conclude this volatile catalog of sea 
changes must give way to calm once again. 
But unlike "The Lost Adventurer" and "The Vernal Ague," 
this poem also possesses a reaction to both epistemological 
and cosmological uncertainty. In the final stanza the 
captain asks the landsman if he has 
... courage to despise 
The various changes of the skies, 
To disregard the ocean's rage, 
Unmov'd when hostile ships engage. (55-58) 
The captain demands here and at several other points in the 
poem that the landsman possess the stoic fortitude to accept 
human epistemological shortcomings and the discord of both 
nature and humanity, which manifests itself in humanity's 
fear of death (Vitzthum 82). The landsman is to "fear no 
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ill'' (11) at the intrusion of death at sea, "scorn all fear" 
(35) at the sight of battle, and finally accept the notion 
that "only one frail plank" ( 48) stands between him and 
death. To "despise" the threats of the sea is to accept the 
confusion and danger of living and confront life without 
illusion (Vitzthum 85). "Captain Jones' Invitation" is but 
one of the examples of Freneau I s stoic reaction to the 
natural discord, spiritual emptiness, and epistemological 
doubt born of his empiricism. Appearing during the latter 
half of the 1780 1 s, these poems readily acknowledged both 
a nihilistic view of the world and a sense of impotence in 
the face of chaos that cannot be explained or rectified, but 
only endured. 
IV. The Stoic Response 
To say that Freneau's response to the revealed chaos 
of his empirical approach was stoic does not mean that he 
formally embraced the ancient Hellenistic philosophy, which 
sought to develop a system that subordinated individual man 
to the logos or law of nature. The ethical goal of the 
Stoics was to live by the benevolence and orderliness of the 
universe in order to discover apatheia, or spiritual peace 
and well-being. Their means of achieving this goal centered 
around four cardinal virtues: intelligence, bravery, 
justice, and self-control (Hallie 19-22). Of these four, 
bravery and self-control make up Freneau's stoic reaction 
to empirical chaos. That he did not fully embrace Stoic 
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philosophy, however, is evident in the lack of peace and 
well-being found in selected poems of the latter half of the 
1780's. 
A brief comparison of two previously discussed sea 
poems of this decade will point out the emergence of 
Freneau' s stoic attitude. The doubt and confusion of 
"Verses Made at Sea in a Heavy Gale" is expressed in a tone 
of helpless fear. The absence of spiritual authority , 
symbolized by the powerless pilot, and the seeming 
dissolution of the material world lead the sailor/speaker 
to express an emotional cry of impending destruction, 
inevitable in spite of the skill and science of knowledge. 
"Captain Jones' Invitation" portrays the same chaotic world 
in terms of natural holocausts and political wars, yet the 
captain expresses not despair and fear but fortitude, 
implying his own ability to treat chaos with a sense of 
indifference. Courage surely predominates in the latter 
poem, but equally evident is the tone of self-control and 
confidence embedded in the captain but absent in the 
demoralized sailor. This is not to say that Freneau' s 
disappointment in what he has found was not deep, for that 
too appears in these poems, but their conclusions 
nonetheless tend to express an acceptance of a disordered 
universe. 
Additional evidence in the 1786 Poems of Freneau' s 
emerging stoicism exists in the substantial revisions the 
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poet made to "The House of Night" and "The Beauties of Santa 
Cruz." The expanded version of "The House of Night," nearly 
twice as long as the original, rejects the earlier version's 
romantic preference for the imagination by rationally 
explaining the poem I s fantastic and often disconnected 
events. For example, whereas in the 1779 version the 
speaker suddenly finds himself outside Death's house after 
his encounter with Death, the 1786 poem carefully explains 
how he leaves the house and walks into the woods. 
Furthermore, his ability to hear and see Death's dying 
moments from outside the House of Night, impossible in a 
realistic setting, is explained in a new stanza enclosed in 
brackets that tells how fancy gave the speaker I s "enraptur 'd 
soul/An eagle's eye, with keenest glance to see" (Poems of 
Freneau 101-23, 11. 445-46) the events in Death's chamber. 
Freneau goes so far as to denigrate fancy in the 1786 
version, claiming that it "play'st [its] wild delusive part 
so well" (18) in creating the "poetic dreams ... of a finer 
cast" (14) . 
These revisions reflect the influence of Freneau I s 
empirical approach in their efforts to explain disjointed 
or fantastic passages of the 1779 poem. But the most 
significant alteration to "The House of Night" is its 
treatment of death itself. Freneau added a strong element 
of Christian moralism to the 1786 poem that appears in 
several revisions. He turns the "comely youth" who 
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ridicules Death in 1779 into the virtuous Cleon who tends 
to Death's suffering even though Death has just killed his 
wife. Most significant, however, is the description of 
afterlife at the conclusion of the poem as a "Paradise, the 
land of thy desire/ Existing always, always to be blest" 
(543-44). Cady (14), Vitzthum (76), and Griffith (35) have 
each called "The House of Night" a burlesque of Christian 
eschatology, and in light of the overwhelmingly nihilistic 
poetry Freneau was producing at this time, their assertion 
is undoubtedly correct. Furthermore, the stanzas preceding 
the "Christian" conclusion undermine the notion of afterlife 
by describing death in purely Lucretian terms: 
Hills sink to plains, and man returns to dust, 
That dust supports a reptile or a flower; 
Each changeful atom by some other nurs'd 
Takes some new form, to perish in an hour. 
(533-36) 
In mocking Christian mythologies of death and afterlife by 
comparing them to the Lucretian notion of material decay, 
Freneau demands that humanity face its fate not with 
romantic fancy but with stoic realism. 
The revised version of "The Beauties of Santa Cruz" 
does not reverse but instead strengthens its argument that 
subverts the romantic vision of natural benevolence. 
Freneau added a preface to the 1786 version, a pair of 
quatrains which define the tone of the poem by emphasizing 
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the delusive quality of pastoral romanticism: 
Sweet orange grove, the fairest of the isle , 
In thy soft shade luxuriously reclin'd 
Where, round my fragrant bed, the flowrets smile, 
In sweet delusions I deceive my mind. 
But Melancholy's glooms assail my breast, 
For potent nature reigns despotic here;--
A Nation ruin'd, and a world oppress'd , 
Might rob the boldest Stoic of a tear. 
(Poems of Freneau 133) 
The central image of this passage is that of the speaker 
reclined in indolence, remote from reality. But more 
significant to the poem is the idea of "potent nature" 
reigning despotic over the island, for it implies that the 
natural beauty of the island is a sham, hiding the harsh 
threats of nature and humanity behind a veneer of ease and 
pleasure. Illusion in nature is reinforced by the 
introduction of a new image in lines 257-76, the "Animal 
flower." A mysterious plant that closes when one tries to 
touch it, it is an emblem of the transient beauty that 
frustrates the search for pastoral escape (Eberwein 275). 
In addition, nature's violence is now amplified to stress 
nature's destructiveness; for example, the description of 
the hurricanes that rake across Santa Cruz is expanded to 
emphasize how the storm's waves devour the land. Eberwein 
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calls the accumulation o f such a dditional detail Freneau ' s 
effort to picture a new Eden t hat has alre ady fa llen (2 74 ) . 
Unlike the 1779 poem , howev e r, t his speak e r d i splays 
an overt willingness to leave the island and be a "stranger 
on the inhospitable main" ( 354) . He admits that he 
originally was "Led (to Santa Cruz) by false hope, and 
expectat i on vain" (356 ) , but he i s now free of any i llus i ons 
about nature ' s benevolence and is willing to face the sea 
and its severe realities (Vitzthum 79). Stanza 90, added 
to the 1786 poem, sums up the speaker's stoic attitude 
toward nature: 
There endless plains deject the wearied eye , 
And hostile winds incessant toil prepare ; 
And should loud bellowing storms all art defy , 
The manly heart alone must conquer there . 
( 3 57-60) 
For Freneau, disorder and danger now represent reality; 
remaining among the pleasures of Santa Cruz only delays "the 
unwelcome task" of facing it. 
The evolution of "Lines Written at the Pallisades, near 
Port Royal, in the Island of Jamaica" further reflects how 
Freneau grew to accept a chaotic existence . The poem exists 
in two versions, the original published in the Columbian 
Herald on February 2, 1786, with a substantially revised 
version appearing in the 1788 collection, The Miscellaneous 
Works of Philip Freneau. The original poem compares the 
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ruins of Port Royal, destroyed by an earthquake in June 
1692, with its former grandeur and uses the comparison as 
a paradigm of the inevitable decay of the material world. 
Near the beginning of the poem, Freneau establishes the 
city's one-time greatness, a place where "toils bade 
wealth's gay structures rise,/ And commerce swell'd that 
glory to the skies" (7-8). A footnote Freneau included with 
the 1788 version describes a city of 1500 buildings, but 
even a sizable metropolis like Port Royal is no match for 
the powers of nature: 
Here opening gulphs confess'd the Almighty hand, 
Here, the dark ocean roll'd across the land; 
Here, domes on domes a moment tore away--
Here, crowds on crowds in mingled ruin lay , 
Whom fate scarce gave to end their noon-day feast, 
Or time to call the sexton or the priest. 
(17-22) 
Port Royal is destroyed in "a moment," like the fantasy 
island in "The American Village," by a power seemingly 
indifferent to the fate of the city or its inhabitants. Yet 
the result here is not merely a lost dream but a transformed 
civilization. While Port Royal has been physically reduced 
to "a spit of sand ... [a]nd mouldering mounds" (33-34), its 
society has fared no better. The "sprightly lads, [and] 
gay, bewitching maids" (35) that once populated the city 
have been replaced with "worn-out slaves" (43), political 
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outcasts, and idle descendants with murderous demeanors . 
Even the city's institutions are falling apart; the church 
no longer has a priest, and its unused entrance is overgrown 
with grass. 
Lingering behind this description of a decaying 
civilization, however , is the speaker, whom we can 
confidently identify as Freneau. The opening four lines of 
the poem focus not on the city but on the speaker, who 
clearly has come to Port Royal in search of something: 
Here, by the margin of the murmuring main , 
While her proud remnants I explore in vain, 
Though abject now, Port Royal claims a sigh, 
Nor shall the muse the unenvied gift deny. 
(1-4} 
What the speaker has been vainly seeking among the city's 
ruins is an answer to the inevitability of material decay 
and destruction, an answer he obviously has not found. The 
sigh he exhales reflects his low spirits, for the phrase 
"Though abject now," in its ambiguous position, applies as 
much to the speaker as it does to Port Royal. He has come 
to the city like an archeologist, exploring the "remnants" 
in an effort to "find some reliques in this sink of fame" 
(46}, only to discover that the search was worthless. What 
has been left standing, he concludes, will be subject to 
"guns, fires, ... earthquakes" (47) or whatever forces that 




of the irresistible force o f d eca y is the " u nenvied gift " 
of h i s muse and leads him to burst out i n despair : 
Where shall I go, what Lethe shall I f ind, 
To drink these dark ideas from my mi nd !--
( 49-50 ) 
The tone of resignation that permeates the rest of the poem 
here turns to spiritual anguish , the depth of which is 
uncommon in most of Freneau's poetry (Vitzthum 65) . The 
emotion displayed here is somewhat reminiscent of Shalum i n 
"The Dying Indian" or the sailor/speaker of "Verses Made a t 
Sea" and is, of course , not a trademark of a stoic point o f 
view. 
But the revised 1788 version of "Port Royal" balances 
despair with a strengthened sense of resigned acceptance 
through the addition of several lines at the end of the 
poem. The latter version closely resembles the original 
through the speaker's outburst of despair, but afterwards 
Freneau replaces the conclusion with a brief story of a 
lover's betrayal and a concluding acknowledgement of the 
inevitability of decay. The story of the abandoned woman 
may add to the picture of Port Royal's declining social and 
moral fabric, but it is the speaker's assertion to the woman 
t hat "life is a dream" (Miscellaneous Works 176- 79, 1. 1 01) 
and must also submit to dissolution that lends the passage 
its significance and leads to the twelve-line conclusion. 
In a farewell to Port Royal, Freneau more calmly accepts the 
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chaos of transience: 
Where Nature still the toils of art transcends--
In this dull spot the fine delusion ends , 
Where burning sands are borne by every blast 
And these mean fabrics still bewail the past , 
Where want, and death, and care, and grief reside 
And threatening moons advance the imperious tide . 
(105-110 ) 
Having seen the inescapable force of natural decay 
everywhere, the speaker now acknowledges the end of "the 
fine delusion" of permanence and order in the physical 
world. The indifferent tide of natural destruction is 
indeed "imperious" to all, and Port Royal becomes a symbol 
of a universe winding down to chaos. The final four lines 
emphasize the stoic tone of the speaker's conclusion, for 
the speaker resolves to quit the island once again for the 
realistic dangers of the sea "without a sigh" (114). 
Whatever bitterness and despair the poem expresses is now 
mitigated by the resigned tone of the concluding sixteen 
lines, as well as by the steady rhythm and conventional 
diction of its heroic couplets (Vitzthum 116). 
Freneau' s most emphatic statement of stoic resignation, 
however, appeared before the revised "Port Royal" was 
published. "The Departure," which first appeared in the 
Freeman's Journal on April 18, 1787, in many respects 
summarizes the discouraging epistemological and teleological 
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conclusions the poet has drawn during the 1780 1 s and serves 
as his ultimate rejection of romantic delusion. The poem 
begins with the speaker's ironic declaration to seek another 
tropical island in an effort to regain a romantic vision: 
From Hudson's cold, congealing streams 
As winter comes, I take my way 
Where other suns prompt other dreams, 
And shades less willing to decay 
Beget new raptures in the heart, 
Bid spleen's dejective crew depart, 
And wake the sprightly lay. (1-7) 
The "cold, congealing streams" of reality have brought with 
them a paralysis that the speaker would like to overcome 
with a return to a romantic world without transience and 
death, a world that might also inspire lighter verse than 
he has recently produced. But this stanza is Freneau' s 
"straw man" argument, for the rest of the poem explains why 
such a return is now impossible. 
Freneau' uncompromising vision in "The Departure" is 
filled with chaos and dissolution. His belief in a 
benevolent nature gone, he refers to the calm seas on which 
he embarks as "rage asleep, or madness chain'd" (9), 
implying that violence always lurks below the surface. In 
fact, he consid~rs violence to be nature's normal state; 
tranquil waters, he states, must be "by dreams amus'd or 
love beguiled" ( 1 o) • As he turns to the shore he is 
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l eaving , his descript i ons a r e d omi nate d by expressions of 
decline: 
Sunk is the sun from yonder hil l : 
The busy day i s past ; 
The breeze decays, and all is still, 
As all shall be at last ; 
The murmur i ng on the distant shore , 
The dying wave i s all I hear; 
The yellow fields now disappear, 
No painted butterfl i es are near , 
And laughing folly plagues no more . (20 - 28) 
Everything in this scene is winding down to the nothingness 
to which the material world descends, the emptiness of the 
ocean suggesting how "all will be at last" (Vitzthum 92) . 
Furthermore, the absence of "painted butterflies" and 
"laughing folly," symbols of romantic delusion, i ndicates 
the speaker's willingness to confront his fate. The next 
two stanzas present a catalogue of cyclical dissolution and 
death, as if to encapsulate all the deceptions of nature 
Freneau has cited in such poems as "The Vernal Ague" and 
"The Beauties of Santa Cruz." The desolate forests with 
t heir "short 1 iv' d verdure" ( 3 8) exemp 1 i fy the "fairy 
prospects" (34) now faded away. Once again reality is not 
knowable because the surface appearance is false (Griffith 
120). All existence, he concludes, is "but drest/ Sad 
mourners for the funeral be l l" (49-50) . 
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Despite the decay and deceptions of the shore, however , 
the sea offers no happy alternative. As he raises his sail 
to head out to sea, the speaker faces the chaos of reality 
and asks "what does all this folly mean?" ( 53) , only to 
answer by questioning his own reservations about confronting 
the disorder the sea represents: 
Why grieve to pass the wat'ry scene--? 
Is happiness to place confined--? 
No--planted also in the mind , 
She makes an Eden where she will. (54-57) 
The reference to Eden in this version is probably an ironic 
reference to the human tendency toward romantic delusion 
that Freneau consistently denied during the 1780's (Vitzthum 
93), but the revised version published in the 1788 
Miscellaneous Works (163-65) stresses not the desire for 
happiness but the necessity of stoic courage: 
Is fortitude to heaven confined--? 
No--planted also in the mind 
She smooths the ocean when she will. (56-58) 
Lovelock claims that such a revision suggests Freneau was 
still fighting off romantic fancy even this late in the 
1780 1 s (107), but it is more likely that the poet wished to 
clarify his assertion that grit and resolution, not romantic 
illusion, would "smooth the ocean" of discord and thus make 
the speaker's apprehensions appear as "folly." 
The following stanza returns to the trials that 
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humanity must face, stating abruptly that "man must groan" 
(58), though now, instead of death and chaos, the culprits 
are such social ills as malice, indifference, slander, 
cowardice, pride, and servility. Referring once more to 
romantic attitudes, the speaker notes that such evils did 
not "haunt the human breast" (72) in Eden but then quickly 
adds that the world that contained such innocence has 
vanished forever, a reflection of Freneau' s hard-nosed 
realism. In the concluding stanza the speaker asks if such 
a world can be rediscovered, either in this life or the 
next: 
What season shall restore that scene 
When all was calm, and all serene , 
And Happiness no empty sound, 
The golden age that pleas'd so well--? 
The mind that made it shall not tell 
To those on life's uncertain road; 
Where, lost in folly's idle round, 
And seeking what shall ne'er be found, 
We press to one abode. (77-85) 
The frequent references in this poem to Eden and a "golden 
age" of innocence serve as foils to the chaos and decay of 
the real world as Freneau sees it. But there is now little 
hope of recapturing that earlier world, whether in reality 
or in the mind of the poet. The supreme being, "the mind 
that made" those days of paradise , is now apparently too 
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remote from humanity to inspire a return to a golden age , 
while human efforts to find happiness through romantic 
illusions cannot mask the inevitability of death. This is 
the milieu in which humanity finds itself and to which 
Freneau now casts a cold eye of tolerance. 
"The Departure" is perhaps Freneau' s most comprehensive 
expression of pessimistic realism during the 1780 1 s. It 
views nature as uncertain and threatening, human perception 
as inadequate, and mythology and religion as illusive in the 
context of human transience. Vitzthum has called the poem 
a "departure from delusion concerning life to realism 
concerning death; from orthodox habits of mind to unorthodox 
speculation" ( 9 5) , and as such it represents the poet's 
final break from the romanticism of his youth. 
Freneau's brand of stoicism found its way into several 
other poems of lesser note from mid 1787 up to the 
publication of the 1788 Miscellaneous Works. Disorder of 
the social kind is the subject of "Address to Misfortune," 
published in the Freeman's Journal three months after "The 
Departure. 11 Here Freneau darkly describes misfortune as 
the fate of almost every human endeavor, the hopes of 
success or happiness always yielding to sad experience. 
But he then concludes that such experience teaches humanity 
fortitude, for the "skies that fret, and storms that rave/ 
Alone can teach us to be brave" (21-22). Freneau returns 
to the deceptive cycles of nature in "The Man of Ninety," 
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which first appeared in the Miscellaneous Works, only now 
instead of lamenting the meaninglessness to humanity of 
natural renewal as he does in "The Vernal Ague," the poet 
finds the strength to accept humanity I s relative transience. 
The aging speaker of the poem notes how both he and his 
favorite oak tree have weathered the hostility of nature 
throughout their lives, but now he sees that the tree will 
regenerate for many more years while he is on the verge of 
death. It is a fate he faces without distress, comparing 
human existence not to the cycle of nature but that of the 
sun, which must have both a noon and a night. 
The stoic tolerance these poems voice, however, is 
interrupted by a different point of view, for Freneau could 
not accept nihilism and disorder as an answer to the human 
condition. Appearing with "The Departure" in the same issue 
of the Freeman's Journal, "May to April" embraces the same 
stoic observations about dissolution and death discussed in 
"The Departure," yet it also subtly suggests the beginning 
of a teleological solution to a chaotic universe by 
acknowledging the necessity of decay to the continuation of 
life. In an apostrophe to April, a personified May argues 
that it owes its own beauty to the natural cycle of growth 
and decay that occurs beforehand. The stoic language of 
dissolution and death found in "The Departure" colors the 
argument here. May owes its shade to "April dead" (13}, the 
prior month's "decay" (7} making room for late spring growth 
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before May yields its own "sweets" to the "torrid suns" {12 ) 
of summer. 
But instead of disparaging nature's deception, Freneau 
cites the benefits of beauty turning to death and the 
potential disaster that can occur if the cycle is 
interrupted: 
Without your showers 
I breed no flowers , 
Each field a barren waste appears; 
If you don't weep 
My blossoms sleep, 
They take such pleasure in your tears. {l-6) 
Freneau highlights the tension between death and the 
continuing life to which it contributes through the 
metaphoric comparison of rain to tears in lines four and 
six. The last line of the stanza possesses a cruel tone, 
but the proximity of "pleasure" and "tears" points out how 
May's flowering depends on April's decay, without which 
nature would be a "barren waste." The cycle, of course, is 
neverending; while admitting that it owes its own beauty to 
April's dead, May acknowledges that it too must "close the 
triumphs" (18) of spring and give way to summer. 
The final stanza summarizes death's ironic role in 
sustaining life: 
Thus, to repose 
All nature goes; 
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Month after month must find its doom--
Time on the wing, 
May ends the spring 
And summer--triumphs o'er her tomb! (19-24) 
Like the 
last line of stanza one, the final line of the poem 
Possess . 
es a seemingly cruel tone, emphasizing excitement and 
delight at the death that has preceded new life. The use of 
"t . 
riurnphs" to characterize the succession of summer can be 
Viewed as a sardonic reaction growing out of the poet , s 
harct 
enect point of view. But the emergence of new life has 
become F · · · f · t · f reneau's explanation or Justi ica ion or what has 
appear d e to be meaningless decay, and, despite the absence 
Of 
any references to atomic theory, the Lucretian spirit 
that has appeared in many of his previous poems is perhaps 
complete here in emphasizing renewal out of 
dissolut · ion. As the poem reappeared in future collections , 
Freneau softened the last line as he moved farther away from 
a st0ic attitude. The version appearing in the 1788 
Miscellaneous Works drops the dash and substitutes "frolics" 
for "t · · "frolics" is changed riurnphs"; for the 1795 version, 
to "dances." Each change tempers the harshness of the line 
anct thereby accents the relationship between death and the 
cycles of life. 
"May to April" possesses some of the 
innocuous 
inn of William Blake ' s Songs ocence that characterizes some 
Of I 
~, but, 
like Blake's lyrics, its simple but 
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SUbtle 
Use of language calls attention to its subject , here 
the 
relationship between decay and renewal. Even the 
Selection of the months May and April contributes to 
meaning, for the title itself symbolizes the disintegration 
and the resulting maintenance of nature's of beauty 
fertility. Griffith has pointed out that May was taken from 
th
e Roman deity "Maia," a goddess of fertility associated 
With s • , Pring, whereas April refers to Aphrodite, the goddess 
of beauty who is also associated with fertility (149). 
But more significant is the poem's appearance amidst 
some of Freneau's darkest observations about the disorder 
a nd transience that plague human existence. "May to April" 
suggests that Freneau was still seeking answers to the 
questions his empirical approach to the material world had 
raised . even as his stoic attitudes were gathering strength. 
revisions to "The Departure" and 'I'he d arker tones of the 
"P 0 rt Royal,,, appearing almost a year after "May to April," 
indicate that the search for order was an arduous one, but 
the PUblication of the Miscellaneous Works of Philip Freneau 
in 178 resi' gned i'ndifference in much of its a, despite the 
cont k turning point in Freneau 's ent, would nonetheless mar a 
Philosophic evolution. 
Endnotes 
1 ( 86-128) for a detailed 
See Leary i'n That Rascal Freneau ~P· · h Th F , d · · tion wit e reeman s 
lscussion of Freneau's assoceid~tor apparently ended near 
~- Although his role as 
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the 
Unti:nf 7~4f. l 782, Freneau contributed regularly to the paper 
2 
Critical . . . 
afterl 'f . opinion concerning Freneau's position about 
George iw e in "The. Indian Burying Groun~" is not unanimous. 
~l i ,...,,.,_~_sserman in "Freneau 's 'The Indian Burial Ground, ,, 
do~, XX (January 1962), item 43, argues that Frene~u 
fancif 
0
1t embrace either rational rejection of afterlife or const, i acceptance. He contends that first five stanzas 
argui~ Ute an a priori argument in favor of immortality 
Who d g tha~ the "learned" are atheists and subtle schoolme~ 
Prepa enf immortality rationally and that the Indians• 
Poet•~ati~m.for "an activity that knows no rest" implies the 
other opinion--i t "Bespeaks the nature of the soul. 11 on the 
Paint hand, the imaginative visions of life after death on the 
fanc ed rock are nonetheless "shadows and delusions" and the 
Pren Y that created them "timorous." Wasserman concludes that 
skep~<;U's view of any biased pronouncement of the soul was 
humil fCal and that the poet's position was intellectual 
Cam bi ty and his target intellectual arrogance. Harry 
Moct~ ell in "A Note on Freneau 's 'The Indian Burial Ground,, 11 
op· :n Lan ua e Notes, 68 (1953), 551-52, sees Freneau•s "old 
a lf J.0:1" about the position of the dead not as a denial but 
p ..... c arification of an orthodox religious tenet. He finds that 
~eneau • · 't · f th su s opinion about the supine posi ion o e dead 
,, 1 
99esting "eternal sleep" points out the error of the 
un~<;rnect" who feel the prone position all?ws ~he l;>ody to sleep 
bur fl the Resurrection. The active afterlife implied by Indian 
a J.al customs however is what Freneau embraces as a more 
ccurate depiction of life after death . 
3 
3 Both Emory Elliott (158-59) and J. Jeffrey Griffith (126-
G;~ d~scribe Ralph, s voyages as guests of ".self-discovery, 11 
J.ffJ.th adding that Ralph's ultimate failure to return 
~tresses the uniqueness of each person's guest. Frank 
eiVeI?ck (98) calls such self-disco~ery ~he necessary 
Perience required to understand a hostile universe. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE SEARCH FOR ORDER 
The publication of The Miscellaneous Works of Mr. 
Ph'l' 
- 1 1 P Freneau in April 1788 represented both the most 
significant expression of Freneau's vision of chaos and a 
turning point in his philosophic evolution. In many 
respects 
' the collection is as somber and pessimistic as 
Vitzthum describes it (110), particularly because of the 
inclusion of poems such as "The Wild Honey Suckle," "The 
Indian Burying Ground, 11 and the revised versions of "The 
Departure" and "Port Royal." But the Miscellaneous Works 
also reflects Freneau's initial efforts to revise and 
eventually overturn the nihilism he had developed through 
the empirical approach of his poetry during the 1780's . 
The products of empiricism, including epistemological 
confusion, natural and social disorder, and spiritual doubt, 
that dominate the poems of the 1780 's were reactions to 
Passive perceptions of the material world that pictured the 
individual as helpless against the chaos of corporeal life. 
But h · the 1788 collection and w at beg ins to appear in 
continues in several poems published up to the mid 1790's 
is the foundation of Freneau's response to the nihilistic 
Point of view and stoic attitude that had evolved out of his 
empirical approach. 
Three characteristics mark Freneau's work during this 
Period. there l
's a shift in emphasis from passive 
First, 
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observation of a chaotic material world to active 
intellectual participation in that world to discover or 
create order amidst chaos. Thus the sailor of "Verses Made 
at Sea," who watches the mayhem around him and contemplates 
the philosophic chaos it represents, gives way to a 
Columbus 
I who seeks to prove through investigation and 
discovery that the earth does possess a balanced design, or 
to the mythic Jason, who fights for survival amidst the 
turmoil of the sea instead of giving in to it. Second , 
several of the more overtly philosophic works begin to apply 
a Priori suppositions to the positions they express, a 
departure from the Lockean "tabula rasa" approach Freneau 
had used through much of the 1780's. Most notable are the 
emergence of the vague conception of a supreme being as the 
creative center of the universe and the assumption that 
humanity possesses limitations of perception and 
consequently incomplete knowledge of the physical world. 
Both of these notions would play a major role in the 
evolution of Freneau, s deistic philosophies after 1800. 
Finally, perhaps a ramification 
of the poet's 
acknowledgement of humanity's limited knowledge, a sense of 
c the darker sides of nature and 
ompromise concerning 
hu appear, an l.
'ndication that Freneau was 
manity begins to 
th ts and human foibles as more willing to accept natural rea 
necessary elements of a larger design. 
did not disappear 
Freneau's pessimism, however, 
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completely with the publication of the Miscellaneous Works; 
Withi 
n two major poems first appearing in this collection, 
"Th e Pictures f o Columbus" and "The Hermit of Saba , 11 are 
numerous images of natural disorder and human maliciousness. 
But b 
ecause Freneau recognized the power of human intellect 
to eff 
ect change in "The Pictures of Columbus," the two 
Poems together contrast the positive intellectual 
inv0 1 ve:ment of Columbus with the destructiveness of the 
her:mit•s passive withdrawal from the world. 
The figure of Columbus appears in Freneau's work as 
early as 1779 in "Columbus to Ferdinand," in which the 
explorer displays a similar intellectual curiosity about 
th
e Possibility of undiscovered lands, yet in that poem the 
emphasis is on the necessity of empirical observation to 
support a speculation. "The Pictures of Columbus" stresses 
the same interrelationship between imagination and 
e:mpir· · · icism, but the far greater detail of these eighteen 
"p. 
ictures 11 also allows Freneau to examine Columbus' 
concept · · ff t t · · ion of a symmetrical world and his e or o imagine 
and · d Prove that order can be found in disor er. 
In the first picture, Columbus immediately sees 
dis t t · f Proportion in the maps accepted as represen a ions o 
the World's land masses, calling these maps "[b]lunders that 
Nature never made" (Miscellaneous works 1, 1. 4). He begins 
to speculate about the possibility of "sylvan worlds that 
Nature :meant/ To balance Asia's vast extent," (18-19) and, 
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With the 
help of fancy, draws a potential new land mass on 
them 
ap between Europe and Asi· a. c 1 b 11 o um us, as a map maker" 
or creator 
, thus takes the limited perceptions represented 
by the 
current maps and applies imaginative speculation to 
them. 
But he is also aware that imagination alone is 
incomplete· 
, he knows that "these idle charts" (32) he has 
drawn are 
of no importance unless he can sail "o'er real 
seas" 
( 33 ) and find empirical proof for his suppositions. 
liowever 
' he finds he must first refine his idea, for which 
he turns 
to an Inchantress, a further embodiment of his 
imaginat1.· ''e 
v faculty, in pictures II and III. By gazing into 
her . 
mirror, he turns his idea into a vision of discovery 
that 
concludes with his landing on a tropical paradise. His 
Presupposition about a balanced world and his mirror gazing 
creat 
ea Vision that he is now compelled to pursue. 
Fired by his imagination, Columbus argues for financial 
sup.Port with both Ferdinand and Isabella in pictures IV 
through 
VII. He appeals to King Ferdinand's intellect by 
again · d citing his presupposition of symmetry and or er: 
If all the surface of this mighty round 
Be one wide ocean of unfathom'd depth 
Bounding the little space already known, 
Nature must have forgot her wonted wit 
And made a monstrous havock of proportion. 
(IV, 26-30) 
liis h th than what we argument that there is more tote ear 
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see b f 
e ore us reflects a belief in the limits of passive 
human 
Perception. What we cannot readily perceive and 
Uncterst d 
an on the surface we must seek out with reason and 
speculation, backed by further observation: 
Platonic dreams, and reason's plainer page 
All point at something that we ought to see 
Buried behind the waters of the west, 
Clouded with the shadows of uncertainty. 
(IV, 39-42) 
'I'he only path out of "the shadows of uncertainty" is the 
Use of 
an aggressive intellect that will seek answers, and 
Columbus has become the very symbol of that intellect. 
But there is also a darker side to "The Pictures of 
Columbus" that will eventually overwhelm the poem, and its 
emergence can be traced to Columbus I discussion of his 
Proposal with Queen Isabella. Here Columbus becomes 
manipu1 t · · · t th a ive, not arguing from historic ru s or reason's 
laws, but fanatically using any means available to gain his 
e nds (Bowden 3 6). His arguments to the Queen are laced not 
With d ' reason but with appeals to pride, power, an avarice. 
Not only does Columbus promise "abounding wealth reserv'd 
for Spain" (VI, 20), he also persuades Isabella that she 
Would win for the world a new Eden, reclaimed from "the 
errors that woman made" (VI, 34). Despite the ridicule of 
Columbus, plan she has heard from the learned and the 
Clergy, his appeal to the social vices that contribute to 
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the dark vision of "The Departure" successfully turn 
Isabella's head. 
The darker side of the poem expands in pictures VIII 
through XIII 
, depicting both the opposing arguments to 
Columbus• acti' ve intellect and its ultimate obstacle, the 
chaot· 
le reality of nature. As a challenger of the views of 
the · 
intellectual establishment, views based on scholastic 
dogma 
' Columbus realizes he is considered a subversive and 
an infidel: 
The world, and all its wisdom is against me; 
The dreams of priests; philosophy in chains; 
False learning swoln with self-sufficiency; 
Men seated at the helm of royalty 
Reasoning like schoolboys. 
(VIII, 18-22) 
In th . 
eir torpid scholastic inactivity, the intellectual and 
religious communities become foils to Columbus. The Spanish 
fr · 
iar Bernardo cites his holy book's authority in refuting 
Columbus' theories that the earth is round and contains new, 
Unct · lscovered lands and calls Columbus a heretic. Orosio the 
mathematician recalls the legends of the edge of the earth, 
Populated with "red serpents, fiery forms, and yellow hags" 
(XI, 24) in "such a wasteful ebullition/ That never island 
green, or continent" (XI, 3o-31) could exist. Both Bernardo 
and Orosio will not venture far from the authority of 
tradition and therefore fear anyone with the courage to take 
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bold . 
intellectual steps. Th bl h c 1 b e no emen w om o um us would 
like t 0 take on as crewmen are equally timid, for they 
Pl:'efe 
r to "revel in the shade/ Of painted ceilings" (XII, 
9 -10) , . 
'an indication of their own intellectual passiveness. 
Picture XIII, however, recreates Columbus' greatest 
Challenge, the voyage itself and the rebellion of his crew. 
'I'his 
Passage expresses the same ambivalence about the ocean 
that 
appears in Freneau's best sea poetry (Vitzthum 112), 
at one 
Point recalling the anguish of "Verses Made at Sea" 
as the 
sailor Antonio sees the world turning to disarray: 
See, Nature's self prepares to leave us here; 
The needle, once so faithful to the pole, 
Now quits his object and bewilders us; 
Steering at random, just as chance directs--
(XIII, 12-15) 
Anoth . 
er sailor is fearful of the "new stars ascending, never 
Viewed before" (XIII, 17) and wishes he had never left the 
" Clear springs and shady groves" (XIII, 19) that symbolize 
the 1 ethargic intellectual comfort of land. But Columbus 
remains firm as the aggressive intellect, claiming that 
" man/rs nature's lord, and wields her to his will" (XIII, 
In fact, he feels that his vision in the 
mirror is confirmed, for all of the trials on Inch antress• 
land and at sea prove that "the witch's glass was not 
delusion" (XIII, 67). Ultimately, it is the strength of his 
con,,· t · ue victions that convinces the crew to con in • 
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The climax of "The Picture of Columbus" occurs in 
picture XIV, "Columbus at Cat Island," where the explorer's 
imagined vision becomes reality. It is also the poem's 
darkest moment, for it presents a world that disintegrates 
immediately and concomitantly with the act of discovery 
(Kyle 67). Just as Columbus offers the island to God, one 
of his crew kills an Indian for his gold earrings. Later, 
as Columbus reflects on the "sylvan scenes of innocence and 
ease" (XIV, 40) and the unsullied purity of nature, he 
discovers the murdered Indian and the loss of innocence in 
the New World: 
Is this the fruit of my discovery! 
If the first scene is murder, what shall follow 
But havock, slaughter, chains and devastation 
In every dress and form of cruelty! 
(XIV, 56-59) 
Columbus' intellectual boldness is now clearly two-sided: 
his discovery is the starting point of the civilization and 
growth of a hitherto unknown America, but it is also the 
beginning of the European corruption of the New World. 
Carol Kyle refers to the rest of the poem as the 
"terrible" pictures that highlight the rapid destruction of 
Columbus and his dream and the essentially tragic view of 
human existence that Freneau continues to hold ( 67) • Though 
his initial return to Spain is triumphant, his glory is 
deceptive, for he is politically betrayed in picture XVII 
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and returned to Spain in chains after his third voyage. The 
eighteenth and final picture, "Columbus at Valladolid," 
summarizes the pessimism Freneau continues to feel about the 
delusion and transience of existence, as Columbus looks back 
on his life: 
To snatch existence from this scanty soil, 
Were these the hopes deceitful fancy bred; 
And were her painted pageants nothing more 
Than this life's phantoms by delusion led? 
(XVIII, 3-6) 
However, Columbus also distinguishes between the "deceitful 
fancy" that suggested visions of personal gain and glory and 
the "golden fancy" that provokes future pictures of a rising 
American republic (Vitzthum 112). Freneau's contrasting 
conclusions about the visions of fancy mark a revision about 
the usefulness of imagination. Fancy supported by empirical 
proof, the "golden fancy" that led to the discovery of 
America, becomes a legitimate tool of the voyager-wanderer 
who comes to symbolize the active intellect that has changed 
the world and proven superior to passive observation. 
Columbus ends up a victim of the discord created by 
the social ills of humanity, but while the hermit of "The 
Hermit of Saba" suffers a similar fate, he contributes to 
his own destruction by withdrawing from the world and 
becoming unavailable to new experiences and knowledge. As 
an isolated passive observer, he thus places himself in 
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to the aggressive Columbus, the seeker of 
a contrast that enhances the image of the active 
opposition 
knowledge, 
intellect. Unlike the explorer who is willing to face the 
cha11e 
nge of nature, the hermit views the violence of the 
sea f 
rom the safety of his island with a sense of alarm at 
its 
ferocity. He fears that the force of the storm could 
Wipe out the island and prove "at once the world's 
mortality" (Miscellaneous Works 30-38, 1. 9), so he begins 
to retreat to his cavern rather than face the turmoil of the 
sea. 
When he sees a barque rushing toward the island in a 
sea swe11 
I his intimidation in the face of nature grows . 
111.x •·,an · is too weak to combat the power/Of these mad elements, 
that conque~ Once the barque i' s .... all" (28-29), he observes. 
destroyed, the image of the three mariners clinging to the 
bare rocks as the waves beat upon them summarizes his 
attitude of impotence. 
The hermit also expresses a smug attitude about the 
retired life he has created on the island. After he has 
brought the three mariners to his hillside cavern, he tells 
h ' ls guests how he frequently watches naval battles whose 
''object [is] avarice half, and half ambition" (137) and goes 
on to state that he possesses what these fleets fight over: 
That phantom r have here which they pursue, 
l 'k in my embraces--Grasping it, miser- 1 e, 
The stream distilling from the shaded cliff, 
And t from 
trees by nature planted, 
fruits ma ure 
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And contemplat i on , heaven born contemplation ! 
These are my r i ches ! I am wealthier f ar 
Than Spa i n ' s proud fleets ... . (140-146 ) 
The riches of a simple, natural life are obviously cited 
here in language reminiscent of "The Beauties of Santa 
Cruz," but the mariners hear only the metaphoric comparison 
to the wealth of the Spanish fleet, take it literally, and 
plot to kill the hermit f or h i s non-existent treasure . 
The rest of the poem comprises a series of self-
deceptions . The mariners , having already deceived 
t hemselves about the hermit's wealth, take on the superior 
attitude of civilized men who regard the hermit as a "savage 
offspring of the isle" (153) or a supernatural creation of 
"mingled heat and moisture" (155). Arguing from a narrow 
commercial point of view, they see his wealth as wasted, for 
he "builds no ships, employs no mariners" ( 190) or otherwise 
employs his money for useful ends. Their feelings of 
superiority override any sense of moral turpitude, and so 
they justify the murder they commit. But it is the hermit's 
self-deception that is symbolically more serious. By 
becoming a passive recluse , the hermit rejects the knowledge 
of experience and takes on a benign romantic attitude born 
of his pastoral surroundings. As a result he leaves himself 
open to the depravity of seafarers who have become hardened 
by their exposure to the tumultuous waters of experience. 
As has occurred so often in Freneau's poems, the passive 
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i:-omantic · 
image becomes an illusion when it collides with the 
i:-ealit 
Y of experience. The hermit ' s failure thus throws 
Columbus• 
tragedy in relief; both are destroyed in their 
efforts to find a solution to the discord of existence, but 
Columb 
us• more aggressive effort to create order appears 
moi:-e heroic and wi'll become a prominent theme in Freneau•s 
Woi:-k after 1788. 
This thematic polarity between "The Pictures of 
Columbus" and "The Hermit of Saba" is but the first part of 
Fi:-eneau•s changing philosophic landscape. Within the many 
Pi:-ose . 
Works included in the Miscellaneous Works is evidence 
that F 
reneau wishes to clear away the sense of delusion in 
human 
existence that has dominated his poetry and even 
coloi:-s the conclusion of "The Pictures of Columbus." To be 
sui:-e 
' several of the essays in this collection reveal the 
same k' 
ind of pessimism that appears in many of the poems. 
Foi:-
example, one of Freneau, s prose persona, Robert Slender, 
desc~·b . . 
Li es humanity in a light-hearted tone in such brief 
Sketches 
• 11 "The Debtor," "The as "The Man in Business, 
Bachelor I s House " and "The Inexorable captain," but beneath 
I 
th
e gentleness he paints humanity as foolish and selfish 
(V' 
itzthum 117). However, one collection of prose works, the 
"Ph· ilosopher of the Forest" essays, represents in several 
instances Freneau's effort to define order in the midst of 
Chaos · f the power of human through a re-evaluation ° 






These eleven essays consist of six works 
OJ:"igina11y 
published between 1781 and 1782 in The Freeman's 
~ Under th e title "The Pilgrim, 11 one unpublished essay 
dated 1783 
Collect· ion. 
, and four new essays written for the 1788 
The "Pilgrim" essays and the unpublished 1783 
vlOJ:"k 
Pl:"esent a primitivist's critical view of contemporary 
Ame · 
l:"1.can life in the pessimistic tone of the early 1780's 
but the four new essays focus on humanity's 
ep · lsteino1 . 
og1.ca1 shortcomings and postulate that the universe 
Possesses a 
design that humanity is incapable of perceiving . 
.A brief · · exam1.nat1.on of one of the "Pilgrim" essays 
l:"epublished 1.· n 




toward teleological issues changed in the new 
In "Philosopher of the Forest XI," originally 









Shol:"tco™ ' . 
... 1.ngs are part of the random cycles of the universe. 
Bis 
Persona, the Philosopher, speculates about the violence 
that 
has plagued history and finds that "discord and 
disorder are t'tuti'on of interwoven with the nature and cons i 
th
e human 77) Furthermore, race" (Miscellaneous Works 3 · 
\\1hat · 
v.re see once we will see again in future generations, 
fol:" as "t that mortifying one generation returns 0 
d' 
lssolution common to all corporeal substances, the same 




m the ashes of the past" (377). He postulates that 
humans are 
thus cyclical not only in the flesh but also in 
the spir 't 1 
, their psychological being created from an "ocean 
Of • 
· · · l.deas " , a pool to which they must return at death. But 
the Ph' 1.losopher concludes by wondering whether this cycle 
is · 
1.n any way divine or if humans are merely a bundle of 
both 
material and spiritual atoms: 
ln 
(Is humanity] an emanation from the all perfect 
Spirit, as Plato and many later writers have 
asserted [it] to be; or, on the contrary, a mere 
mass of those vexatious, discordant, chaotic atoms 
Which are doomed to be everlastingly at enmity 
with each other? (380) 
casting human passions in Lucretian terms, Freneau paints 
social 
discord as perpetual turmoil recurring in random 
that cannot be changed or even understood, only 
endured. 
The four new "Philosopher of the Forest" essays 
appear · . 1.ng 1.n the Miscellaneous works, however, express a 
remarkably different perspective which presupposes a design 
emanat · f h · 1.ng from an all-powerful creative force, both o w 1.ch 
escape the perception and understanding of humanity. 
Because d f bl they consist of numerous dream sequences an a es 
told by supernal agents, most of the Philosopher essays are 
loosely structured and explore several topics. But three 
themes associated with the formulation of a cosmic design 
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reappear in essays II, III, VIII, and IX. Perhaps the most 
significant recurring theme is the supposition that the 
natural chaos and human misfortune that is woven into 
everyday life is actually part of a balanced greater whole 
that is working toward a benevolent, or at least equitable , 
end. But the entirety of that design remains unknown to 
humanity because of the restrictions of human perception and 
understanding that provide incomplete information and thus 
a sense of disorder or deception that masks the greater 
design. Finally, behind this design is Freneau's conception 
of a supreme being, a vaguely defined creative force that 
orchestrates the balance of creation yet also appears remote 
and disinterested in the suffering and discord his creation 
has wrought. It is from the foundation laid in the 
"Philosopher of the Forest" essays that Freneau begins to 
build his rational response to the nihilistic world he 
perceives. 
In essays II and III, Freneau constructs his theory of 
balance and order through a fable of creation, related to 
the Philosopher by an angel in a dream that treats the 
making of both nature and humanity, but in separate 
episodes. The creation of the animals is governed by a 
general rule, which is "not to produce any animal except 
that it should have some other for an enemy" (299). In this 
way the original elements of the earth remain unaltered as 
the "everlasting and unerring REASON" (299) has prescribed 
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through the creation of a balance in the world. Such 
constant opposition and ruin seems unproductive to the 
Philosopher, and he asks about the quality of life in a 
world where creatures live in a seemingly neverending cycle 
of discord and misery, citing the example of a flying fish, 
who escapes his pursuers by bursting out of the water only 
to face flying predators in the air. "Terror and death are 
his constant companions , 11 notes the Philosopher . "Can 
existence be a blessing to such a creature; and would not 
a benevolent mind rather wish him not to be born at all?" 
(301) The angel explains that the fish's predicament is an 
example of the existence of a lesser evil to satisfy a 
greater good. Other creatures depend on the flying fish for 
sustenance and would die out themselves without it. Through 
this paradigm, Freneau creates a design that incorporates 
both the violence inherent in the material world and the 
stoic attitude he has developed to confront it. Earthly 
suffering has become a necessary part of a greater plan, 
albeit an incomprehensible one from a human standpoint. 
But a balance in humanity, in Freneau's mind, will not 
be accomplished through the creation of a natural enemy, for 
the mental superiority of humans will defeat any threat from 
the inferior creatures of nature. Humanity's enemy is its 
own moral deceit and its willingness to prey upon itself for 
personal gain. Thus in the fable of human creation, the 
efforts of the creative agents to equal or surpass the noble 
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original models of man and woman created by the most 
talented agent, Firando, result in dull, i nferior copies 
such as a thief, a dunce , a sycophant, and several other 
flawed versions. Ultimately, the "villainous and worthless 
parts of mankind" are so numerous the original pair is lost 
among the morally inferior versions. The moral turpitude 
of these creatures and their tendency to destroy each other 
inflames one of the agents so much that he creates a snake 
so deadly that it will destroy any human it bites; he then 
j ustifies his creation as the only countermeasure to a 
c reature that "could be guilty of so much premeditated 
baseness" (301). Firando, though concurring with his fellow 
agent's assessment of humans, disagrees with his response . 
He instead invests humanity with the element of honor to 
compensate for its want of innate rectitude and constructs 
the soil of the earth in such a way that humans must labor 
to survive, thereby keeping them too busy to participate 
solely in schemes and crimes against their fellow humans . 
The use of the snake as an enemy and the prescription 
that humans must labor to survive recall, of course, the 
biblical fall, but Freneau•s purpose is more rational than 
Christian . Balance in nature is established through the 
creation of enemies among the animals of the world in order 
t o sustain the whole, but no such natural opposition exists 
f o r humanity, which must create its own sense of order. 
Firando' s decision to include honor in the human makeup 
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implies t hat h 
umans , possess i ng both baseness and honor 
have the g_bi11·ty ' 
- _ to order their own world if they so choose . 
Balance and 
order within nature are divinely imposed; within 
humanity 
they are dependent upon free will . 
Humanity's ability to create a just and orderly society 
is impli . . 
cit in the story of human creation. Firando 's noble 
o:r . . 
lginals do not fall, as in the Garden of Eden, but are 
''l Ost11 
among the inferior forms , suggesting that the 
01:"i • 9 ina1 rectitude of humans has been submerged through 
social 
evolution , though it can still be reclaimed . Twice 
in these 
essays , Freneau cites the superiority of the 
Vi:rtuous 
mind as the most significant element of human 
intellect and the b t means by which humans can es approach 
the fel . . 
icity of a supreme being. In a fable from essay II , 
the Ph. 
llosopher I s angel companion tells of Nature's creation 
Of the forms of all living things on earth from a large 
910
be of wax. Out of this ball she agrees to create several 
Of her favorite forms, including a warrior, statesman, poet , 
Philosoph er, and, 
benev 1 0 ent, upright, 
She t k 
a es to Olympus 
finally, a "just, disinterested, 
and honest man" (294). This last form 
to lay at the feet of Jupiter as the 
9:reatest work, returning the rest to the molten wax ball. 
The disintegration of the other figures back into the wax 
ba11 :recalls the return of humans at their death to the 
,, 
Ocean XI but the survival of the of ideas II in essay , 
Vi:rtuous figure suggests the superiority, and perhaps the 
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di Vini ty, of virtue over 
ach' 
ievements of this world. 
the artistic and intellectual 
In essay VIII, Freneau returns to the superiority of 
v· irtue d f. . 
' e ining it as the central value of human existence . 
The spirit who is leading the Philosopher through another 
ser· 
ies of fables and visions finds compensation for "the 
shortness ... and . the uncertainty of life" in the satisfaction 
to b 
e found in virtuous action and thought, for virtue is 
"th 
e essence of Nature" and provides "the composure and 
felicity that is, or ought to be, enjoyed by every virtuous 
lllinau 
(342). The spirit's advocacy of virtuous action 
recalls both the wax figure of the virtuous man in essay II 
ana p· irando•s 
in essay III. 
infusion of honor in his creation of humanity 
Freneau's celebration of rectitude may also 
be a n outgrowth of his stoic attitudes, virtue being highly 
Valu ct t' ·t b t · e among the stoic philosophers of an iqui Y, u its 
Purpose at this point remains ill defined. Virtuous thought 
itself will not create a just and benevolent society unless 
it . 
is actively applied, and it remained for Freneau to 
determine the . f. le virtue was to play in an ordered speci ic ro 
society. 
The design that these essays speak to, of course, is 
not readily discernible, certainly if Freneau's poems up to 
l7aa are any measure. The natural upheaval and spiritual 
aridity of "Verses Made at Sea, 11 the delusion in "The Vernal 
Ague " , of "The Departure" are all 
' and the bitter resignation 
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formict 
able arguments against a belief in design or a divine 
Plan. 
But the second f undamental point running through 
these 




not lies, but rather incomplete pictures , for 
perceptions and understanding are inadequate 
comprehending a cosmic design. The devices 
F'reneau 
Uses to present the Philosopher's narrative 
h' 
l.ghlight human epistemological limitations. Essays II , 
Irr 
' anct VIII are each related as dreams in which the 
Ph· 
l.losopher is guided by a celestial agent, either an angel 
or a . 
sp1.rit, who often interprets what the Philosopher sees 
or, as . . 
1.n cases such as the flying fish, explains a purpose 
or des1.' gn that th f bl f he cannot readily see. Even e a e o the 
creation of d h 't · the earth, its creatures, an umani yin essays 
II anct III l . is presented, according to the ange, in a manner 
with the Philosopher's weak understanding. The 
compatible 
Pov1er that • II f t creates the earth out of chaos is o a na ure 
too· 
1.ntensely bright for [the Philosopher] to behold" (294), 
says th ' J e angel, so he presents instead "Nature s ourneymen" 
as 
agents of the creation. 
A more obvious example of limited perception is the 
fable of the blind mules in essay II. The angel shows the 
Ph· 
l.losopher a city employed in arts and commerce, yet 
'With l blind mules out Water but for the labors of severa 
Circ1· h 'ty The Philosopher 1.ng many wells miles from t e ci · 
speaks to one of the mules, who wonders why he is constantly 
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dr· 
l.Ven around the same t k rac, often lashed and goaded by a 
tormentor 
' and allowed limited rest. Seeing no purpose to 
his 
circular labors, he wonders if his creator "takes 
Pleasu . 
re in seeing [him] wounded and tormented" or if he has 
II 
some w· 
l.se and benevolent purpose" (291). The angel then 
Po ' 
1.nts out that if the mule could see that his work supports 
an entire 
city he would not feel that he had been created 
in Vain. 
The mule's situation is, of course, meant to be 




ed spatially and temporally and can thus see only the 
trials 
of their immediate existence, not their place in a 
larger 
cosmic design. 
But the most significant expression of epistemological 
limitat· 
ion in these essays occurs in number VIII, where the 
spirit att d · h 1 t f bl f en ing the Philosop er re a es a new a e o 
creation Which also intimates that an approach to cosmic 
understanding may lie within nature. The spirit of 
activ·t · t ' 'f h l Y, Volatillo, asks the spirit of anima ion i e may 
create a race of creatures from dust and water "the whole 
e nd of Whose existence should be his amusement" (339). The 
8 Pir1.' t d · t · n · to prevent of animation sets only one con i io • 
th
ese creatures from getting too clear a picture of the 
harmony and beauty of the universe and therefore the Deity, 
th
ey should be of limited faculties so that: 
they should have a glimpse of the wonders around 
them thro' a medium of thick air, and that, after 
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d isplaying a little wh i le on the stage of human 
lif e , they shoul d, as t he l aw of their nature , 
r evert into the i dentical substances of which they 
were or i g i nal ly composed . ( 340 ) 
The Philosopher finds l imi ted knowledge cruel, for humanity 
is merely tantalized with the wonders of life , "which they 
must nevertheless forever part with after gazing at and 
admiring them but for a moment" (341). But the attending 
spirit replies that even a momentary glimpse of life is far 
better than an eternity of unconscious being: 
What honor could there be in remaining in the 
torpid state of the clods of the valley? Who 
would not prefer a momentary illumination into 
l ife and perception, to an eternity of unconscious 
sleep? This sun, this moon, these stars, this 
beautiful fabric of land and water, this whole 
system of animation; are they not well worth the 
trouble of beholding, though it be but for a 
moment?--What are the miseries and perplexities 
of life when put in competition with a single 
glance of these stupendous wonders, that are 
continually passing before you on the great ocean 
of matter? ( 341-42) 
The emphatic affirmation of human experience offered here 
stands in marked contrast to the gloomy outlook of "The 
Departure" and "Port Royal , " and the proximity of its 
1 52 
appearance to that of these two dark poems suggests that 
Freneau was perhaps uncomfortable with the role of stoic 
nihilist . The natural world that was formerly belligerent 
and deceptive is now, if but for a moment, a source not only 
of delight but of improved understanding. The "stupendous 
wonders" of nature are "well worth the trouble of beholding" 
because they may provide insights, however fleeting, into 
the nature of existence; the "momentary illumination into 
life and perception" is an opportunity, not a tragic 
enticement. 
Concurrently evolving with the presupposition of cosmic 
design in these essays is the evolving definition of a 
supreme being and an acknowledgement of the immortality of 
the soul. References to an all-powerful, creative force 
that cannot be comprehended by human understanding permeate 
the visions and fables in each of the essays in a variety 
of forms. In the fable of the molten wax figures in essay 
II, it takes the form of Nature , "the mother of all men and 
animals" {292}. In the story of creation in essay II, it 
cannot be beheld by the Philosopher and is therefore 
represented by human-like "agents of creation. 11 In the 
second fable of creation in essay eight, it appears as the 
spirits of activity and animation. Clearly Freneau avoids 
any suggestion of an anthropomorphic deity; in fact his 
concept of a supreme being remains vague throughout the 
remainder of his canon. But one characteristic appearing 
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here w· 
1.11 become more dominant in his subsequent work. When 
the Ph. 
l.losopher points out in essay III that the opposition 
and ru· 
in of nature's enemies seems unproductive, his angel 
co:rnpanion 
replies that the supreme maker does not believe 
the issue 
to be important. In essay VIII, the spirit 
Volat · 1110 creates humanity for no other reason than "his 
a:rnu se:rnent.11 Both examples indicate Freneau's concept of a 
godhead 
Possesses a level of distance from or disinterest 
in ind· · 
l.V1.dua1 creatures or humans, the total design being 
Of 
greater importance than the suffering of individuals. 
Such 
a Position both accounts for the natural violence and 
decay t 
he poet has focused on in much of his previous work 
and 
e:rnbraces the deistic idea of "First Cause," which 
Pren 
eau would find more attractive in the next decade. 
Equally vague are Freneau 's references to the 
i:rn:rnortality of the soul. In essay VIII, the Philosopher's 
spirit guide notes that the discontent humanity feels within 
itself . and for its situation should be "undoubted evidence 
With d'ff You that there is something within [humans] i erent 
fl:'o:rn :mere material mechanism, totally distinct from the 
ele · · lllentary principles, and which shall live again in after 
ages in the bright regions you see beyond the skies" (338). 
Later 1· t the spi'rit of animation describes n he same essay, 
death in 
faculties" 
''p . l:'1.nc1.'ple 
dualistic terms, 
wherein the the "perceptive 
· 1 being are destroyed but the of the physica 




sharp about-face for Freneau, whose earlier 
questions 
about death and afterlife culminated in the darker 
attitudes 
Ground" 
of "The Wild Honey Suckle," "The Indian Burying 
' and "The Dying Indian." Yet Freneau's conception 
Of · 1:nunorta11· ty · is as vague as his conception of a deity 
because both 
lie beyond the pale of human perception and 
comp 
rehension. What their ambiguity represents is the 
Poet•s 
compromise between a priori suppositions and his 
continu · 
ing commitment to empirical observation. He is 
unwi11· 
ing to reject material observation as a legitimate 
source of 
knowledge, but he has also concluded that sense 
impressions are . incomplete. 
Freneau 's focus on such abstractions as universal 
design or a divine plan, immortality of the soul, and human 
epist 
emological limits are obviously remote from the 
emp · 
l.ricism of his earlier work. The last of the new essays 
int 
he Philosopher of the Forest series, number IX, seems 
to 










discards t f.1' gure as an intermediary between he supernal 
h' 
l.gher knowledge and human intellect, for his topic requires 
a dist· , rt begins with a Polish l.nctly human point of view. 
immigrant who tells the story of his travels through the 
United hr and a clergyman, a States to the philosop e 
recu~ , The immigrant had come 
~ring character in the essays. 
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to 11.- • 
niuerica after 
hearing stories of freedom and wealth 
' only to f' 
i
nd 
Poverty, crime , and dishonesty, and concludes that ,, . 
virtue h 
' onesty, sincerity, and complete felicity are not 
to bed ' 
iscovered in any country without a large mixture of 
the dregs of b . . . aseness, villainy, and misery" (349). 
The clergyman calls the immigrant's search foolish and 
says th 
at felicity is not to be found in the external world 
but Withi'n 
the heart of each individual. The key to 
contentment 
, he says, is the capacity to enjoy one's heart 
in a11 
circumstances: 
... I pity the man who cannot be gay in adversity 
and sincerely cheerful even when banished into 
the gloomy deserts of Tartary. God and Nature 
never meant to limit the happiness of the mind to 
the fortuitous circumstances of place or 
condition. He has rather placed its felicity 
beyond the power of chance or accident .... How 
wretched is that man who expects full content from 
external things! (351) 
In ask· · ing for acceptance of all conditions 1.n life and 
contend' · · th lf th ing that happiness is centered within e se , e 
Cler 
gYinan is offering stoicism as a living creed. But the 
!>h ' 
ilosopher then interjects that such a concept is difficult 
to 
comprehend in everyday life. The beauties and 
consolat· ions 
thos e Who are 
of virtuous behavior are pleasing subjects to 
not acquainted with the nature of the material 
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v.rorld 
' he says, but the effects of virtue are not apparent 
in everyday 
life, so such rewards as the clergyman mentions 
are 
not often f 1 u ly enjoyed in the present state of being 
because the 
senses are acted 
lt is th 
erefore difficult for humans to divorce themselves 
upon only by material objects. 
from th 
e Physical world and contemplate abstractions about 
\./hich they 
know very little and which are wholly described 
in Physical terms. · h 1 d A starving man, e cone u es, cannot be 
helped wi· th 
a lecture on the virtues of abstinence. 
ln essay IX Freneau 
I in arguing that material creatures 
living a 
material existence will not easily grasp the 
abstract · 
ions of reason, once more outlines the central point 
Of the 
se four essays, that humanity does not possess the 
depth 
of perception or understanding to directly discover 
the d 
esign or divine plan that governs material existence. 
'l'he 
Use of such devices as dreams, supernal spirits of 
higher · · intelligence, and agents of creation in the three 




he has been making in his poetry for most of 
but they also represent Freneau 's effort to 
Present rational alternatives to the discouraging views 
e:rnpir· · 
icism had given him. rn this last essay, he abandons 
these devices and returns to a realistic point of view' 
\./here he admits that combining rational abstractions with 
e:rnpirica1 observations and material needs is a difficult if 
not impossible task. But in many respects this is the task 
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Freneau accepts as his poetry takes on an increasingly 
rational color in the next decade. 
Because of their introduction of a priori suppositions 
and the foundation that these suppositions create for 
Freneau's rational philosophies from the late 1790's until 
the end of his career, the four "Philosopher of the Forest" 
essays represent the fulcrum on which the poet's 
philosophical evolution turns. With the introduction of 
these new ideas about epistemological limitations and the 
possibility of cosmic design, Freneau' s subsequent work 
adopts a new perspective, especially the prose and poetry 
that appears concurrently with or immediately after the 
"Philosopher" essays. 
"Light Summer Reading," for example, another prose 
piece from the Miscellaneous Works, has been described as 
"the most chilling ... story" of those told by the persona 
Robert Slender (Vitzthum 117). Subtitled as a story "which 
may possibly please such as have a true taste for modern 
Novels,'' (251) its narrative concerning the disturbed 
Marcia, who has been rejected by a man who thought she 
wanted to marry him for his money, satirizes sentimental 
novels through the intense and overwrought use of madness, 
betrayal, and death. But if we examine the story in the 
c ontext of Freneau's more optimistic point of view in "The 
Philosopher of the Forest" series, "Light Summer Reading" 
simultaneously satirizes the stoic pessimism of Freneau's 
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earlier 
Poems th rough the opposing viewpoints of the man in 
the 'White 
linen coat, acting as the mouthpiece of Freneau's 
rational 
cosmic vision and a young poet who represents 
Freneau•s ' 
earlier gloom and discouragement. 
As in the Philosopher's numerous visions, the man in 
the 'Wh. 




ence. He calls Marcia's melancholy over her lover's 
sudden 
discord 
departure an example of the random appearance of 
in the universe: 
This I take to be one of those accidental events 
... which cannot be foreseen or avoided. Nature 
has ever been at variance with fate and accident. 
The web she has so admirably wrought, is at the 
same time of so fine and delicate a thread, that 
every little petulant fly can break through it at 
Pleasure. The most curious and complicated 
machines, such as clocks and watches, are most 
easily put out of order, ... whereas the corn mill, 
or the smoke jack will perform what is expected 
from them for years, without any considerable 
deviation from the purpose of the artist. 
(254) 
Under . . 
the · he says, humans enJoy life on se circumstances, ,, 
Precar{ b th their physical and .... ous terms" (255), for 0 
e~otiona1 Well being can be affected at any moment by what 
they 
Perceive to be evils. 
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When the man in the white linen coat later discovers 
in Marcia's garden a poem "upon the misery of man, the 
brevity and infelicity of life, and the certainty of death," 
he describes it as a dangerous book, for "it hardly ever 
fails to deject and darken the mind with its melancholy and 
dismal prospects" (256) for humanity. In response to such 
pessimism (including Freneau•s own dark attitudes), the man 
in the white linen coat takes up several arguments from "The 
Philosopher of the Forest" essays that counter discouraging 
perceptions with rational explanations. He insists that 
humanity is ill-equipped to discover empirically any sense 
of a cosmic design. Like the spirit in essay VIII who calls 
humans deluded for seeking things "that are incompatible 
with [their] abilities" (338), he explains that humans 
should neither "expect more from nature than ever she 
intended to give" nor "look for the gardens of paradise in 
a wilderness of weeds" (257). He also asserts that laments 
over physical decay or the fatality of accidents are absurd 
reasons for melancholy, pointing out how all of life 
"proceeds from decay itself, and without it the whole face 
of nature would soon wear the wrinkles of old age" (257), 
which recalls the fate of the flying fish in essay III's 
story of creation. 
The man in the white linen coat is moved to echo the 
spirit in essay VIII and assert that "ages of darkness and 
oblivion are the easiest of all compensations for that 
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momentary view of so glorious a display of [the] wonders" 
( 2 57) of the visible creation. His optimism reaches a 
zenith as he describes how, without the balancing effect of 
the azure sky, "the sun, the moon, and stars would appear 
to be fastened upon the shadows of death" (258) when he and 
the narrator see the young poet at the other end of Marcia's 
garden . 
Described as "half mad ... , [and] likewise extravagantly 
fond of mad people" (258), the poet appears to be the 
antithesis of the man in the white linen coat, possessing 
the dark vision and destructive melancholia his counterpart 
has just disparaged. He also appears to represent Freneau 
himself, for his biographical background, such as his 
"smattering of education [that] few or none have ever been 
the better of" (260), his familiarity with the ancient 
classics, and his numerous sea voyages, parallels Freneau, s. 
But what clearly connects him to Freneau is the poem the man 
in the white linen suit shows to the narrator as a sample 
of the poet's work. Entitled "To Marcia," it is in fact a 
slightly revised version of Freneau's "Stanzas to a Young 
Lady in a Consumption," published originally in The 
Freeman ' s Journal in 1786. It focuses on Marcia I s distorted 
point of view that, like the speaker of "The Vernal Ague," 
sees decay in all existence and foreshadows her death in 
language similar to "The Wild Honey Suckle" (Vitzthum 118). 
The poet then confirms his affinity with Marcia's fatalistic 
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attitudes by claiming in the last stanza that he learns his 
philosophy from her. Both the poet's attraction to 
melancholy and gloom and the poem's stylistic resemblance 
to Freneau's darker verse strongly suggest that the young 
poet represents a parody of Freneau's nihilistic vision. 
Reacting to the poet's attraction to "reason in ruins" 
(260), the man in the white linen coat contrasts the poet's 
tragic point of view with the advantages of imagination, a 
position Freneau has spent much of the 1780's maligning. 
He calls imagination "a never failing source of pleasurable 
ideas" that can "lay brighter colours upon the gloomier 
scenes of life ... [and] transfer every thing that happens in 
real life to the more agreeable landscapes of an inchanted 
and fictitious country" (261). But the immediate appearance 
of two additional poems of the young poet, both of which 
turn from romance to pessimism, indicate that Freneau is not 
embracing imagination again but rather outlining his own 
career between the early 1770 's and late 1780' s and the 
unpleasant destination at which he has arrived. 
The final two scenes reconfirm both Freneau's revised 
attitude toward human immortality and his disenchantment 
with his own stoic pessimism. The first describes Marcia's 
funeral following her sudden death and centers around an 
Indian doctor who must speak a benediction over her grave 
because the officiating clergyman has lost his text. 
Instead of speaking mournfully of death, the Indian 
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CelebJ::"ates the 
woman's death as her passage to "the fine 
ethel:"ea1 
be again 
substance that does not cease to think, and shall 
employed by the immortal gods to put the forms of 
thing , 
sin motion" (267) . As the mourners are leaving the 
Chul:"chyaJ::"d 
, however, they are once more "gratified with a 
View of the crack-brained poet" (268), who now sounds far 
less 
affected by Marcia's death. Here stoic indifference 
becomes 
heartless deceit as the poet's heavy hearted 
attitude 
turns flippant: 
But why (continued he) need we make so many words 
about so trivial a matter as the death of Marcia, 
inasmuch as she was not mistress of twenty 
thousand pounds?--Besides, such events as these 
happen almost every day in some one part of the 
world or another!--However, her story may answer 
well enough to tell to the boys and girls, as 
their amusement ought to be consulted as well as 
that of men of sense. (269) 
The Young poet's final thoughts, perhaps meant to be stoic, 
al:"e actually cruelly indifferent and set up his concluding 
epitaph 
I 
supposedly an address by Marcia from the grave . 
The 
message, however, is not about the certainty of death 
hut th d melancholy. e inefficacy of pessimism an 
Her 
concluct· me, wake me--I came not here to ing cry of "Wake 
Sleepu l:"esounds with a regret that perhaps Freneau feels 
about tone that much of his work has the discouraging 
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expressed up t o this poi nt. 
Thr ough "Li ght Summer Reading" Freneau begins to 
separate h i msel f f rom t he dark n i h i lism he had developed 
for almost a decade, but more important are the numerous 
echoes of his growi ng speculations about a godhead , 
immortality, and the possibility of a universal design 
conceived by a supreme being, all of which grew out of the 
"Philosopher of the Forest" series. Such speculat i ons would 
have their effect on Freneau' s poetry that immediately 
followed the Miscellaneous Works. In many of these poems , 
Freneau begins to look at both nature and society from a 
different perspective; what were once human foibles, for 
example, such as avarice and ambition, become necessary to 
the growth and well-being of society and are the results of 
the active and aggressive mind that the poet celebrated in 
"The Pictures of Columbus. 11 What he begins to seek is a 
compromise between the empiricism that perceives chaos in 
both nature and man and the rational suppositions of 
universal design he has begun to formulate. The result is 
a more tolerant attitude toward both nature and human 
society . 
Perhaps nowhere is this compromise more evident than 
in a series of poems appearing in The Daily Advertiser 
between March and June of 1790 that were originally intended 
as a single epic poem entitled The Rising Empire. 1 Though 
the project was never completed, six of the remaining seven 
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poems characteri ze the people of s ix individua l states , 
while the seventh, t i tl e d "Philosophical Sk etch of Amer ica " 
serves as both an intr oduct ion to these states and an 
expression of the univers al design behind their creation and 
evolution. 
Though not the first of the six poems to appear when 
it was published on March 13, 1790, "Philosophical Sketch 
of America" provides the foundation from which one can 
examine the rest of the series. Freneau's definition of 
America encompasses both the northern and southern 
continents, a land so vast it "teems with all life" (8). 
The emphasis on size lends drama to its creation, described 
as a cataclysmic explosion of land from beneath the sea. 
Such violence and chaos are acknowledged as an ongoing 
characteristic of this world: 
Perpetual change its varying nature feels, 
The wave once flow'd that now with frost congeals , 
Suns on its breast have shed a feebler fire, 
Oceans have roll'd where mountains now aspire. 
(13-16) 
This same inclination toward chaos dominates humans as well, 
for their "changeful temper" is derived from the "differing 
earths" (17-18) from which they come. 
But Freneau leaves no doubt that there is a supernal 
force behind creation, governing its development. A "voice 
that shook all Nature's frame" (11} produced the American 
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continents, while human i ty was created by "some creating 
flame" (22). In addition, the theory of the migration of 
animals and Indians from Asia to the Americas is rejected; 
instead "the great disposing power" (25) creates all from 
"this common dust" (34 ) . The subordination of the physical 
world to a creative power is a fundamental change in 
Freneau 's philosophy. Both the restless and destructive 
impulses in humanity and the transience of land are linked 
to a single source of absolute power as an integral part of 
creation whose purpose is beyond human understanding 
(Vitzthum 141). 
Such disorder must now be viewed and understood as part 
of the cosmic whole, so "the splendid power" (40) in turn 
instills a level of intelligence, or "reasoning souls" ( 42), 
in humans so that they can first confront nature and change 
it to their benefit and then "Bow to the works of Heaven-
-and own them right" (49). The submissive tone of this 
final line suggests a limited capacity to understand, but 
these "reasoning souls" will nonetheless have the 
opportunity at least to acknowledge the outline of a cosmic 
design and recognize their role within it. 
The co-existence of opposing natural forces as well as 
opposing human characteristics is embodied in the first poem 
of the Rising Empire series, "A Descriptive Sketch of 
Maryland," which originally appeared in March. The opening 





ruction that have appeared so frequently before. 
Descr·b · 
l. 1.ng Maryland as "torn from itself ... [by] Chesapeake, s 
angry tide" ( 
1-2), the speaker emphasizes the violence of 
ci:-eat· 
l.on Yet two lines later acknowledges that the state is 
also "a 
fertile region with a temperate sky" ( 4). Such 
coup1. 
1.ng Of opposing points of view marks the remainder of 
the Poem h. 
' w l.ch describes both the benefits and shortcomings 
Of U:t-ban 
commerce and rural agrarianism. Vitality radiates 
fi:-om the 
descriptions of Baltimore's transformation from a 
Sle 




growing taste for pleasure and finery, so much so that 
the 
residents trade their weal th for "foreign trappings" 
But the price of commercial success 
(18) 
a nd Pleasure, 
'l'he ii:-
energy contrasts with the dullness of inland rural 
even at the risk of their fortunes. 
life 
' "Where the "lofty mansion" (41), enlivened with "no 




( 26) • 
lethai:-gy of 
"delight/ In dances measured by the winter's 
The vitality of the coast compared to the 
the rural inland is another reflection of 
Pi:-eneau•s use of the sea as a symbol of aggressiveness and 
inte11 coast's seemingly superior ectua1 vigor, but the 
Chai:-acterization should not detract from the fact that both 
the h i'olent and fertile coast · ns use t e v al and rural regio 
of creation to their advantage 
and thus 
sue 
cessfu11y . coexist. 
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"A 
Description o f Pennsylvania," appearing one week 
later 
' Uses i magery o f l and and water once again , only here 
the 
Passive fertility of the land and the violent nature of 
the 'Water . 
are integrated to form a healthy, vibrant society. 
Poem 
begi ns with the pastoral fruitfulness of 
Pennsy l va . ' 
nia s i nland p l ai ns , but the soil and its plenty 
are t · 
led inexorably t o the network of rivers that either 
carry . 
its harvest to the coast or occasionally overflow with 
:floods that "through groves or mountains stray" (11). Yet 
both the ut·1· 
i ity and the violence of nature are part of the 
overa11 
des i gn directed by a supreme power: 
The God of nature still directs the way, 
With fondest care has trac'd each river's bed 
And mighty streams thro' mighty forests led, 
Bade agriculture thus export her freight , 
The strength and glory of this favour'd State. 
(12-16 ) 
The successful synthesis of land and water into a 
hen 
evolent force of growth and development leads to the 
introduction of its human counterpart, William Penn, who 
Person· · · t , rational gifts to lfies the application of humani Y s 
the 
improvement of society. Penn is presented as a 
v.randering pioneer' new to the land, who "made barren forests 
hloomu (19), "beheld his tribes increase" (23), and "Bade 
"il:'tu . 1 d" (26) Penn becomes e flourish in this foreign an · 
the p that Freneau would rototype of the "rational" man 
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champion 
over the remainder of his career, 
applying h. . 
. is intellectual gifts and benevolent 
lmpro 




au then curiously separates Penn from his Quaker 
brethren in 
the poem's final section, in which he contrasts 
the l 
eacter 's energetic mind with his followers' languid 
torpor 
' so "pacific in each aim" (27) that they become "all 
complai 
sant to power/ To bow to ruffians in the trying hour" 
(43-44). 
Their failure is that it is "on visions, [that] 
they 
···Place their trust" (38) not on reason and action; 
they thus become metaphysical dreamers who separate 
them 
Selves from reality (Vitzthum 146) and become foils to 
the 
aggressive, creative Penn. 
Like "A Description of Pennsylvania," the next poem of 
th. 
ls series to appear, "A view of Massachusetts" on March 
29 
' also reintroduces the pastoral image of the land as a 
Prov id . . . 
er, the labors of the "industrious swain" (4) creating 
agrar · l.an weal th. But this agricultural inclination is 
Undercut by a commercial impulse that drives the people to 
sea; the quiet of "smiling plenty" (3) is replaced with 
"b 01d avarice" (l 8 ) and the "frequent tempests" (13) of the 
0 cean. h th t · It is these ambitious impulses, owever, a give 
a People vitality, acting as a "great effect ... That holds 
in happier bonds our restless race" (19- 20). Avarice a nd 
ambition, once social ills, are now necessary ingredients 














siveness symbolized by the sea. 
A society · h 
wit out such drives is like a land-locked 
lake, "u 
nfect by springs" (23) and "Unmov'd by moons" (25), 
that 
eventually becomes "a putrid nuisance" (27), apathetic 
and lethargic. 
With out the addition of new currents or 
force 
s to change the water's makeup or compel its movement, 
the l 
ake stagnates. Freneau argues that the same fate 
awaits 
societies that fail to react to the forces and 
impulses that 
affect them, even if they are potentially 
destruct· 
ive, for they are ultimately the source of a healthy 
society: 
Thus, even base avarice helps to make us blest 
Nor vainly planted in the human breast,--
With her, ambition join'd; they proudly drive, 
Rule all our race, and keep the world alive. 
(29-32) 
aseu as these drives may be, they are the foundation of 
Mass 
achusetts, success and the source of the people's 
''u nconquer•ct spirit" 
~erican 
Revolution. 
that made them leaders during the 
The "Description of Connecticut," which appeared on 
11ay 10' contains the same revolutionary spirit, but it 
otherwise bears little resemblance to either Pennsylvania 
or Massachusetts. Connecticut's land possesses none of the 
fertility of either of its sister states nor is its commerce 
invested with the same adventurous vigor. Though "all are 
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bent on gain" ( 12) , the energy of the people is instead tied 
up in unproductive legal squabbling and shallow learning. 
More damning is the petty use of their gifts . They are 
"fond to converse, [but] with deep designing views" (23), 
suggesting a greater interest in specific ends than in 
intellectual inquiry, and equally "fond of [their] wit, but 
fonder to be paid" (25). Nor do they use the natural gifts 
given them; the state possesses "commodious ports" (3) and 
an abundance of inland waters, but the spirit of commercial 
development seems lacking. The final eight-line passage 
attempts to balance this rancorous view by praising 
Connecticut's patriotic fervor, but the state finally proves 
to be a foil to the vitality of Pennsylvania and 
Massachusetts . 
The most obvious foil, however, is the languid 
stagnation described in "A Descriptive Sketch of Virginia ," 
published on June 11 as the last of the Rising Empire poems. 
Freneau claims the Virginians live in the past and "swell" 
with their "imagined rank" (2-3). Compared to the vigor of 
its northern neighbors, Virginia lacks intellectual vitality 
and commercial drive, relying instead on slavery to sustain 
itself. As a result, their "high aspiring soul [and] ... firm 
unconquered mind" (16-17), a reference to Virginia's rapid 
development as a colony, have been replaced with the 
"haughty air" and "proud demeanor" of a race "averse to 
toil" (26-28) and intellectual effort. Worst of all, the 
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does not us e r es ources t o achieve a 
but "heaps up weal th from luxury and 
,/ Expor ts 
the produce of exhausted plains" (47-48) . 
s i gn' t· 1. icant i s Freneau ' s handling of Virginia's 
Coin lllei:-c · 
I n Pennsy lvania they play an active role in the 
J. a l s uccess w of the state and contribute to the land I s 
e11-be · J.ng . 
asso . 
But in Virginia the rivers instead are 
CJ.ated 
h Wi th stagnat i on and indolence. The James does 
•,ot f 
eed · 
· J.nto the ocean but "repells" (53) it, suggesting 
J.solat · 
J.on from the greater world . On the Potomac, the ''w ondering 
results 
eye" (55) of a sailor sees on the shore the 
of shortsighted sloth: 
Impoverish'd fields that near their margins lie, 
Mercantile towns where dullness holds her reign 
And boors, too l azy to manure the plain:--
(56-58) 
Like 
the People of Connecticut, the Virginians have wasted 
the · J.i:- re sources by failing to apply their reason to improve 
the· 
J.i:- lanct · t t V and their society. As Vi tzthum po1.n s ou , 
irg· J.nia · b d J.s the lake in "A view of Massachusetts" gone a' 
lack . 
J.ng the energies generated by ambition to create the 
"itality 
of Massachusetts or Pennsylvania (lSO). 
th '.l'he compromises born of new philosophic ideas permeate 
e R ' The dual roles of destruction and ~no J.'m .... .: __ 
.n ~ poems. 
Ui:-tur· J.ng · ed incomprehensible in nature that once seem 
Pren eau ar parts of the same cycles 




Human drives that once seemed to d · un ermine the 
society now are necessary to its development. 
relat· ionships grow out of conflicting forces 
I 
Freneau's growing inference of a greater design 
by a higher authority that nonetheless remains ill 
These compromises and the associated re-
e"al Uations 




, to take root in Frenea u 's poetry in the early 
s 
One 
a of the most symbolically dense examples of such 
re-e 
"aluat· 
~r~i~-- ion appeared in an untitled poem in the Daily 
~OnM a ay 1, 1790, that was later republished with 
n add. . 
. .1.t.1.ona1 in stanza as "Constantia II in the National Gazette 
August 
f 1792 • In "Constantia" Freneau explores the 
ailure 
in of both pastoral romanticism and clear-eyed realism 
the f' 
h .1.gures of Constantia and a sailor trying to seduce 
er. 
Constantia wishes to withdraw from the world into a 
con 
"ent il ' declaring herself "sick of the world" (1) and the 
lusions of its "balls and plays" (3) and bent upon viewing 
e)(ist ence t , hrough the eyes of cloistered religion. The 
Sail Or argues that withdrawal from the reality of experience 
\.Ii thers h ~ uman beings and leads to a passionless existence 
[\./] he re kisses freeze and love is snow" ( 12 ) · 
In the 1792 
"ers· ion . . ' Which also appears in Freneau's 1795 collection , 
the 
sailor adds in the new stanza that rural isolation will 
he 





"Th e barren oak and cluster'd pine 
"Af ford a gloomy, sad delight; 
"But 
"The 
why that bloom of health resign , 
mingled tint of red and white: 
"In cloister'd cells the flowers expire 
"That on the plain all eyes admire. 
(Miscellaneous Works, 381-82, 11. 13-18) 
On1y a 
hermit could . . . enJoy such a life, he says, which, of coui:-se, r 
eca11s the delusions of the romantic hermit of 
Saba. 
,, But When he closes his argument by telling her his 
Painted 
barque" awaits her, he hints at the failure of the 
emp. 
l.l:"ica1 
realism that Freneau has so often connected with 
the sea 
' for the "painted barque" calls to mind the same 
image . 
l.ll "The Lost Adventurer" that seduced Ralph into the 
tei:--... ... oi:-s 
a nd disappointments of seafaring. 
Const t. . . an ia•s reply to the sailor's entreaties becomes 
F'i:-enea u 1 
em.Pii:-i 
s opportunity to further define the failures of 
to cal realism. She proclaims that she will have nothing 
do With the life of a seaman and tells him to "plough 
[his1 
Beyond the obvious sexual gloomy seas" (23). 
l:"ef 
ei:-ence , . 1 · h , this line also implies that Freneau 's rea ism as 
tui:-ned 
into a fallow field that is philosophically barren. 
She 




of life at sea has "great merit" (35) but contends 
sailor must remain closer to land if they are to 
en . 
Joy any kind of a relationship. 
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I n t he concludi' ng 
stanza , their compromise requires 
th
ey both gi' Ve u th · h h l p some ing, s e er pans to withdraw fi:-om 
experience 
Ph. and he the rugged realities of the sea . 
J.losoph ' 
ically, this union possesses a two-fold meaning. 
F'ii:-st 
''.B ' Constantia's change of heart about repairing to 
eth l ehem ' s 
!:'eject· 
l.on of 
romantic escapism, but the sailor's decision 
Walls" ( 5 ) reiterates Freneau ' s long-standing 
tog · l.Ve U 




e sterility of empirical realism and its 
J.ncom 1 
p eteness (Vi tzthum 138). In neglecting "his prospects 
Of th 
e deep" (39), the sailor is abandoning his livelihood , 
\./hile 
F'reneau is giving up the "prospects" of chaos and 
11lhi1· 
l.sm. Second, the union of Constantia and the sailor 
symbo 1 i 
Cally reflects how the merging of disparate elements 
lllakes f 
the R. 
or the harmonious whole that Freneau celebrates in 
-1:.§l__nq Emm .... i ;· r -e-
~ poems. Just as he draws her back into 
elllp . 
l.l:'ica1 experience, she draws him away from the disorder 
Of the 
sea, and the fecundity of their marriage demonstrates 
hot,., 
seemingly cont licting forces will create the same 
Pi:-osPei:- t ' sketches of ous harmony found in the poe ic 
11ass 
achusetts and Pennsylvania. 
Th' · verns Freneau's l.s same spirit of compromise go 
l:'evisect t the duali'ty of nature in "Stanzas a titudes about 
rli:-itt sandy Hook, 1790 , " en on the Hills of Neversink, near 
in \./hich . 'ddle ground between the the poet establishes a mi 
Pastoi:-a1· . lence of the sea (Vitzthum J.sm of land and the vio 
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lSl). 
the The opening lines of this early 1791 poem celebrate 
strength 
a~ and permanence of nature, not its transience, 
.L.ar d, 




The "distant wave/ That sinks the 
l.ghboring 
land" ( 3-4) is no longer an example of transient 
decay but 
Part of the plan of a "happy genius" (2). The 
hills 
are 
th . now "impervious to the wind" ( 7) and the oaks in 
eir t 
s rength b 
the name "N 
end to the tempests but do not break. Even 
eversink" denotes a durability that is absent 
from the 
land in earlier poems, such as "The American v· l.llageu 
t or "Port Royal" (Vi tzthum 
he hills 
153). The solitude of 
and the "bold and broken shore" that would have 
earlier 
Provoked a sense of despair are now sources of awe 
and 
respect 
Whereas decay incited dolor, this sense of nature's 
Perm 
anence · · d 
loss 
inspires feelings of comfort in its presence an 
at its absence: 
With towering crest, you first are doom'd 
The news of Land to tell; 
To him that comes, fresh joys impart, 
To him that goes, a heavy heart, 
The lover's long farewell! (14-18) 
F're neau•s t ;s contrasted newly found happiness with na ure ~ 
in the 
natura1 
third stanza with his former characterizations of 
. d . the violence of the 
embodie in turmoil, again 
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You saw me r i g the barque , so trim , 
To trace a tiresome road; 
By . 
wintry seas and tempests chas'd 
You saw me o ' er the ocean haste 
I 
A comfortless abode ! (23-27) 
The so1. 
itary reali' sm · of the sea and its offspring, stoicism, 
labeled 
now as "tiresome" and "comfortless," are shunned 
0 nc e again 
as alien to human felicity. 
It 
must be understood, however, that Freneau is again 
Seeking a 
middle ground between romance and empirical 
realism 
· The springs of Neversink may be a "luxury to sip" 
(29), bu . 
t this celebrat i on of nature can only go so far . 
The hills 
themselves are apparently out of reach of humans; 
on1y d 
eer reside in its "rural retirements" (32), and the 
"ery t 
ops of these "dark groves" are "in aether lost" (34) , 
So 
re.mot 
e from human experience that even "the trembling 
rustic" (3 6) 
would admit, unlike the hermit of Saba, that 
th. 
l.s World is beyond human grasp (Vi tzthum 154) • Total 
ro.znant· 
J.cism, like pure empiricism, is incomplete . 
In the final stanza Freneau declares that he is now 
of the shore" (40), meaning he is free from the 
of empiricism and the resulting perceptions of 
The "passing sail II and its connections to a world 
chaos no longer attract Freneau as the only 
episte 
lllological certainty. His focus on the "Soft sleep 
and ea 
se, blest days and nights" ( 43) / the products of 
1 77 
lve\r 
ers ink •s 
benign h confus · sore, i s f ar different f rom the 
J.on of 
r~ "The Verna l Ague ," h ~newal were perceptions of both 
a nd d 
Nature, ecay create depression and resignation. 
s duality . 
~ePr is no longer a contradiction but instead 
esents 
opposi ng parts of a larger design . 
Another 
''11i Poem appeari ng in the Daily Advertiser in 1791, 
ner\ra•s 
Advice " attitude ' both reinforced Freneau's changing 
nee towar d nature and reintroduced his belief in the 
essity 
anc· of applying human reason to nature. Using the 
.lent myth 
his of Jason and the Golden Fleece, Freneau takes 
SYl?Jbolic 
exPer . use of the sea as the source of hard-won 
J.ence 
ciis a nd puts a new twist on it, for instead of 
co\rer · 
'1ason ing their own impotence in the face of disorder, 
combat and overcome the sea's violence. 
of inexperience dominate the beginning of the 
''w· 
J. th sails so white and masts so slim" (3), the ~. s p . 
u rJ.stine 
nre1 . 
J.abi1 · t 1v J. y. 
appearance i mplies innocence and 
Its very newness attracts the attention of 
ePtune 
llot ' Who Whispers to the speaker that those "Who know 
danger 
s . ' know not fear" (8 ) and observes that these green al.lo 
rs b 1 · e ieve the ocean to be no more violent than a 
the scene shifts to the ocean, however, the 
reveal the crew's unpreparedness. While most of 
seasick on the decks and Jason himself trembles 




t at Sea," cries th t t one a he ship is lost. But the 
O:f ''11 ' . inerva•s 
.l. ts l. 785 Advice" shares none of the grimness of 
~. Predecessor 
·~.1.nei:- · In the midst of this storm appears 
Va, Who 
in"'-...~ tells Jason that h d d -= ... -= ,,8 . onor eman s courage, for 
V, .... t .l.ghs ne'er wi' ll 
....... Ue hush the waves to peace" (29 ). 
cannot b 
Chan e found in passive endurance but active 
ge, she 
lan says , couching her advice in flippant, offhand 
guage: 
To labour drive the skulking crew, 
That now their speedy ruin mourn: 
Jove hates the wretch that's in the dumps, 
But smiles on him that jogs the pumps. (33-36) '.l1he 
bul:"lesque 
F'i:-e tone of these lines reflects the change in 
neau,s 
natu attitude toward humanity's relationship with 
l:"e, but 
res more important is the message that humanity is 
Ponsible 
s :for its own survival. Skill and science were 
llpPosedl 
and t y of no use in 1785, but now "bring[ ing] the yards 
0 Pmasts 
'' down" ( 4 o) is far more effective than offering 
sneak. 
J.ng Prayers" ( 3 9 ) hulllan . 
J. ty IS , 
up to Jove or simply accepting 
b impotence before nature. Jason faces the storm 
Y tak· 
h J.ng control of his ship and crew and concludes the 
~Oel!J 
t-.ri th t . 
his "grave remark" (48): 
12.s.nqer the ruffian never meets, 
u A§_he grows saucy, she retreats! (4 9- 5o) 
ason, 
s s transformation from trembling tar to assured, almost 
t-.rag 
gel:" ing, b f, t of his aggressively sailor is the ene J. 
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confronting nature and seeking the means to control or at 
least withstand its power. That the solution to his problem 
is divinely imparted also indicates that human reason shares 
a divine connection with a vague supernal power that is here 
masked behind ancient mythology. 
Both of these conclusions are key components of the 
philosophic re-evaluation Freneau underwent between 1788 
and 1792. Out of his perceptions of anarchy and their 
corresponding spiritual emptiness comes a rational response 
that affirms the existence of an omnipotent creative power 
who is responsible for the order and design of this 
universe . Because humans are ill-equipped either to 
perceive or 









destructiveness of humanity are but a small part of a 
greater whole. Freneau consequently revises his 
interpretations of his perceptions and alters the recurring 
symbolism of his poetry to at least intimate the greater 
design that human understanding can only begin to envision. 
By 1792 the poet has reclaimed faith in both the world of 
the spirit and the benevolence of nature, despite its 
violence. At the same time he espouses the aggressive use 
of reason to improve humanity's place in this grand design, 
even to the inclusion of impulses he originally disparaged. 
over the remainder of his career, Freneau would begin to 
codify his rationalist turn in deistic trappings. 
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Endnotes 
I n Land and Sea Vitzthum excludes "A View of Rhode Island," 
published in The Daily Advertiser on February 4, 1790, because 
Freneau' s omi ssion of the poem in both the 1795 and 1809 
collections makes attribution doubtful. Hiltner also excludes 
the poem from The Newspaper Verse of Philip Freneau. I have 
therefore excluded the poem as well, having no grounds to 
dispute the position of either. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE RATIONAL SOLUTION 
much ft 0 he 1790's Freneau published a limited 
ly . r.1c poetry, 
Se\r era1 
..,. newspapers . verse , including the National Gazette, the 
~h , and th · -t· e onl e Time Piece and Literary Companion. 
y major 
this milestone of Freneau's poetic career during 
decade 
Wri tt is the publication of his 1795 collection, Poems 
en b 
P etween 1764 and 1794. 
Uhlicat· 
ion f c01 ° this work in an effort to create a definitive lect· J.on of h. 
Pess. is poems, in many cases softening some of his 
J.mistic v 
\riew erse to match his revised philosophic point of 
concentrating his efforts on editing 
Freneau supervised the 
(Vitzth 
17 um 164). 95 
The new verse that appeared after the 
collect · t
0 
J.on deals more often with political and social 
Pies 
as he f in b ocused on issues concerning the public good 
oth Poetr 
Ci\r· Y and prose. 
l.c-m· 
Emory Elliott has pointed to the 
J' J.ndedness 
Ohn 
this work as Freneau's incorporation of 
Common sense dictum that literature 
the power to improve the morals and character 





J.ze the didacticism that permeates the new lyrics 
hat 
began to tly after 1800, 
Part . appear more frequen 
rre J.cu1al:"ly the handful of philosophic poems published in 
neau,s 
last two collections in 1809 and 1815 · The 
Pri\r ate particularly the 
p symbolism of his earlier work, 
Olarit · 
.les l:"epresented by his use of land and sea imagery, 
182 
is replaced with a far more explicit style that openly 
philosophizes about the topics he had ruminated upon in less 
accessible language during the previous two decades. 
Apparently Freneau now felt that he had come to acceptable 
solutions to his philosophic dilemmas and believed his 
message to be more important than poetic complexity. 
That message is embodied in a formalized, poetic 
expression of the rational presuppositions he had begun to 
formulate toward the end of the 1780's. The most 
significant of these is his now firm belief in a cosmic 
design governing the universe, a design that is only 
partially discernible through empirical perception because 
external reality can provide only limited knowledge. Human 
comprehension of such a divine purpose requires that 
observation of the natural world be complemented by the 
vigorous exercise of intellect, for the active use of reason 
for social and intellectual improvement is an inherent part 
of the design. Freneau focuses on the intellect as the 
chief tool of enlightenment because reason is to be 
considered the center of humanity's spiritual being, a 
direct, if somewhat faint, connection to the supreme being, 
who is conceived in Freneau's cosmos as pure Reason. Also 
inherent in the design is an on-going balance of creative 
and destructive forces that in effect maintain corporeal 
life on earth. Creation, as it was described in 
"Philosophical Sketch of America," becomes the product of 
183 
v · l.oJence 
I 'Whil d Of e ecay becomes the source of nature's cycle 
renewal. 
destruct · 
Therefore , what appears to be random pain and 
ion at c Ually sustains the greater whole . 
The t 
enets of Freneau I s · · · · rationalist vision are similar 




America during the eighteenth century, 
b y 
etween 
among students and upper class Americans 
the 1760 's and the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. 
Herbert Morais has cited among the general 
Char 
acterist· l.cs of Deism an emphasis on the practice of 
Virtue 
I a belief in revelation through the observation of 
nature 
' a conception of God as a "passive policeman" who 
does 
not · interfere in the material world, and a belief in 
a 
continu · 
1.ng existence after death (77-84) . Among Freneau 's 
cont 
th emporaries, these ideas were nowhere better expressed 
an in 
Thomas Paine's The Age of Reason, published in two 
1794 and 1796. Intended as an assault upon 
religion as being supererogatory to 
natural 
X...he Age of Reason simultaneously declares Paine's 
natural revelation, in which God is discovered 





of the , th t we may discover "the whole uni verse so a 
e)(tent 
of those tare commonly called the laws, and . .. wha 
Pot-.rer s of Though Freneau makes no 
nature" (Paine I, 93). 
dir ect ref in his poetry, he does 
erence to The Age of Reason 
lltention the Robert Slender letters 
Paine's work in one of 
184 
in the Aur . . - ora, a Ph1.ladelph1.a newspaper, during 
Which he points out the orthodox clergy's 
attacks 
Freneau 301) 
on divine revelation. (Leary 
F • 
reneau•s 
Char later poetry 
acte . 
embodies several deistic 
r.1.st · 
co l.cs in one form 
11ceht · 
I:" l.on 
or another, though his 
the 
Soul 




a1.ned couched in ambiguous language, perhaps a 
Of h • 
ca11 l.s insistence that both a deity and afterlife only be . 
Cos.in .l.nferred from the empirical world. Because this 
Ologica1 
Stud view can be inferred only through rational 
y Of 
the mater1.·a1 apn world, many of these later lyrics 
l:"r0 ach 
the and epistemological question of human perception 
conclude 








i mages of natural discord and social upheaval 
\r . 
.l.et.,ed 
represented a universe without purpose are now 
as our a sma11 part of a plan too large and detailed for 
Und erstand ' ing. 
''o 
l) n False Systems of Government, and the Generally 
ebased 
u..... Condition of Mankind," for example, treats human 
•Ider 
stand . 
b . ing 
e.1.n g_ 
as a 1 1 · of the mind of the supreme pa e rep 1.ca 




di. \r . 
.l.ne co d the deity, a 
c
0 
nnection between humanity an 
nnect · .l.on t time and has been 
hat has become weak over 
monarchies, it eventually focuses on reason as 
185 
fui:-th er c orrupted b have Y the tyrannical political climates that 
exploited 
Of th humanity's baser instincts. The first half 
e Poem 
exist 
m . aintains that governments as they currently 
cannot hu be expected to nurture what is best in 
manity 
Vlhil · Monarchies diffuse human rights to a select few 
e seek . 




' tvi th blood to stain/ The Maker's works below" 
-48) 
· Ev en republics may ultimately be found fit only 
the stage where tyranny began" (18) • Ideally, 
should encourage 
in its people: 
the exercise of virtue and 
InS t ruct them well in Reason's school, 
Inform our active race;--
True honor to the mind impart, 
w· J.th Virtue's precepts warm the heart, 
Not urge it to be base. (50-54) 
At th;s t' h' .... point the poem turns from the rela ions .1p 
hett,., 
een soc · h · t d iety d t to that between uman.1 Y an th an governmen 
e ,-3 • 
Moved toward virtuous behavior, people will \..{ei ty. 
b ecome" 
sublimer and superior far" (62) and will enter into 
a I ' 
'harmony The root of this 
not understood" (65). 
lllYster· J.ous 1 connection between 
h 
consonance is a spiri tua 
Ulna ns 
and the supreme being who created them: 
For, in our race, derang'd, bereft, 
The d some vestige left eparting God 
Of worth before possess'd, 
186 
Whi ch f ull, which f air, wh i ch perfect shone , 
Wh' ich l ove and peace , i n concord sown , 
Rul ' d and i nspir 'd each breast. (67-72 ) 
F'i:-eneau . 
~ implies the passing of an Edenic age, in which the 
"-all · 
is f rom · 
v i r tue , not grace, and the result is a feeble 
i mage of a 
divi ne s p i r it t hat once permeated humanity but 
not,., 
appears 
a s "shades of that prevailing mind" (74). This 
much t-.reak e . . 
r Vessel, poorl y equipped to understand the social 
anct . 
Pol i tical turmoil of the world, thus wonders why "reason 
[is1 
· · · called supreme/ Where nations find no rest" (95-96) 
and 
concludes that nature is mere chaos : 
What are the ends of Nature ' s laws? 
What folly prompts, what madness draws 
Mankind in chains too strong? 
Nature to us confus'd appears; 
On little things she wastes her cares, 
The great gmn sometimes wrong. 
(103-08) 
The italicized qualifications appearing in the final 
th
i-ee that human lines , however , clearly indicate 
Pei:-cept· t of intellectual ions of disorder are the produc s 
and d 8 Piritual h me limitations that coul limitations, t e sa 




may be more perception than Nature's "confusion" 
Which insinuates the poem's 
subtle optimism. 
malformed tree that "when 
describes humanity as a 
187 
(85) · 1 
w.1 l be replaced with an "infant shoot 
time · 
W.lll swell ... To all that Heaven design ' d" 
Here F 
reneau hin t s at what several subsequent 
as " Science Fav ourable to Virtue" and 
on t h e Power o f Human Understanding" will 
that the active ex ercise and development of 
share d b 
Y al l human i ty will create order out of 
''o n Fa l se 
t'orin Sys tems o f Government" appeared in its final 
i n 
. 1 802 as a 1n 1
797 
synthes i s of two earlier poems published 
a and 1 800 1 
Subsequent poems, most of which would PPear . . 
furth i n h is l a s t two collections in 1809 and 1815, would 
er s upp 
Of or t the assertion that humans were quite capable 
Perce · 
i vJng 11at suggestions of design amidst the chaos of the 
Ura1 
'World auth ' but that both the total design itself and its 
Or 
C c ould only be . d onst . inf erre • "Reflections on the 
.,... ltuti on 
~oems ' or Frame of Nature, 11 from the 1809 collection 't ; :i tte!L_--..!a,!,nngd _ _1:P'._buUb~lU1.u· s~hl!e~d;L_jd;!!u~r(.,J.~· n~_....ct=.!h;.!e~__,_A~m"-'e""r,__,i,,_,· c:::..:a,,_...,n 
Cosin ~' celebrates the symmetry and order of the 
os and . 




J I bei ng· Frenea u describes the "exact design" (Poems 
''" ' 262-53 1 9) and "nicest order" (11) of this 
'{n"ar . ' . 
Ying" that the very 
Con (16) machine and declares 
Stit 
~ Ution of the t lead a "reasoning human Qou11r universe mus 
to inf h 1 " (19-20) who is 
etern er "an author of the w O e 
a1 and omnipresent. The earth, he continues, must lead 
188 
to th 
e same · 
inference for th ' b ''th , is same presence can e seen 
rough Skies 
, o'er seas, o'er lands" (25). 
But beyond the powers of empirical observation humans 
left 
only with speculation. 
-World 
The beginning of this 
, the li..,'t , .. is of the universe, and the characteristics 
Of its 
maker are all beyond empirical discovery: 
Where ends this world, or when began 
This spheric point displayed to man?--
No limit has the work divine, 
Nor owns a circumscribing line. 
Beyond what mind or thought conceives, 
Our efforts it in darkness leaves; 
And Nature we, by Reason's aid, 
Find boundless as the power that made. 
(29-36) 




P . t i' n The Aqe of Reason that aine 's argumen -
the book of Job as the 
continuing 
cont 
emPlat · ion of two questions: 
E_irst, --Canst thou by searching find out God? 
Yes; because in the first place, I know I did not 
make myself, and 
.§_earching into the 
yet I have existence; and by 
nature of other things, I find 
that no other thing could make itself; and yet 
'st· therefore it is, 
millions of other things exi ' 
189 
that I know 
, by positive conclusion resulting from 
th . 
l.s search th , at there is a power superior to all 
th0
se things, and that power is God. 
~,--Canst thou find out the Almighty to 
Perfect · 
ion? No; not only because the power and 
Wisdom He has manifested in the structure of 
creation that I behold is to me incomprehensible, 
but b 
ecause even this manifestation, great as it 
is, · 
is probably but a small display of that 
immensity of power and wisdom by which millions 
of othe..... · 'bl b thei'r 
L worlds, to me invisi e Y 
distance, were created and continue to exiSt . (72 i 
Pt. 1) 
E'renea 
u, 1 'k 
Pla l. e Paine finds the inference of a supreme being 
Usibl ' 
h e based on the evidence of the "Great Frame" (l 7 ) 
e beholds 
s ' Pace,, Yet the power "whose mansion is unbounding 
(28) 
limitations , however, 
resists any further discovery. 
Episte 
tr mological no longer 
ans1at 
i11q . e into the type of human helplessness or 
J.ffe 
agg rence expressed in Freneau's pessimistic works. The 
ress· 
J. "e u . d d in "The Pictures Of se of intellect was intro uce 
Col 
Of th Uinbus" as a means of achieving a greater understanding 
e World a the Rising Empire poems 
els nd later emphasized in 
a "i ta1 
Soc· component 
J.ety. 
a heal thy commercial of building 
.i.inh After 1800 it 
both to becomes necessary 
~ro" 
einent 
of human virtue and to 





bond of reason between humanity and the deity . "Science 
Favourable to Virtue," fr om the 1809 collection, examines 
the paradox of humanity's high intellectual aspirations and 
limited capacities and concludes that the intellectual 
growth of the human mind is inexorably tied to its moral 
growth and stability. Freneau argues that we are uncertain 
of the world and our place i n it and are thus "anxious to 
investigate/ All knowledge through creation" (Poems (1809) 
I, 261-62, 11. 2-3). Human curiosity is so great, in fact, 
that it would attempt to discover the very source of wisdom 
to understand the laws of nature. But this desire is 
essentially a "Vain wish" (9) to become equal with God, an 
impossibility for humans, for the aspiring mind, "though 
perched on eagles' wings" ( 11), still must struggle to 
understand even the surface of nature, what Freneau calls 
"the scum of things" (12). Any greater aspirations of the 
mind are doomed to frustration: 
Of things supreme she dreams or doats; 
Fluttering awhile, she soon descends, 
And all in disappointment ends. 
( 14-16) 
still, Freneau finds a divine purpose behind humanity's 
exercise of reason: 
From efforts and attempts, like these, 
Virtue is gained by slow degrees ; 
And science, which from truth she draws, 
191 
Stands f' 
irm to Reason and her cause. 
'.rhe 
(21-24) PurPos e Of 
!-eas on 
through 




~ ruta1 · t · ~uifills ins inct" 




enhances virtue and 
which simultaneously 
scheme" (32) of allowing 
al'ld to at 1 
''h onour 
east approach the perfection of the deity 
lllet .Reason ere we die" (28). apho · rJ.ca11 
Of Y saw through the shallow romantic perceptions 








Years before, he now argues that the same 
Of m' 
"is· J.on ind Will result not in a depressing cosmic 
i.l'l but in the h discovery and growth of a natural goodness 
umanit 




n the Powers · " 1 f th lao9 of Human Understanding, a so rom e 
~ 
Cctp (I, 264-65), focuses first on these same 
abilities 
gaik of reason, in particular on the virtues to be 
"ed 
:from the "moral powers" of the mind. These moral 
''li:ft 
Us to the power who made/ Illume what seems to 
Shade" (l6-l7). This illumination reprises the idea 
reason f the ~at helps us understand the appearances 0 er . 
J.a1 · 
t World, but the assertion that it may also raise us 
Ot-varq 
'that the Creator initiates the discussion of a cosmology 
al'l encompasses both God and afterlife. Freneau infers God 
d et 




one gue because · emp. , once again, he cannot know either 
J.rica11 l Y and · argely instead hypothesizes their existence 
on th 




of the cosmological view Freneau develops 
with his assertion that the application 
actvanc 
Of Poem start 
reas on 
es the "social plan" of humanity: 
Though for some better state designed, 
Is there not vigour in the mind 
'.rhe To make a heaven of this-- (27-29) 
''b etter 
art state" for which the mind is designed is an 
erlif 
N• e, but ~i~i not one based on good works or belief in a 
ne embo . 
sy diment of good. The godhead of this theological 
stem . J.s 
as ''the a Purely rational one, the "Great supreme," who, 
Vast Pree self [from which] all power derives" (5) 
edes 
its humanity as both the source of and the model for 
''f aint . St image, 11 the human mind. To reach this "better 
ate,, 
t 
humans · l dh d hr
0
h must progress toward the rat1.ona go ea 
\.(gh 




. l.on, howev , d t only rational pursuits 
n the er, 1.nclu es no 
su material world but also literally dying into a 
Perna1 
that World that provides opportunities for discovery 
far 
exceed those here: 
The power of death must come between 
And nature gives another scene 
More brilliant to admire. (4o-42 ) 
entering this supernal world, 
193 
the mind 
''d e c o"' '"Posed 
\o/.ith tha t ' or recombined" (43) may ga i n "a nearer rank 
first cause" w.i11 (4 6), but get no farther. Humans 
n eve r 
cannot be 
them 
' f or 
reach 
a P lane equal to that of God and, in fact, 
sure j 
ust h ow f ar this evolution of mind will take 
t h e 
an 
ambi guous 
e}Ct n ote to th i s afterlife. 
ita li c ized may in the next to last stanza adds 
The last stanza 
end s th 
t e ambigu i ty' 
e.rms the 
describing in non-anthropomorphic 
fi n a l d t . es 1.nation of reasoning humanity as a "mass 
Un i ted . •• I In orbs that heaven assigns" (53-54). 
the 
n Process will be a slow one, humanity may 
onetheJess 
th ' through the intellectual and moral progress of 
e "' ' •ulnd 
:f.cui t . ' lllove t oward a perfection that could reach its 
lon in art · a ional afterlife. 
Both "S . 









I stated at the 
as a means of approaching the deity. 
beginning of this chapter, many of 
E'.re neau, 
on s Poems in the final stage of his career centered 
P.ract · 
13 lcal Problems and socially responsible advice. "The 
lasts 
c Of November ,, from the lB09 Poems, successfully 
0 lllb · ' lnes 
Ph. Freneau, s pragmatic concerns and his abstract 
.l.los 
.inte11 ophizing by illustrating how the practical use of 
hu ect both overcomes nature's violence and reflects the 
lllan lll . lnd , s ,, . . The poem uses Fulton 's 
st god-like" qualities . 
eam engine th fruits of human intellect 
Wh· as an example of e 
.l.ch h ere 1 ·gnant side of nature. serve to combat the ma 2 
1 94 
takes on nature ' s 1 1 ma evo ent role , as Freneau With a h ' s 1.p ' s sink1.' ng 1.·n a severe storm on the 
As f 
r om the s hor e sh t k h d e oo er angerous way 
.Rud 
e g l oom ' d t h e sky , and blustering was the day. 
Wi t h Pain 
I saw the shi vering sail depart , 
'I'h e blas t t 
, oo p owerful , mock'd the steersman's art 
I n Va in the 
h e lm by wary hands was held, 
No c 
are Protected when the storm assail'd. 
'I'he d 
ar ken i ng cloud, with maddening fury, pass ' d , 
Str u ck at the sail, and bent the quivering mast , 
No more the b argue her trembling charge could save, 
But d i pp'd her pinions in the briny wave . 
(Poems (1809) II, 29-30, 11. 3-12) 'While 
certa . 
Poem J.nly express i ng regret for the loss of life, the 
lacks the Ph . 
Qep, 1.losophical gloom of similar scenes Freneau 
J.cted 
'''l'he in the 178 o , s. For example, the passage recalls 
lfurr · 
.... J.cane " b 's feeble ~es · , particularly in the arque 
J.sta 
i.11 c nee to the storm, s fury and the steersman, s impotency 
ombat· 
lli.h . ing it. 
J.li.stic 
But what Freneau presents here is not 
:r11 t despair but an almost reportorial detachment . s ead 
env. Of depressed musings on humanity's fate in an alien 
iro11ment h 
Pos . ' e describes a violent event as if he were 
1.tig 
a Problem . . 1 t' "'requ1.r1.ng a sou 1.on . 
lls . 'l'he second half of the poem retains this objectivity, 
J.tig th 
e tragedy to demonstrate the scientific superiority 
195 
of the steam engine : 
Let Fulton's t ar' unrivall'd art, prevail, 
Nor trust existence to the treacherous sail. 
s · ince he applies the powers that nature gave, 
Disarms, and smooths the dark malignant wave, 
Prefer his plan to all the sail supplies: 
As he arranged, the waves may round you rise; 
Waste all their foam, and not one fear impart: 
The height, the beauty, and the pride of art. 
(23-31) 
Freneau suggests a parallel between Fulton's use of reason 
to produce "unrivall 'd art" and the work of the deity. Just 
as the deity created the universe out of chaos, Fulton, in 
disarming nature, s violence, has created order out of 
disorder' so much so that Freneau calls the invention a 
II l P an" that has "arranged" the world in a new way. 
The 
waves that once induced fear now "waste all their foam." 
Even the schedule of travel is altered, for "no tides delay" 
(
3 , machine is aesthetically 
5 ) a steamer. Finally, Fulton s 
the "height, the beauty, 
compared to the deity's creation as 
and th sci'ence's practical and philosophic 
e pride of art." 
consequences thus seem to go hand in hand. 
1 but a problem to 
onger an adversary to fear 
as humans use "the 
SCJ.
·entific reasoning. 
sp · · well as iritual reasoning as 
Freneau also 
Nature is no 
solve so long 
t gave." that na ure 
powers be used for 
that such powers 
asserts Poems 
such 
as "Bel . 
both .,,, 1.ef and Unbelief" and "The Religion of Nature," 
.r..rom th 
e 1815 coll t. . . . . sup ec ion, reJect Christianity and other 
ernatura1 
fanc religions because they are based on myth and 
Y, not on 
''B rational investigation of the empirical world. 
eJief 
t and Unbelief" takes issue with belief based on the 
YPe of 
ci:- second-hand revelation that is built into many 
eeds . 
.l.nstead t· of on the revelation of empirical evidence. 
lJce Pa . 
.l.ne, Who insisted a revelation was valid only for the 
Pei:-so 11 to 
011 Whom it was made, Freneau finds religions based 
. supernatural 
d.1.sci myth, particularly those rejected or 
aimed 




Belief by itself does not lend weight to a 
0 Pinion: 
On mere belief no merit rests, 
As Unbelief no guilt attests: 
Belief, if not absurd and blind, 
Is but conviction of the mind, 
Nor can conviction bind the heart 
Till evidence has done its part; 
And, when that evidence is clear, 
Belief is just, and truth is near. 
119-21, 11. 9-16) W· (Poems (1815) I, 
l thout e t belief in a philosophy 
mpirical evidence to suppor 
oi:-
l:"eligio . . bound/ To yield assent, or 
h n, no one is "fairly 




Until e . o extort belief" (21). Unbelief is justified 
V.1.dence " f 
t.Jay t O strongest kind" ( 3 6) clears the mind, s 
o assent. " . 
against . Bel1.ef and Unbelief" is first an argument 
.1.nst· ~ . .1.tutional d ... eJ.1.g. cree s that demand conformity to a 
.l.ous 
h Point of v1.· b t 1.'t ~nfett ew, u also advocates the 
ered 
Univ ei:-se 
Use of human reason to explore the empirical 




reiterates the point in "On the Religion of 
' cont d' dif en 1.ng that the acrimony created by religious 





heav a nd "nations would know/ All that can make their 
en below" natu (Poems (1815) I, 105-06, ll. 16-18), because 
l:"e 
Offers the same . . . 
"Sophists would cease their vain 
to aJJ empirical proof of d1. v1.ne perfect1.on 
p But more important, the ability to discover this 
ei:-fect · .I.on t.Jith . and the intimations of a supreme being that go 
.l.t is , rea 'born within ourselves" (7), a component of human 
son "b h estow'd" (6) at creation. Freneau's belief in the 
Unian 
it Potential to discover religion through reason, though 
is d . 
r.,. e.1.stic rather than Christian, recalls John 
rv.:z.th 
. 
ei:-spoon's . . 1.'s Common sense tenet that religion an 
.l.nhe 1:"ent d · t · t d 
e 
1.sposi tion in all humans that can be substan ia e 
lllp. 
. 
.l.1:"ica11y d · · t d th t (Vitzthum 173). Witherspoon ha insis e a 
llllnied . .late · h rent sense of 
experience and humanity's in e 
1llora1· l.ty · l and spiritual 
· could together lead to materia 
.l.ltlpi:-o 
Venients . 1.n society. 





Of experience and human reason as the tools 
socia1 
Wither development and religious discovery echoed 
spoon's th ought. 
11uch of this 
Of discussion has centered on Freneau's sense 
episte 
lnological l . . 
o"er 1.m1. tat ion and the use of reason to 
come it 
h • ' but the best g f F ' h · 1 · v J.e~ . auge o reneau s p 1. osophic 
OJ.nt aft 
'the er 18 00 is the harmony the poet now sees beyond 
apPearanc 
Ob es of a discordant universe. What empirical 
servat· 
J.on reveals to 1'}.::..,_ Freneau is a greater sense of '-'LUre, 
in s 0rder, and it is from this order that humanity can 
fer th 
~ork e Perfection of both the deity and its design. Two 
s sharing 
to similar settings use the image of a volcano 
explain the 
symbiotic relationship between nature's "io1 ence 
~ and its resulting ability to sustain life. 
Stan Zas 





1804," first appearing in the Charleston City 
1804 before its republication in 1809, traces the 
.is1ana,s 
evolution from lava-spewing volcano to pastoral 
.is1ana. 
Originally "Indebted to volcanic fire" 
'.l1ener· 
J.ffe 
Was first an image of nature's awful power: 
For torrents from the mountain came; 
What molten floods were seen to glow! 
Expanded sheets of vivid flame , 
To inundate the world below! 
These, older than the hist0rian's page 
199 
(8), 
once bellow'd forth vext nature's rage, 
(13-18) 
Butt he ridges 
once barren from the 1ava that ran down their 
are filled with groves and pastures; nature no 
Side s now 
long er deSt roys but nurtures: 
Upon the verdant, scented 1awn 
The flowers a thousand sweets disperse , 
And pictures, there, bY nature drawn, 
Inspire some island poet's verse, 
While streams through everY valleY rove 
To bless the garden, grace the grove, 
(25-30) 
takes on characteristics of some of rreneau'S 
The , J.magery 
ear1 . J.er pastorals , 
er fashion of "The aeautieS of santa cruz." The 




178 o 's part of nature's aesign. 
F 
, are reconciled as eau even tbat once aominated 
admits that tbe eruptions ren 
the · J.sland 1 could rise 
amentat · ion 
rea1· l.Zation of the 
dest ruct ' ion that will go 
The p same volcanic 
eak of 
Fr eneau 
oce an , 
Water th 




the waters reach the valleys 
Vineyards their verdant color. Because this 
eternal cycle f o sustenance represents nature at 
they in turn give the fields , 
self-suff . . se icient 
cond Pol 
he ar star" (Poems 
con · 
and benign, Freneau calls Pico "a 
(1815) I, 167-68, 1. 24) that can 
SJ.de.red 
Pren 
a guide to nature's perfection. 
eau•s f · 
reca aith in natural harmony also allows him to 
St h • 
l.s now f 
Sea amiliar symbol of realism and discord, the 
' turning it 
as it d' into a paradigm of natural benevolence even 
.l.splays . 
its moments of disorder. "Lines Written at Sea,rr 
from the 
Per 1809 collection, presents a different 
sPect· .l.Ve f 
Whe O nature compared to the poems of the 17BO's . 
reas the 
lf" sea represents volatility and treachery in "The 4rr . 
.l.cane " "T 
h ' he Departure, 11 or "Captain Jones' Invitation," ere . 
J.t b 
c ecomes the expression of Freneau 's delight with reat · 
J.on: 
No Pleasure on earth can afford such delights, 
A · 1 . ht s the heavenly view of these tropica nig s , 
The glow of the stars, and the breeze of the sea, 
Are heaven--if heaven on ocean can be.--
(Poems (1809) II, 34-35, 11. 1-4) 
sun in the water [travels] to bed .. ,to recline at 
(6-7)' one is reminded of a similar dramatic 
in "The Hurricane" that symbolizes both the 
201 
failui:-e 
Of Chi:- . 
Of the lS t i an salvation and the ultimate destruction 
matei:-ial 
that woi:-ld . The image here, however, suggests 
the hai:-sh 
hav-e ness of nature and the cruelty of humanity 
been soft 
the Sn ened by Freneau's philosophic serenity. As 
,t,,'eakei:- l 
sp0 t/Wh atei:- muses over the absence of an "an insular 
ei:-e guai:-rel . no l s, murder, and malice are not" (9-10), he 
ongei:- la 
did rnents over the loss of a "favorite isle" as he 
almost 
but forty years earlier in "The American Village," s · 
lmpJy utters an even-tempered "What pity" (9). 
Buth . 
is ment-:on his i of such a pastoral idyll suggests that 
awai:-e 
and ness of the world's discord has not disappeared, 
the 
rand Closing stanza casually admits to the appearance of 
omness: 
Like an artist that's busy in melting his lead, 
At i:-andorn it falls and is carelessly spread, 
I 
So N t 1 d a ure, though wisely the globe she hasp anne, 





"surface" that has been left to chance, leaving 
Plan of nature difficult to discern, the resulting 
Optilni 
t 
sm about What lies under the surface having replaced 
he 
t 
angei:- and frustration of the 17BO's. What the tone of 
his 
Poem · in a level of suggests is Freneau's confidence 
conti:-01 
a beyond human comprehension. re 
fi:-arned . . . . es almost trivializes, 
Nature's shortcomings 
What ev-ei:-
in language that minimiz , 
disharrnony exists. 
202 
"The Brook of the Valley" d . isharmony is not 
but rather celebrated as part of the 
cycle of nature that is both benign and 
The d · 
11atu isruptive, if not destructi've re i s , aspect of 
.... once a . . 
•iature, gain .1ndicat.1' ve f F o reneau's acceptance of 
It . s duality l.l'lit as a necessary part of the divine plan. 
ia11 




orever blessed by an eternally passive stream a1t'lq,r 
.rS at 
rest, but: 
... if always thus at rest; 
This would not be for the best 
In 0 ne summer you would die, 
And leave the valley parch'd and dry. 
Stagl'lati (Poems (1815), 81-83, ll. 9-12) 
-<-On sur Would harm both the stream and the valley 
round · ing . Of '.Z' it, for the cycles of nature, as in "The Peak 
ener· 
l.i.fe. l.ffett and "The Peak of Pico, 11 are needed to sustain 
'.Z'hus t co
11
d he speaker cites the cycle of evaporation, 
ensat. Str l.on, and precipitation that maintains not only this 
eam 
,;ii but those t ' 
4
,sap of other plains and woods. The wa er s 
Peara anoth nee into vapor and reappearance as liquid is yet 
er exa llow mple of the cycles of Lucretian materialism, only 
Pren the~ eau uses it not to suggest nihilism but to exemplify 
Ole O"" b Vi.OJ. ~ nature's renewal. such cycles, however, can e 
ent: 
203 
But, with all your quiet flow, 
Do you not some quarrels know! 
Lately, angry, hOW you ran! 
All at war--and much like man• 
When the shower of waters fell, 
How you raged, and what a swell! 
All your banks you overflow•d, 
The scarcely knew your own abode! (33-40J 
flood. ' 
ing disrupts the valleY, felling the speaker s 
turn dantages the underwood and bushes itS 
v1i11 ow, which in 
sur round' 1.ng it r ct · for it is the 
st iveness, is beneficial to the valleY, 
ream's cycle of ebb and flood that sustains the valley's 
dest . 
fo1· I.age. The end of from the ever-changing stream 
to the poent turns ever-chan . Though the streant'S occasional 
V101 · and ence is valleY 's we11-be1ng . g1.ng humanitY· 
t necessarY to the 
heref ore illustrative 
of an of numans is not, 
alt ernat· 1.ng serenitY and 
Outside 
agitation 
of the1·r per1·odiC urge 
reason's order, 
to maJce war 
is an . example 
inst· 1.nct" 
sup Press 
l:'is· 1.ng and 
receding violence of nature 
not literallY but ironicallY' be react 
Embl e m now of restless man ; 
What a sketch of t na ure's plan! 
Now at peace , now at war, 
Now y ou murmur, now you roar; 
Muddy now , and limpid next, 
Now with i' cy shackles vext--
What a likeness here we find! 
What a picture of mankind! (49-56) Gi:-. 
l.:f:fith 
the describes the human disorders of these stanzas as 
nee 
i~a . essary dissonance of humanity's rational and 
g:i.nati 





i:- created by humans who will not apply the rule of 
easo ..... • , to 
These are the disorders of 
their ex1.· stence and · th d t · l:'eason thereby gain e un ers anding 
Provides. 
But 
is Whatever chaos humans create, the order of nature 
inviolate 
deit and thereby symbolizes the perfection of the 
Y. 
Nowhere after 1800 is Freneau's teleological 
conclus· 
J.on more · d th 'n "On th tJn, clearly summarize an i e 
.l.:formi t 
tt Y and Perfection of Nature" from the 1815 Poems. 
2 
s s b u ject . w is the unerring perfection of the divine plan, 
hich 
is necessarily good despite the vicissitudes of 
evei:-
Yday life: 
On one fix'd point all nature moveS, 
Nor deviates from the track she loves; 
205 
Her system, drawn from reason ' s source , 
She scorns to change her wonted course , 
The (~ ( 1815) r, 94-95, 11, 1-4) 
unwavering 
constancy of nature is stressed in this 
f ine suggesting an inunutabilitY that emanates 
stan za, each 1 · 
rom the 
r deity behind it , The perfection of nature is a 
eflect ' 
ion of the creator' s perfection; anY deviation in 




could she descend from that great plan 
To work unusual things for man, 
To suit the insect of an hour--
This would betraY a want of power, 
Unsettled in its first design 
And erring, when it did combine 
The parts that form the vast machine, 





much t 11\VorJc 
imperfection, o 
active 
things" ' an imp expression 
ossibl e and therebY removes Part , , adjustment 
1c1pation in the events of the world, as Would "erring" design, 
11unsett1ed" or 
of divine intervention, 
the deitY from 
indicate 
Furth ermore the 
th , e hour" · the sets human potential ln 
design 
and reinforces our 1· J.mitat · J.ons of humanity . 
sense of the epistemological 





Penultimate line of "The Wild Honey Suckle" 
between is but an hour") , an expression of a 
hl:"evity 
a nd obscurity in human existence that is now seen 
lllore 
Positively: 
Perfections of the great first cause 
Submit to no contracted laws , 
But all-sufficient, all supreme, 
Include no trivial views in them. 
Who looks through nature with an eye 
That would the scheme of heaven descry, 
!nits 
Observes her constant, still the same, 
In all her laws, through all her frame. 
(13-20) 
~ evolution, in its vastness that lies beyond 
human 
Pere t· d constant throughout the ep ion, nature is indee 
Un · 
lVerse and hence consists of no "contracted laws" that 
Colllct 
Possibly be broken or ignored. Thus whatever appears 
to he ch of the 17BO's, is 
aos, even in those dark visions 
Pal:"t Of 
a larger order, 
Cel b f. t e rates clusion of the irs 
in language echoing the con 
epistle century before: 
of Pope's Essay on Man almost a 
f Ct {on of which Freneau the per e ... 
No imperfection can be found 
In all that is, above, around '--
207 
Al l ' nature made 
' i n r eason ' s sight 
Is ord er all 
' and all is right . (21 -24 ) As F 
ach · 
reneau came to t h e end of h i s literary career, he 
Philo s ophic calm that 
.leved a 
seemed beyond his reach 
thirty 
Yea rs b e f 
ear1y ore . Though the transformation began as 
a s 1788 
re ' i t wa s a fter 1800 that he succeeded in 
conc · 1 · .l J.ng 
and 
. fill i ng 
.linp1 . 
the c ontradi ctions i n nature and human society 
t h e spiri tual void that such contradictions 
J.eq 
incluct · Hi s solut i on enveloped the entire cosmos, 
e
. J.ng both its 
1 




deistic creed that explained 
SJ.stenci es ad ' as part of a divine plan set in motion by 
.lstant 
th supr eme bei ng . 
at 
The so-called illusions of nature 
spawned t the poet's ni hilistic fears in the 1780 's 
Urned 
to b e , for him 
' 
a small part of a greater design. 
only hope of understanding the design and the 





enquiry. As a corollary, science not only 
the opportunity to find evidence of a deity 
hut 
also 
served as the means of civilizing human society . 
In th . the J.s regard Freneau reflected a general attitude in 
Youn a g American republic that saw technological progress 
s e . 
v.ldence of a celestial reason to which humanity was 
9radu a11y . ( l gaining access through natural revelation Marx 
60-1 
85) • 
Ob Sess · 
l.Ve 
' 
But Freneau's private search for order was more 









!PPearect . l.ons on the General Debased Condition of Mankind" 
1/'stems 0 ;n the Time-Piece on September 25, 1797. "On False 
2 ankinct,, Government, and the generally debased condition of 4 , lBoo appeared in the Charleston city Gazette on December 
2 
.Roy lia 
considerrvey ~earce in The Continuity of American Poetry (201) 
solution sf t h is poem as much a political as a philosophical 
great ch ,or Freneau. He calls it a simplistic view of the 
~articu1 a1.n of being which allows him to harmonize the 
lntelli ~rs of natural description with a faith in reason and 
rePUhligl.bility. This view he says, possesses strong 
Of Unctecan overtones. one can'argue that humanity is capable 
reasona{tt~nding the order of things; therefore human~ty is 
heref e' therefore humanity deserves equal rights; 
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